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HER
GOODNESS,
OUR
GRIMACE

. . .

From Rule, a new novel
that sadly fails to keep
its early promises

.

by John Glassco
The Young in One Another’s Arms, by Jane Rule,
Doubleday, 216 pages, $6.95 cloth (ISBN O-385-1 1660-S).
JANE RULE’S R~H

novel will probably be the first to find a
wide audience, since it comes after the success of a timely
work of non-fiction and a gust of publicity. Two national
magazines have already introduced to the whole counrry a
woman who came across in her interviews as attractiye,
brilliant. courageous, enormously talented, industrious and
- perhaps most appealingly of all - neglected. This
combination adumbmtes the way in which a large part of
literary Canada ‘likes to see itself, and Jane Rule thus
appeared in these magazines as quintessentially Canadian.
The image is even enhanced by the fact that she has born
and bred in tbe United States.
1 am one of those readers for whom the fifth novel is the
first, one who admired Leshn Images and looked forward
to reading more Rule. 1 am disappointed. and my feelings
go beyond the usual disappointment of finding that a writer
has not written the book I expected. In this case, she has not
even written either of the two books she seemed to promise
in the early pages of the present novel. The first book she
hasn’t w&ten is the story of that rpysterious creatme, the
woman of 59; the second is the story of the flight of the
American anu-war young to sanctuary in Canada. What she
has written is the standard Canadian novel of retreat from
urban evil to woodsy good, and in doing so has reached
some surprising’depchs in sentimentality and tedium.
The setting is Vancouver, where Ruth Wheeler, oar
armed as the result of an accident, lives with her mother-inlaw (the name Ruth is no accident) and runs a boarding
house for six lodgers. Five of them are the young who are
frequently in one another’s arms, and the sixth is a
dim-witted shoe-clerk for whom Ruth feels responsible. But

for whom does she not feel responsible? Ruth is a saint.
The boarding house must shortly disa ear, since it
stands in the path of a new road, and the rrst half .of the
book is concerned largely with the plans Ihe idmates are
making fdr their houseless future. They are: Mavis, at work

on a Ph.D. thesis on Dickens; Gladys, who teaches handicapped children and !akes part in radical demonstrations;
and Joanie, who comes to meals in curlers and goes out

every night with men who drive big cars. The men of tbe
house are the usual weaklings and misfits who make such an
appeal to many women writers: Tom, draft-dodger become
landed immigrant and short-order cook; Stew, bearded
drug-taking dropout; and Arthur, another American runaway still recupeiating from his experiences and soon to be
picked up by the police. Thm are, as well as the lodgers,
Ruth’s mother-in-law Clara and. occasionally, Ruth’s husband Hal, who spends most of his time in rhe hinterland,
bnilding(symbolically) roads.
With such a cast of characters much can happen, and
much does - but with a strange. effect of unreality since
most of the action takes place off stage. These boarders
exist in a climate of such cool permissiveness that attachments between them form and dissolve in a dreamy,
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meaningless manner; there is no emotion or interest gcnerafed by these changes and exchanges, reported but never
explained - until Gladys moves out of Stew’s arms and
into Arthur’s. This results in jealousy and betrayal: the
police arrive and carry off Arthur, who disappears handed over to the authorities in the U.S. - ancl is never
seen again. In a fit of remone for his act of betrayal, Stew

then goes on a wild acid trip and ends in a mental hospital
- but not for long. After what must be the quick&t and
What

she has written is the standard Canadian novel of retreat from urban evil to
woodsy good, and in doing so has reached
some surprising depths of sentimentality and
tedium.
most complete cure in the annals of psychiatry, he comes
back to the boarding house for a visit, beardless, freshly
barbered and smartly dressed, all set 10 go to law school,
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and is greeted with the understanding and forgiveness one
would expect from a humane social worker.
Indeed. much of the writing in this book does suggest the
protracted case history of a multi-problem family as recorded by a social worker in the approved “nonjudgmental” manner. For while Miss Rule contrives big
scenes and raises big issues, she never fails to withdraw
from them into flashbacks and ruminations. Under the busy
crowded surface of the novel there. lies an intractable
passivity.
The second half of the book moves the group, now
further altered by one death and the anival of a newcomer,
to an island community off Vancouver where they are to live
communally and run a restaurant. In no time at all they are
also delivering meals on wheels, opemtihg a nursery school
for neglected childre?, splitting firewood for the elderly.
and in general behavmg like a troop of badge-mad Boy
Scouts. The sheer goodness of it all is difficult to take; it is
also as unreal as everything &se in the book, since these

chores am performed without a single aching muscle, bead
of sweat, or word of complaint. But by now it is clear that
the novel’s action has become little more than a selfindulgent reverie of the author%.
The book ends with all difficulties overcome: the urban
cancer is halted, at least for a while; Hal’s convenient death
eases Ruth’s money worries; and although one member of
the group has been lost (trouble with the police again)
anqther misfit has arrived to take his place. The young are
still in one another’s arms. still safe and sheltered in the love
of the rock-like Ruth.
It is hard to make goodness interesting, but the problem is
not solved by making it sentimental. Certainly, none of the
serious writers Miss Rule discussed with such wit and
acumen in Lesb!an Images has served as a model for her
own novel. For The Young in One Another’s Arms cannot,
in the end, be regarded as anything but popular
women’s_magazine fiction. It is only fair to say that it
makes no pretence of being anything else. 0

TRAILING THE BLAISES

l l l

. through India, where Clark falters and
Bharati finds her class heading for extinction
by Hubert de Santana
Days and Nights in Calcutta, by Clark Blaise and
Bharati Mukherjee, Doubleday, 300 pages, $8.95 cloth
(ISBN O-385-02895-4).
YEAP 1973 began badly for the Blaises. Within a space
of three months, Clark bmke his hand; their house in
Montreal was accidentally burned down by a careless
babysitter; and they were involved in a near-fatal car crash.
Clearly a change of scene was indicated, and they decided to
go to India.
It was a second visit for Clark. who expected it to be “a
quantum leap in personal growth.” There was much about
his wife that was unknown to him, and he hoped that India
would help him to appreciate “the texture of her first
twenty-one years.” But India, that immemorial sorce~s,
confounded him as she has confounded every non-Indian
writer with the exception of EM. Foster. She spun a
multi-faceted mirror before his face, and what Blaise saw
reflected was not the heart of India but “the whole bloated,
dropsical giant called the West, that I thought I knew
profoundly.” Instead of strengthening his marriage, India
nearly wrecked it.
Bharati had misgivings about the visit: “India, I warned,
would be the fourth and final accident.” No writer could
fail to respond to India’s int,ense stimulus; and the Blaises,
each with two published books, were no exception. Their
trip resulted in this journal, which I found of absorbing
interest, though ultimately it left me with very mixed
feelings.
The book is organized into two sections, the Cat written
by Clark, the second by Bharati; it concludes withseparate
epilogues. Blaise’s lean, muscular prose is well suited tohis
theme: but his work is fraught with inaccuracies and marred
4 Books in Canada, March, 1977
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occasionally by careless writing. His narrative is peppered
with Hindi words that are often misspelled, or incorrectly
translated. Pane deo, jaldi, jaldi does nor mean “Bring
water, fast, fast” (that would be panee lao, jaldi, jaldi); it
means “Give water, quickly, quickly.” Blaise writes pond
for panec (water), so06 for sa’ob, and, hilariously, boos
for has (enough). Baas, depending on the intonation it is
given, could mean either a bamboo or a stench!
If an author ins@s on using words of a language he does
not know, in order @give authenticity to his work, he
should at least take the trouble to check them before setting
them down; othetiise the authenticity he seeks to create
will be spurious. Nor is there any excuse for careless
writing. Blaise assures us that when they arrived in Bombay
on a May morning, the temperature was already “climbing
into the hundreds.” This will be-news to meteorologists.
The Blaises spent some time in Chembur. an industrial
suburb of Bombay, before going on to Calcutta. It is not
long before they have supped full with honors. Clark sees
kids pelting ‘cars with dead mts; street vendors dell food
c&wed with a canopy of exhilarated flies (“Daddy. is that
man selling flies?” asks his son); he is told a gruesome
story about Muslim gold smugglers who kidnapped and
murdered a baby! then eviscerated it, stuffed it with gold
bangles, and use tt as a carrying case.

Blaise’s lean, muscular prose is well suit&d to
his theme; but his work is fraught with inae
curacies and marred occasionally by careless
writing. .

.-__--- _-~

Paradoxes abound: Clark’s father-in-law is presented as a
brilliant and lovable man, a deyout Hindu who ptiys for
three hours every day. Yet he had also been n student at
Heidelberg in 1936; had cheered Hitler’s speeches at rallies;
and had enthusiastically accepted the hideous doctrine of
Nazism. using it as a spur for his own nationalism. Blaise
reminds us that “Calcuttans [and this is true of Hindus anywhere in India] urinate against a wall and blow out long
bamws of snot onto the shoes of passers-by out of a
uniquely Hindu standard of personal cleanliness. To carry
a diiy handkerchief on one’s own body would be disgusting.”
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Bawd on extensive Irrearch. this bark should dbpl much of the
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S4.95 paper Published
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Qugbec writing for your
literature course5
‘ALES FROM THE UNCERTAIN COUNTRY
moues FerronlTranelated by Betty Bednarskl
rief, funny, maglcal stories which concisely illus‘ate the dilemmas of modern Quebec, that “uncerdn counby” now coming to terms with Its habitant
ast end Its industrial present. Ferron’s TALES et-e
te perfect classroom Introduction to Quebec
teeture and Qudb6ools ways of looking at the
Z.OO/paper

Now Available
L study guide to Ferron’s Tales
lncertain Country/Ma~Zlroff

from-the

seful for both the teacher and student, this guide
tcludes a biogrephlcal and critical essay, studies of
tdividual storlee, suggested questions and essay
~plcs, and a brief bibliography of writings on
‘erron.
1.001saddle4Ilched
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A Vancouver boarding house in the 1960’s is the
setting for this unusual love story about a group of
outcasts and drifters who discover in each otbar a
sense of community and family that they had neck
experienced before. Their experiences form a warm,
sophisticated novel, a story of love between the
enerations and across established lines of race.
$6.95
fabit, dass and background.

“Make no mistake about it -Jane Rule is one of the b&
-Margaret Laurence

miters ux hew.”

~DouBLEu#Ycana~Umited

When Blaise makes excursions into Hindu metaphysics,
he rushes in where angels fear to tread. True.. For+, in A
Passage to India, was one modem non-Indmn writer who
did succeed in explaining Hinduism. But his profound
knowledge and insight was acquired from 20 years’ residence in India. To try to explain Hinduism after only one
year in India is not only arrogant, it is also foolhardy.
The elephant-headed god Ganesh is revered by Hindus as
much for hi wisdom as for his ability tn ward off ill-luck:
hi blessing is invoked for even the most trivial enterp.ti%?;
he is also a patron of Iiteramre, and is credited with wntmg
do&t a part of the Mahabbamta from the dictation of the
poet Vyasa. Blaise refers to Ganesh as “god of the
kitchen”!
Undaunted, he expounds a religion twice as old as, and a
hundred times more complex than, Christianity: “Hinduism
does not internret God. or His world. It does not guide or
explain.. . . ” ‘unless I have misread Vedic writing&such as
the Bhagavad-Gira, this is nonsense. The entire text of the
Girn is concerned with interpreting God and man’s relationship to God. It also lays down the.guiding principles for a
virtuous life.
Blaisa goes on: “But unlike Western religions, Hinduism
does not exclude thq worshipper for his unworthiness; it
does not ask him to confess or account for his sins; it does
not compel him to change, renounce, or improve, in order
to participate in the godly vision.” Not a word about the
daily baths that for Hindus are a ritual of purification, a
literal washing away of sins. (Pilgrims bathe in the holy
Ganges for the same reason.) Not a word about the acts of
charity undertaken by every Hindu in expiation for sjns or
unworthy actions. Nor is there any mention of remcarnation, in which the form of the incarnation is determined
by the’ merit of the previous life. How many orthodox
Hindus, I wonder, would recognize their religion from
Blaise’s description?
Blaise is at his best writing about life in Calcutta, “the
world’s largest outdoor garbage heap.” (He, makes the
remarkable observation that “true garbage is what no living
cm~urc has further use for. And by that definition, Caloutts
is a ot cleaner than Montreal.“) Nonetheless his first night
in c!alcutta was traumatic, leaving him “sick and pale as
soap, white-knuckled, in the belly of something I wished I
hadn’t started.” Howrah Station, Calcutta’s rad terminus,
is “the centre of life and the end of hope, the place of arrival
and surrender. . . It is more like a circle of hell than any
place on earth that I can imagine.”
“I am fascinated by patterns,” writes Blaise. “Each new
experience I thought of as an ink blot on a bright new
blotter; I anticipated their spread, hoped for a final linkingup.” But when the ink blots.have merged, we are left with
what V. S. Naioaul discovered more than a decade ago: An
Area of Dark&s.
Clark Blaise admires hi wife. His indefatigable bragging
(“Perhaps one Montreal writer per decade g-ets feat&a in
the American weeklies”) is almost as embanassing as his
remarks on Hinduism. He even quotes Bhamti’s father
telling her that she must now set her sights on the Nobel
Prize for Literature!
Bharati Mukherjee is a better writer than her husband;
and her writing meals her as a woman of intelligence and
sensibility. But let’s not get carried away. It is a little
premature to talk of Nobel Prizes when dealing with an
author who is still trying to find an individual voice and
style.
Her achievement has been to provide the reader with an
exact and moving description -of her upbringing in a
claustrophobic joint-family of Bnhmin Bengalis. in which
docility and unquestioning obedience were regarded as the
highest feminine virtues, and independence of thought and
action bmught shame and disgrace. A girl’s life was as
carefully controlled and organized as a Cook’s tour. The
lymnny of love within such a family is skilfully pnttrayed-
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the smothering, selfish. possessive love that makes the mind
atrophy and the heart wither. Sometimes suicide is the only
release from a disastrous arranged marriage; and flight into’
exile is the only escape for a single woman.

_*
._

A girl’s life was as carefully controlled and
organized as a Cook’s tour. The tyranny of
love within such a family is skilfully portrayed
- the smothering_, selfish, possessive love
thahaeIakes the mind atrophy and the heart
the only escape.for a single’ woman.
Bhamti broke from her benign prison by going to Iowa to

exile is

atteod the Writers’ Workshop. There she’met Blaise. an
American-raised Canadian. and married him during a lunch
break. When she returned to Indii with Clark, it was after
an absence of 14 years; she found she had come adrift from
her cultural moorings. and could no longer fit easily into
middle-class Calcutta society. “In sacrificing a language,
we sactilicc our roots,” she says sadly.
One of the fascinating things about this book is that it
allows the reader to compare Clark’s and Bharati’s accounts
of the same subject. The hvo versions usually complement
each other, but occasionally small~details hire flatly contradictory. Blaise says, for instance, that hi mother-in-law
carries “a ring of keys that would do credit to a medieval

jailer”; according to Bharati, “My mother carries only one
key on her person.” Bhamti also tells the grisly story of the
disembowelled baby, but brings out the horror momforcefully by subtly interweaving the details with the gossip of
her empty-headed women friends.
Bharan’s pages are full of memotible vignettes: relined
young ladies packing medicinal powder for Mother Teresa’s
lepers, while discussing Germaine GMX and hair fashions;
the cocktail chatter at parties given by movie stars and

business executives (Number Ones); the elaborate ritual of a
Hindu wedding, which is summed up as “communal
catharsis through communal drama.” She is candid about
the effect Calcutta had on her nerves. the way the visit was
“forcing old wounds to the surface,” and causing her anger
to flare “against the West, against Bengal, against my
family.” And yet her Western education allows her to see
that “something is terribly, terribly wrong with the world 1
came from in Calcutta. . . . My class is refining itself into
extinction. . . . We are in danger of losing the most precious
legacy in the Hindu tradition, our gifts for improvisation
and adaptation.”
She has not found it easy to adapt to life in thii country:
“In Canada I am both too visible and too invisible. Lam
brown; I cannot disappear in a rush-hour Montreal cmwd.
The media had made me self-conscious about racism. . 1
am tired of being exotic.‘* There follows a passage in which
she articulates the special problems of foreign-born writers
in Canada:
But if as a citizen I am painfully vkible. I canno, m&e my+fvkibls
al illI ga Cwrldian writer. The lbenry world in Canada II nrsccnt.
yaxsrwely natlonGide, md self-engrossed., . In order 10 bc
rcwgnized iu an Indian-born Canadian wrikr. I would have 10
conven myself into a token figure. write abusively about lonl racism
and m&e Brown Fowr fashionable. But I lind I czmwx ye! wrln
about Monmal. II does noI engage my p0%ions.
’

In spite of her sense of dislocation and tragic motlessness, Bhanti ends on a note of dignified affirmation,
content that “my only stability is the portable ivorld of my
imagination.” She warns that what foreigners perceive in
Indian women as forbearance is really “a secretive love of
revengeful survival.. . . What died, that year in India., was
my need for easy consolation. What has survived IS the
stubbornness to go on.” 0
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The F&ate World of Mackenzie King
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‘me reader doesn’t have to be polltlcally interested lo be
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mind. Paper. Volume I $4.95 Volume II $5.95
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RobertKmetsch
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COLOMBO’S
‘EDIBLE’ ENTERPRISES
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Believe it or not, Canada’s one-man literary
conglomerate was first inspired by Ripley and
the Marching Chinese
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by Michael Ryval
John Robert Colombo. it seems,.is that
he talks a lot. Not that he is particularly long-winded or
given to verbosity. To the contrary, he is eminently quotable, a well-tuned imnist. but puzzlingly contradictory.
When he says in one moment he wants to be a kind of
popularizer of the Canadian fact, in another instance he’ll
THE TROUBLE WTH

discard the label (because it has a condescending connotation) for “a presenter of material people wouldn’t otherwise
see or think about.” He told me once last summer that
Colombo’s Canadian References _“is not a pantheon.” Yet
a while later he nmati “I’m interested in ‘star quality’, in
creating a pantheon of knowledge, to honour people rather
than de-mystify them.. . .” And as a poet he regards
himself a liKle comically, as a character actor, fhe Melvyn
Douglas of poetry. Then in a twealing moment he says:
’ “The kind of poetry I’d like to write I can’t, and that’s
Rilkean. The trouble is you have to go with the Muse. What
lurks inside me is the frustrated popularist.”
The real “trouble” with Colombo (and I mean this in a
kibbitzing sense) can be posed in the question: Will we ever
get enough of him? Just in the past two years he’s published
four reference books: the we:ghty best seller C&r&o’s
Canadian Quotations; the fun spinoff Colombo’s Little
Book of Canadian Proverbs; the “concise” edition of
CCQ; and then the second mountain-top of the Colombian
Range, Colombo’a Canadian R.$rences, by necessity less
entertaining than the quote book, but jest as idiosyncratic.
As a poet, the side most people don’t know about or tend
to belinle if they do, he has issued Tranrlorions from the
English. an often-playful though impersonal series of found
poems (other people’s prose rendered into poetry), and The
Sad Truths, original poems that reveal more of the man, the
father, the husband. Then there are the w-translations of
Bulgarian poetry and stories (with Nikola Roussanoff).
appearing in Under the Eaves of a Forgotten Village and
The Balkan Range, books that began as curiosities. technical challenges (“If I could read‘Bulgmian. I wouldn’t
have done them”) and ‘according to Colombo have been
almost totally ignored.
When I went to see Colombo on a crisp, sunny morning,
we tended to skirt the two bii books, “the mountain tops,.”
as he calls them, and in a round-about way exploted “the
hills,” the minor works. and the projects ahead. All three
Colombo children are at home, creating a certain air of
controlled havoc, and o&side workmen are turning suburban Toronto into the yenice of Ontario (in the cause of
installing a new sewer mm) so there seemed to be a slightly
siege-like’atmosphere about. Colombo is not his usual
sunny self, though occasionally his stout frame shakes with
laughter and his large, boyish face breaks into a benign
smile. The 1aKer happens when I pass on Irving Layton’s
description of him as “a literary freeenterpriser.” The
smile evaporates, though, when I relay a concern of Robert
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whose Hungarian poems Colombo helped to wnslate, that Colombo has left hi original work behind him.
He’s become instead “a collecror of graff$. quotes and
other people’s prose. . . . He’s a born eddor. a good
businessman, and as businessman he has 10 compromise
regarding the marketability of his books. I’m trying Lo
persuade him lo return to the early things, some of which
were excellenr. I think it’s a loss if he &f&t.”
In his soft, quick voice, Colombo replies, a little sullenly:
“Nobody, nof even Robert Zend, pays attention to my
poetry. No matter how many books I’ve written. They say
I’ve dried up. But look at the record. You know,” he seems
to be pointing out the living room window, “when I was a
poet people talked about me as an editor. Now that I’m an
editor they think of me as a failed poet.”
Colombo has deflating words for the businessman label:
“I may be a good businessman in the literary world. but I’m
not a good businessman in the business world.” Al 40,
Colombo is making about $25.000 a year, not a very large
sum, he says, for a man supporting Sve people, running a
large house and with editorial expenses in the thousands (he
bad to pay researchers to help finish CCR within two years.
for instance). What kept him going this year was a g15.000
Canada Council Senior Arts grant. “I’m a private enterpriser, and I’d like m go without fhe granls. The literary
people just don’t know. The press runs on some of these
books sre high. But the economics are dire. I get 49 cents
for each copy of the concise CCQ sold.
“Some successes you can eat. but my‘successcs barely
sustain me. Poetry, for one thing, $ inedible.”
Which, in a way, is a comment on Colombo’s attempts to
find a publisher for his nexf book of found poems. The
culmination of his found work, h4osrly Moruters, is a
collection of 90 poems about every sort of horror ana
fantasy creature in the contempormy imagination. Cnlombo
thinks it’s an amusing book, with commercial possibililies,
buf the only publisher he could find asked for a “loan” to
offset any losses. The book will appear next spring.
Whar seems Lo be the obstacle? “I write for the head. I
offer a very specific literary experience Ihat isn’t accessible
to every reader. Thar I don? have a mass readership doesn’t
bother me.” But that it’s not taken seriously does: “Mostly
~\fonsters takes the popular myths seriously and probably
I’ll get knocked and you’ll hear people say, ‘Colombo’s
being trivial again’.”
Zend,
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COLOMBO IS A third generation Canadian of German, Greek,
Italian, and French-Canadian stock. He was born in
Kitchener. Ont., the son of an industrial film-maker. One of
his first memorable reading experiences (and the origins of

“The kind of poetry I’d like to write I can’t,
and that’s Rilkean. The trouble is you have to
go with the Muse. What lurks inside me is the
frustrated popularist.”
battend copy of Robert
me he’s a folk poet,”
says Colombo now. “the chronicler of people’s foibles.
Ripley’s sense of truth is that of an illiterate, who says, ‘If I
read it, it must be true’. That’s at his worst. At his be%
then’s fhe Marching Chinese (ed ‘An odyssey of Incredible Delighls’. in Tranrhions from the English!, details
fhat have no statistical basis buf are fascinating notIons.”
A careerist practically fmm the start, Colombo began
printing works by himself and others through his own
Hawkshead Ress while an undergraduate 81 the University
of Toronto. For two summers and six months aider gradoar-
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his interest in found poetry] was a
Ripley’s Believe It or Not #I. “To
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in: he was at the U of T Press as one of the first editors on
the Dicriomvy of Conodiarz Biography. Then for ‘three
years he served his “internship” as a trade editor at Ryerson
Press. He quit in 1964 to become a freelancer and was
happier to be on his own.
“When 1 first knew him,” says Robert Weaver, tiho has
known him since 1959 when Colombo got involved with
i% Tornorork Review, “he was running rather hard. He
Colombo’s energy and style, says Irving Layton, can rub people the wrong way: “It’s not
arrogance. It’s insensitivity. Sometimes he.
says things he thinks are funny and he hurts
people.”
made some of his contemporaries nervous. He was going in
a number of different directions, writing his own poetry and
developing slightly otlbeat interests (such as Sax Rohmer
and Fu Manchu). which in recent years have coalesced into
his reference books.”
Colombo was ambitious (“To me he comes from the first
port-Canada Council generation of titers. There’s an
uneasiness there because of the competition for the dollar;
it’s made that generation edgier and bitchier”) and Weaver
senses that “John had an easier time whh the older
generation.”
For a while he reviewed books for the Toronto Telegram
and Globe and Mail and covered the local art scene for
Cuaorlinn Arf. But his real talent was editing. He developed
a prosperous relationship with McClelland & Stewart,
where he had a hand in producing nearly 100 books. At the
same time he was established as Tamarack’s managing
editor and busily engaged in committee work on the Canada
Council’s advisory board. He was shifting from poet@ of
the manufactured kind to that of the found variety (pmducing eight books in the 1960s) and developing many
contacts with European and Russian literati. (The latter has
alwvaju been viewed with suspicionl even in a recent
Muc/earr’s magazine anicle that descnbed him as a “have
pen, will travel” type. Colombo has been twice to Bulgaria,
courtesy of the state, and hopes to again this summer.)
Though regarded as extremely open, helpful, and accessible by his friends @end calls him “an angel” for helping
expatriates like himself. George Faludy. and Ludwig Zeller) there are those who shun him. It’s difficult to explain,
but perhaps part of it is that he seems to leave himself wide
open. Says George Jonas,, poet and TV producer: “John’s
always been in a quasi-edttorial position and always helping
many younger writers. He’s picked up the phone when it
rings, but he’s suffered fti it. It has a built-in penalty. If
he’s known, for instance, as the poetry editor at Tamamck!
he suffers for it. Being an editor and a poet makes tt
worse.”
Colombo’s energy and style, says Irving Layton, can rub
people the wrong way: “It’s not arrogance. It’s insensitivitv. Sometimes he savs thiws he t hinks tmz funny and he
h&ts people. But he doesn’tinean to.
“He can be a smartass. He was hosting a party for the
Soviet writer Andrei Voznesensky. I’m talking to Voznesensky and he goes over to some people-and later repeats
it to my wife - and says, ‘There’s Layton, he’d do
anvthing to be sent to the Soviet Union!’ What a stupid
thiing to say! I don’t think he meant it, but it was tactless.
He’s lucky I’ve got a generous disposition.”
Friendly needling or merelypettmess on Layton’s part? It
doesn’t matter. Colombo is known as a punster and wit who
occasionally hoists his own petard.
The 1960s. a decade when Colombo just couldn’t turn
anyone down, came to an end. Almost simultaneously,
10 Eooks in Canada, March, 1977
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small p&ses emerged everywhere (and they couldn’t afford
freelance editors8 like Colombo), the work at M&S dried
up, he let his tam at the Canada Council expire. and
Tamarack ceased publication - just for two ye, but
long enough for people to wonder at Colombo’s “demise.”
Ever buoyant. Colombo decided to take a new course and
“leave my personal imprint on this country.” It may have
sounded terribly grand then, but in 1974 CCQ made that
boast look very, very good. It was also just the beginning of
Colombo’s “imprint on thii country.”
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%JBLISHERS HAVB a weakness,” Colombo conMe&
“They love a book that is a product of will rather than
imagination. They can understand the reference book, but
they can’t visualize a book of poems, like Mostly
Monsters.” Colombo has developed his own cosmology,
based on Northrop Frye’s observation that there are tzo
pulls in the human psyche, will and imagination. CCR, a
product of will,” should do well. It may also be helped by
the fact that “the Canadian story hasn’t been told yet.
Canadian reference tools are crude; until recently we lacked
the most basic bibliographies.
“But I’m not Captain Canada,” he says, referring to the .
Globe and Mail’s review of CCR. “I write about this
country but to me it’s human, univasal. It’s the things that’
have shaped me that have gone into the books.”
Yet there. are practical considerations: “edible successes,” and according to one Colombo intonate, he seems
to, have solved the problem by devising books that will be
continuin; back-list items. Something you could call
Colomb? s ettage-Indush$
A smde Axckers across IS facez “That’s the idea. Ten
years from now these books will still be coming out. I don’t
care if people like or dislike this question of becoming an
industry. I feel the books am fulfilling a useful function. I’m
not afraid of success. I’m providing a pmduct that serves a
need. I’m only sorry the machinery isn’t civilized or
organized better and that it’s not a profitable undertaking.”
And so, to begin. Next fall Lester & Orpen will publish
Colombo’s Celebrated Canadians. a compilation of 300
people in 30 categories, with a high proportion of unsung
Canadia_ns who Colombo believes should be celebrated: “It
will answer the question: Who is Louis Seminovitch?” For
those who can’t wait to know, he is a doctor-marcher at
Toronto General Hospital.
In 1978 Colombo will co-author with his wife Ruth (who.
incidentally, will do the research for the celebrity book)
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“I don’t care if people like or dislike this
question of becoming an industry. I feel the
books are fulfilling a useful purpose. I’m not
afraid of success.”

.

i

Colombo’s Canadian Books in Brief. It is planned as

l.OOCwvord synopses of 100 Canadian novels, almost as if
Colombo was invading Coles Notes territory (whll he acknowledges).
There is also an agreement signed to produce a supplement to CCR for 1979, a project that already has Colombo
salting away clippings and material.
Of course being prolific, as Colombo appears to be in the
197Os, amuses two different assumptions. One. he’s ve(y
good. Or two, he’s prolifically bad. Either way, and at thti
juncture in OUT history, it’s significant that the work be
done. “If he’s turning it out. more power to him,” says
Jonas. “We don’t know if it could be done petter-nobody
else has tried - so we ought to give him the credit.”
And so, the devising of “edible” books continues. 0
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Compliments to Le Chef

.

by I. M. Owen
Duplessls. by Conrad Black,
McClelland & Stewart, 743 pages,
$16.95 cloth IISBN O-7710-1530-51.
THUS IMLI~NSE book is immensely valuable. and not at all the panegyfic of
Duplessis fhat a no-doubt careless reading of pre-publicadon news of it had led
me to expect. I@. Black is just about as
severe with Duplessis as his opponents
hi partisanship amounts to little more
than a nervous irritability with those
opponents and critics-displayed at ia
worst in a foolishan&oetulant mutest to
the Toronto Globe &d Ma;1 over a
review by Ramsay Cook. Approaching
the subject from a political point of
view opposite to his, I think I cab see
the reasons for hi irritation. In the heat
of highly frustrating battle. Duplessis’s
opponents transformed him into a
mythical monster, a Dark Lord in his
Dark Tower: we who sympathized with
them from outside their province and
language-group accepted the picture,
with considerable envy of them for
having such a clear embodiment of evil
as rheir enemy, while we lived in
undeniable comfort and freedom under
George Drew and Leslie Fmst, Mackenzie Ring and Uncle Louis.
The Duplessis who em&rges from this
thoroughly documented account is in
essence a successful Canadian Conservative leader in the tradition ofJohn A.
Macdonald. A successful Canadian
Conservative leader is not a Conservative or anything else; he has no polidcal
opinions beyond a firm conviclion that

he ought to be in office; he has a
masterly understanding of the political
process and the current political situation. sod a talent for unscropoloos
trickery in the use of both to outwit
opponents burdened with political be
liefs. The leader who is a believing
Conservative. and bears the additional
burden of integrity. has no chance: he
always urns out IO be Arthur Meighen.
So we have John Macdonsld. Maurice
Duplessis. and Wacky Bennett. the
supreme Conservative successes;
notice that they all rejected the label of
the Conservative Party.
But Duplessis, while he enjoyed
playing the good fellow. did cultivate
the monster-image as well. To frighten
people (including his own ministers)
was part of his technique, and there was
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somnhing in the Quebec political soul
that responded to it, as P. E. Trudeau
pointedout in 1958. Forobvious historical reasons, he said, “the state is
regarded as a remote and capricious
It is true that-since
has been for all
practical purposes in rhe hands of those
whom we choose from election to
election. But our perverse attitude reas ataloned ogre. . has had unfortunate
effects on us.”
Duplessis understood his electorate,
and knew just when to play the taloned
ogre and when thegenerous benefactor.
And he was never troubled by principle.
and
Public Accounts Committee 10 expose the corm don that had blossomed in ther6gime
oP the personally upright aristocmt
Tascherean, who left office looking
greatly astonished. Duplessii’then proceeded, while continuing his e%posC of
the previous government, to‘ set up his
own system of corruption, similar IO the
Liberal one but far more efficient and
economical -though there seems to be
some flaw in Conrad Black’s reasoning
when he argues that it was actually
profitable to the public: “As the Caisse

government’s Contra’Ctors paid back
from profits and usually not of inflated
prices paid by Ihe regime for selvices
rendered, the public sector was, in a
sense, receiving a bonanza.”
Then again. Dupleisis had shown
little sign of concern about the Red
Menace before he suddenly introduced

the Padlock Law. It didn’t have much
practical effect. It was designed m sit
well with thevoters and the bishops, and
it did so. And by arousing the hostility of
the federal power, the anions, and the
intellecmals, it confirmed Duplessis ip
his role as the defender of the autonomy
of rural. Catholic Quebec.
Black has had the run of Doplessis’s
private papers, and quotations from his
voluminous correspondence expand
aad confirm the portrait given by Pierre
Laporte in his liielg Le IJroi Visogc de
Duplessis. which Black also quanies

for some of its most entertaining passages. EveryglimpseofDuplessisinrhe
Assembly is expressive of the man the Ministers of Finance and Public
Works pulling his chair back as he rises
tospeak; Duplessisaudibly coaching hi
ministers during their speeches:
“That’s enough, N6zimc.” or “Very
good, Daniel, continue.”

It’s altogether appropriate that
Duplessis’s final and greatest electoral
triumph was not his own last provincial
election in 1956 but the federal election
of 1958, when Mr. Dicfenbaker entrusted him and his machine with the
entire Conservative campaign in
.Quebcc, including the choice of candidates-with memorable results.
The jacket blurb calls Black’s style
“relieshing and captivating”; Peter
Newman calls it “surprisingly eloquent.” There is something in all these
epithets. The fact is that his style is so
unbelievably awful that it atnacts rather
than repels: you turn each page eagerly
to find what new outrage is commitlea
on the next, and you are rarely disap
pointed. He seems to pick words up in
handfuls and fling them on the page.
Consider this piece of refreshing, cap
tivating, surprising eloquence: “Without him as a mighty ark of deliverance
for the local Conservative candidacies,
even the St. Mauricevalley wasseduced
by thedauntless waveofLaurierism and
its provincial espousers.” Or: “Thisred
herring burbled noisily for several
months before bringing forth ao unsurprising report.” Black succeeds in

giving new piquancy m a familiar
malapropism by having Duplessis call
the Taschereau government “corropt
and disinterested.” Occasionally he .
inventsnew words; “hokum-pokum”is
his best! I think. But his purr humptydumptylsms are his peculiar triumph.
March, 1977,Booksin Canada 11
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“Widdmbins,” which used to be an
adverbmeaning “in adiictionopposite
to the appxent direction of the sun,”
become in his hands a noun meaning,
probably, “anxiety,” as in “Duplessts
was in widdershins that the dawdling of
the ALN visionaries would squander
this unique opportunity.”
If this book were made mquired
reading in elemtntary schools, the
Canadian pmblem would be solved; in a
generation we would have a language of
our own that nobody else would understand, like the Finns and Hungarians.
and would be free to develop a unique
culture at last. Anyone overheard talking EnglishorFrench would beperemptorily enjoined to “speak Black.”
Seriously, this book fills an extraordinary gap: it’s the only reasonable
source for the history of Quebec provincial politics. (Robert Rumilly’s
4l-volume Histoire de la province de
Q&bee might be classed as the
unreasonable one.) Read it, reread it,
and keepithandyforfrequentreference,
no matter what obsracles its $erfunctoty
index puts in your way. 0
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The Dairies of Louis Riel. edited by
Thomas Flanagan. Hurtig. 187 pages,
$9.95 cloth (ISBN O-88830- 116-2) and
$4.95 naner(lSBN O-88830- 117-O).
By DON GUTTEIUDGE
“FEN t-us~oatc~~ documents hold the
fascination or promise the revelations
which may be found in the diaries of a
famous man,” burbles the blurb on this
book, not without alinle truth. Forsuch
documents may serve us by offering
private, behind-the-scenes analysis of
public events, or they may titillate and
enlighten with candid assessments of
the other famous men our diatist knew.
or in the least expose to general scrutiny
motives and psychological Skeletons
never-before-revealed. Unfortunately
The Diaries of Louis Riel fulfills none
of these functions to any satisfactory
degree.
We get little genuine analysis of the
Second Rebellion - even though the
diaries focus on the years 1884%5 because by lhis time in his life Riel’s
political and religious visions had fully
merged, resulting hen: in a se&s of
prayers. invocations, lamentations, and
jeremiads of high rhetorical value, but
little else. If rhe younger Riel had kept a
joum;ll. say from 1868 to 1874, then
12 Books In Canada, March, 1977

who knows what truly fresh insights
might have been revealed? Or if these
diaries had been the culminarion of lifelong journals, then maybe we could
assess anew and from the inside the
growth (or deterioration, if you will) of
Riel’s peculiar and endlessly fascinating life mission.
We get even less personal assessment
orgossip about majorfigumsinvolved in
the ivents of 1884-85: almost nothing,
for example, about his relationship with
Gabriel Dumont, which. weknow, was
a close, diurnal one. Contrast this with
rhe several dozen references to more
remole clerical figures such as Tach6
and Grandin.
Finally, and contrary to the claims of
the blurb, we get little new insight into
Riel’s motives and thinking during his
moments of crisis. What is here,
though, is not unimportant. For the
Diaries confirm what we have usually
inferred from his public life: that he
thought of himself as a prophet and
visionarythmughout theSecondRebellionandrightuptothelastentrylessthan
a month before his death. Indeed the
conclusion one reaches after reading
thii book is just how much the public
man’was the whole man, patticularly in
respeix to the host of contradictions
surrounding hi personality and actions.
The “private confessions” (carefully
preserved) reveal to us the same mixture
of grand ambition and abject humility,
rebelliousness and obeisance, perceptiveness and self-delusion, eloquence
and rant that we find in the conventional
accounts and even in the plays and
poems of recent years.
It is only fair to say, however, that the
publication of the Diaries is important,
if not for a new interpretation of history.
then for thepresentationofaman’sown
words, which carry conviction and a
fresh&s of tone and nuance not
insignificant to human affiirs. For this
- and for the excellent editing and
translationofRofessorFlanagan whose
judicious intercalary remarks, &tailed
biographical notes, and helpful ifoverly
contentious introduction make the text
thoroughly m’adable - we should be
grateful.
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How else could this man-transformed-to-symbol be so humanized, so
brought into the perspective of a mere
mortal suddenly in need of God’s
special intewention:
OmyOodltbesYou...pleawureovrfsry
cable u) oysnum Ihc steamboat 10 m may
gain posrcrrion of alt the pn~isiinr and
useful things in Ihe bort. lib weapons and
nmmunilim.
Or this quiet poetry of the deathwatch:
Death waits Tar me as she inkwell waim for

.
: .

my pa. m drench it in dark and sombre
UUI.

:

If nothing else, The’ Diaries of Louis
Riel gives us back for a few moments

,.
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themanashewas. 0
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Lament Louisa
and he Maria
in Canada West
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Ladsa Clark’s Annual 1841: LIFe
& Literature in British North
America by a Lady Writer Residing
in the Town of Goderich, Canada
West, by Beverly Fink Cline. Press
PorcCpic, 64pages, $2.95 paper@BN
O-88878-095-8).
The Wait Letters, introduced and
edited by Mary Brown, Press PorcCpic,
159 pages, $8.95 cloth (ISBN O-88878060-5).
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By MARIAN FGWLER
‘.

SUSANNA M~~DIE wrote Roughing It In the Bush, she chose to present
WHEN

her factual material in a fictional
framework. producing a work based on
her real-life experiences as a backwoods pioneer that reads like a novel,
with Susanna herself as suffering sentimental heroine. Such strange blends
of fact and fiction have always been a

I
..
:
.
6.
;.

iwo sucli hybrids have just been published by Press Porc6pic.
Louisa Chzrk’s Annual 1841 is a
collection of stories, sketches,
obituaries, sentimental poetry, temperance tracts, recipes, songs, and other
hivia assembled bv Beverlv Cline from
newspapers and jbumals bf the time,
interspersed with mate&d written by
Ms. Cline pretending to be “Louisa
Clark,” a fictional gentlewoman residing in Goderich, Canada West. With the
exceptionofaclevercharactersketchof
a family maid called “Barbara” by
Catharine Parr ltaill (whose name is
misspelled), the rest of the authentic
material is hardly worthrepkinting. The
book is full of typographical errors. and
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1. The Lure of the Labrador Wild Dillon Wolloce
one of the members of
The hue adventure stay of Hubbard’s ~xpeditlon into Labrador tilten
thegroup. A beeutifully w2bm book, ideal for teewagers. 8% x 5. paper $5.2 5
2 Conversational Eskimo F. W. Peacock

Thii booklet is meant to help non-naiive people living amo the
“a of
knit The spelling folkxvs that of the Momvian Brethren’s sly9
teechig 5% x 8%. paper $3.95

3. Threa Pla by Michael Cook
‘The Head, Fub and Soundbone Dance”. a play wbii deals with
the Beothuk Is reptinted along with two new la : “Theresa’s Creed”
and “On tbo’ Rim of tbe Cuve”. Ml&eel &orhes gained national
recagnltlon for his plays. 5% x 8. $5.95
4. The Little Nerd Easter: Reminiscences of a
The fht in Breekwater’s F&ore Series. The author, e
roustabout, rtites of his life In his home communlly of
feahxes photographs. numerous drawings of hand&k e
6. The Bannonbddgo Musicians Raymond Fmser
A book full life and fun. e bawdy novel about down-home people.
Bq the author of The Black Hotse Tavern and The Sk&e Outside.
5% x 8. $595

of

6. St. Loonad’s Cookbook Len Margaret
A cookbook crammed with hedtege! L.en Mergeret lntennlngles dexdplfons of the people. customs
and ‘times” c4 hex resettled home of St Leonard’s, ~acentia Bay. with her authentic islend redpa
5% x s.55.95
7. Furniture of the Newfoundland Ou its Walter Peddle
.
fumlhre made by Newfoundlanders in the
Over 200 phdogmphs and descdplions of 2e umqus
1800’s. $8.95
S R an’s Fan

-Songs of Mewhmdland. Ireland and the Maritimes
e&edbyP.~Byme
A book of songs, music, pichxes. anecdotes and dmwings of Eastern Canada’s best known and bert
_ loved folk group (now appearing on tbelr own national CRC television show). $5.95
9. Newfoundland Portfolio
A hardcover book of tbe photographs ol Ben Hansen. e man well known in Atlantic Canada for the
hlgh quality and sensitivity of hh work. Specteculer _BS of Newfoundland. .&teen pegs of full
colour. eighty-four pages black and whlte. 7 x 9, $12.50
10. Short Storlos of Harold Hanwood
A collecdon of stories by one of Canada’s leading novelIs& the author of Tomonw Will be Sunday.
The Foxes
Bwchy Coup White Eskimo and Beyond the Rad. 5% x 8. $4.95
11. Newfoundland Poetry 1977 edited by Pitiman and Forvler
Thir. volume will include w&s by established Newfoundland posts as well 85 gi& newcomers.
5% x 8. paper $4.95

of

From our backlist
k%peclally for cklldron Down By Jim Long’s Stage
written by Al Pittman, illusfmted by Pam Hall
“This book look good, feels good, and reads with the compulsive bounce of e
iradltlonal scboolyad skipping chant.. . Pam Hell’s hold, bright lllust~aliom are
F atbative es the text” - Jmn McGmtb, Quill and Qulre, Febmay, ‘77.
. don’t expect your children to, want to eat fish after reading tbe book.
ftttasw; l i k e cennUiim. - Norm lbsen, ,London Ftee Press,
“Bwakv& Book of Newioundfand has tuned out a ch2dren’s book that
should become e best seller.. . . These ‘rhymes for children and young fish’ ere
chatming, eech and every ona” - Jama Morrison. The Dolly Gleaner.
9 x 8. $5.95

to Grand Rapids, Mich., worked in the
the bcctions written by Ms. Cline have,
in addition. mistakes in grammar and lumber business and died there in 1895
evea malapropisms. Early Canadian at the age of 82.1
Wait wrote these letters tonCanadian
wrks by C;rthorinc PurTmill. Susanna
Moudic. and Anne Langton show that friend at monthly intervals during his
~cntlcwomcn of the time wrote a prose time in Van Dieman’s Land, and they
give us a fresh new slanton therebellion
,t> Ic that may be flowcry for our tastes,
but which was. nevertheless, flowing and its aftermath. All the facts &
and flawless. “Louisa Clark,” on the authentic, but this Canadian antique is
other hand. writes like a semi-literate not rough-hewn pine from a farmer’s
m;tid%ewmt in a style unequalled for back kitchen. It is, rather. an elegant
wkward sentence constructions and drawing-mom piece, for Wait has chosen to encase his letters in the artificial
ohxure meanings. Louisa Clark’s Anveneer of an 18th~century epistolnry
MOI IS-l1 purports to be the first of five
wch volumes. Smelly one such folly is novel, using the structure. style, and
character-stereotypes of sentimental
enough.
Lonisu Clurk’s Annuul is like those
fiction.
“Reform Never Dies” is the motto
ch:heop. mass-produced reproductions of
Carla Canadian furniture: the form may Wait borrows from Francis Bacon for
he authentic. but the enftsmanship is his tlyleaf, and beliefin the justiceofhlr
poor and the end product spurious. The cause gives the work the moral earnestness common to the sentimental novel.
IKrir Ltwws. on the contrary, are a
genuine antique, finely crafted and Wait himself, of course, is the true hem
enhanced by the patina of age. Like of the piece, and one who totally
many Canadian antiques. the Wait engages our sympathy. We admire not
Icttcrs turned up recently at an auction, only his fine democratic principles and
and have a fascinating provenance. deep piety, but also his coolage and
They were successfully bid for by Mary
stamina in the face of incredible hardBrocn. an English professor at the ships.
The Letters reveal Wait’s wife Maria
University of Western Ontario, who
found herself the possessor of a bound to be as admirable as her husband. She
is not, however, the sort of “harttypescript of letters, obviously a transcriptionof;mold book. Hersubsequent shorn-and-handkerchief” heroine
usually found in sentimental novels,
wearch revealed that the letters had
been typed by a grandson of one of the
“rebels” of the 1837 Upper Canada baria is coiuageous, r&ourceful agRebellion. and were in fact copies of sressive. While her husband is aw&ina
lettea written by a fellow rebel, Benja- Kis death Sentence in the Niagara jaic
min Wait. and published in Buffalo in she leaves her nursing baby, and sets
1843. They are now reprinted for the forthona700-milejoumeytoQuebccto
fir,t time. edited and intmduced by plead with the Governor General, Lord
;\I;rn~ Brown. with an afterword by
Durham. for a stay of execution. She
Michael Cross, professor of history at gets it just in time to prevent the hanging
Dtilhousie. who tills in the historical
by refusing to budge from Lord
Durham’s ante-mom until he gnnts it.
bxk.amund of the rebellion.
We learn from Prof. Brown’s intmThen she rushes back to Niagara,
duction that Benjamin Wait operated a
meeting Sir George Arthur.
nw.millon theGnnd’Riversoutstof
Lieutenant-Governor of Canada West
H;lmilton. He was 24 when his hem,
(nowOntario),ontheway.Shetellshim
William Lyon Mirckenzie, turned and
that “the victims had indeed been
tied near Montgomery’s Tavern in
wrested from his deadly grasp.”
1537. The following year Wait was one
Lord Durham comes across in the
Lefiers as a cipher who has trouble
of the orgpnizers of an equally abortive
uprisia8 m the western prut of the
making up his mind. Sir George Arthur.
province. known3s theshort Hillsraid.
on the other hand, ls a pro
gothic
Here Wait and 17others werecaptured. villain. By the kindof coincl.dpcr
enceoften
joiicd in Ni;lgara and sentenced to be
found in fiction but seldom in real life,
hmnged, drdwn. and quartered. Only just before coming to Canada, Sir
one man na actually hanged; owing to George has been governor of Van
public outcry and the efforts of Wait’s
Diimen’s Land, where the natives gave
wife. 14. including Wait. were ordered this “fiend whose delight was blood”
tmnspnrted to the British penal colony
the nickname of The Bloody Exe
of Van Diemen’s Land (now Tascutioner. He had earned tbii title by
mania). Wait endured appalling condi- ordering 1,508cxecutionsduring his 12
tions in jails in Kingston, Quebec,
years there, gmnting’ pardons to only
Liverpool. and Portsmouth before eight criminals..and watching the rest
reaching %n Dieman’s Land. In 1842
hanged on a special multiple-scaffold
he escaped from the penal colony on an
erected in sight of his residence. The
.American whaling ship. and rejoined
minor charactexs are as black and white
his v~ife Maria in Niagara Falls. N.Y.
as the main ones; other villains in
Maria died in 1843. the same year in
addition to Sir George include the
vihich Wait published his Lerrers from
captain of the ship ,taking Wait to
K.rrr Virrnaris Land. Wait then moved
England whose “conduct bore noshade
14 Booksin Canada. March, 1977
_. .- . - - _.._,.

of humanity” and Jacob Beemer, a
stool-pigeon fellow rebel of “extreme
vulgarity and obscene conversation.”
Wait is a born story-teller and keeps
up the drama and suspense of his
narrative fmm its opening lines as the
judge in Niagara pronounces his death
sentence until the last page, where wc
find him safely back in America. By
giving hi autobiographical letters the
form and finish of fiction, Benjcmin
Waitengagesnotonly ourmindsbutour

.’

hearts as well. In The Waif Lefters, an

important epoch of Canadian history
comes aliveforus, and wearegrateful to
Prof. Bmwnforunearthingandblowing
the dust off this well-crafted, genuine
piece of Canadiana. 0
,
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Religious Diversity, essays by
Wilfred Cantwell Smith, edited by
Willard G. Gxtoby, Fitzhenry &
Whiteside, 198 pages, $10 cloth (ISBN
o-06-067463-6) and $4.95 paper
(ISBN o-06-067464-4).
By VALERIE M. DUNN
AS A MEMBER of a church youth group, I
remember long, earnest debatcs about
whether non-Christians such as Muslims, Buddhists. and the rest were
likely to make it into that pleasantly
vague place we called heaven. After all,
Jesus did say, “I am the way. the truth,
and the life: no man mmcth’unto the
Father but by me.*’
I can’t remember what we decided.
But I’m sure it wasn’t what Islamic
specialist and Dalhousie University
professor W.C. Smith asserts in the
nine essays that make up Religious
Diversil)r. It seems they’ll not only
l make it, but Christians could learn a
few things from them - cspccially as
humanity increasingly becomes a
world community, and the various
religions influence not only one another
but also the cultures in which they
exist.
Smith’s inte.llectual language tends
to disguise what are actually rather
radical statements. For example:
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Ibe luadcrsbi~ in this pafticipnion: lo help
rcalix the vsion that we cat begin to see,
v:bherein we all fnriicipale in each ad&S
pxcsrcr of moving towxd Gad.
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ments. And Jesus had a few things to
say about that, too.
But one warning: when you read
ReI@ks Diwrsiry and spring your

newfound insights on that young person in your family who’s been hanging
around the Buddhist temple, don’t be
surprised if he responds with a baffled,
“But . . didn’t you know that all the
time?” q

_L _I~.~ ____ _l______~___.__.___

three million- Palestinians. The snip-

pets, arranged chmnologically. are
underlined for us by Epp’s transitional
summaries and by a marvellous photographic gallery, mostly of faces that are
by turns tough and dreamy. devious and

And he says this kind of thing in no

wishy-washy sense that all religions are
alike; rather, he constantly calls for
understanding other faiths, pointing out
that he personally is firm in his tmditional Calvinistic beliefs.
The average church-goer is unaware
of this type of thinking. Even though
the clergy may know about it and even
share it. they usually hesitate to discuss
such things for feat of sapping tbeir
flock’s faith. So it may have to penetmtc in other ways-for instance, when
Mrs. Anglican moves next door to Mrs.
Buddhist and they become friends.
Somebody UpTherejust may be telling
us that love. concern, and o etmess to
others who think and live dt4erently is
more impottant than doctrinal state-

._

beautiful. At first glance it looks as if

Epp, in the McLuhanish avant-garde
style of a few years ago, had laid out his
The Falestittians, by Frank H. Epp.
photographs by John Goddard, McClelland & Stewart, 240 pages, $10 cloth
(ISBN 0-7710-3099-1).
By SAM AJZENSTAT
“IN JERUSALEM,” says one of Frank
.Epp’s Palestinians, criticizing Israeli
archaeology and construction. “you
should use a toothbmsh, not a bulldozer. Jerusalem should be treated with
sensitivitv.” Good advice for iournalists, 60, and Epp might have &itten
a more useful book if he had been able to
take it.
The Palestinians is Epp’s second
cbnhibution to the growing shelf of
books about Palestinian Arabs pub-

lished in Canada since 1970. Its stmctore is borderline non-book, put together with scissors and paste out of
snippets of tape-recorded interviews
with l72-out of what Epp alleges are

source material relatively undigested
and.wasgoingtoietus writethebook. In
fact, Epp’s not-quite-invisible hand is
there and “Find the Author” is one of
the main games he plays with us.
Epp’sannouncedintentionistoletthe
Palestinians wll their side of the Middle
East story in their own words so as to
give their just claims the publicity that
will keep them from being swept under
the rug. Fair enough. The Palestinian
story needs to be told and understood.
But there is a real, even if fuzzy, line
between a people’s story and a pea le’s
propaganda and it is not so much tRese
Palestinians as Epp who, by pretending
to provide an even-handed background
commentary, obliterates that line so

.i

completely as to serve the interests
neither of peace nor of justice.
The real story of any people. and in
the long mn the only story that could
move our hearts and minds rather than
our ideological re!lexes. shouldshowus
not only their aspirations. sufferings,
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and grievances but also their fantasies,
misconceptions. and their - often
tragic- flaws. But Epp the interviewer
carefully refrains from asking his informants any really tough questions.
His squeamishness not only slights the
complex and painful truth of the conGet. it short-changes the Palestinians
themselves. Because at all costs they
must be ma& to look good and Israel
bad. Epp gives us a group of people that
seem distressingly and sometimes boringly. one-dimensional.
Even in the most moving episodes,
murkier perspectives are kept from
emerging. A participant tells of the
driving of the Palestinians from Lydda
in 1945. It is a harrowing story of
thousands herded to ether and set on a
forced march out of thmr. country by
Israeli soldiers, past the dead, rotting in
the sun of Lydda and into barren
roadless territory where many - old
people andchildren-dieofthirst. Yet
it ciln hardly be anything but fear of
diminishing a simple effect that keeps
Epp from touching on thequestionofthe
background. Whereas some who have
described these events portray the expulsion from Lydda as definite Israeli
policy. Kurzman in Genesis I948

writesthatafterheavylightingthe Arabs
oflyddasumnderedand wercallowed
by the Isrurli cotnmander 10 mum to
rheir 1wm.s in peace: that believing

Jordanian reinforcements to bearriving,
they renewed the attack and were
defeated again with considerable loss of
lifeon both sides. Even then, according
to Kmzman, the exodus was only
partially an expulsion since many of the
Arabs still expected a Jordanian rescue.
What the story loses when some of this
is thrashed out is none of its human
poignancy -just some of its unambiguously simple quality as anti-Israeli
propaganda.
If Epp had come on as a pro-Arab
journalist, the mader. alerted to the
possible need to qualify the account,
would have less tocomplain of. But it is
theessential falsityofEpp’sown stance
in this book that is disturbing. Early in
the book he describes his own background, his roots in Mennonite
pacifism, the Jews‘- some of his best
friends-with whom heworkedclosely
in the anti-Vietnam War movement, his
growing realization after the Six Day
War that the Palestinians were the real
underdogs whose just claims had gone
unacknowledged, his subsequent sympathyforbothsidesandde&iontowrite
a book of interviews with ordinary
Palestinians to be followed by a similar
one in which the Israeli Jews could tell
their story.
This is an extremely effectivestance.
The use he makes of it can be gauged by
the fact that before any Palestinian is

allowed to speak Epp has already set the
scene by describing Zionism as “dependent upon militarism and seeking an
empire.” Bythetimeafewofthebook’s
moreconciliatory Arabs haveexpressed
the hope that Israel might come to
acknowledge their claims, it is Epp who
writes that the Israelis “with very few
exceptions, are equally determined not
to surrender an acre of the Palestinian
area over whiih they have gained
control.” Always Israel most be made
to look like a monolith.
To understand Epp’s real position we
have to look at his 1970 book Whose
Land Is Polestine? Epp’s sympathy for _
theJewsgoesasfarasnot wishingtosee
them slaughtered or forced to move. As
to national aspirations, he has only
Palestinian sympathies. The new book
sees Palestinians now in the West as
living “in the lonely diaspora of far-off
countries” determined to go home if it
takes 1,000 years. But Jews, in the
earlier book, are ‘*east Europeans”
whose possible feelings for the land are
unintelligible because they “have nexr
been there.” It is presumably as clear to
Epp that a Jew should feel fulfilled in
Canada (a “secular. democratic
state”?) as it is that aPalestiniancannot
be happy anywhere but in Palestine.
Discovering Epp’s blind spot made
his gentleness as an interviewer in The
Palesfitdans easier for me to under-
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Israeli Jews begin to be portmyed in the
writings of Palestinians with the same
beween the two books is that between
dignity, humanity, and understanding
Epp the interviewer and Epp the biiwith which Palestinians are being portorian.
vayed in the works of such writem as
An example: in The Palestinians,
historian Amf Al-Aref, speaking of the ,Elon andBliaJ, area1 breakthrough will
have occurred. Meanwhile, I look forArab anti-Jewish riots of 1920, describes the role of the British as entirely ward with fear and tremblmg to Epp’s
pmmisedbookabout theIsraelistot’y. 0
pro-Je$Gsb. severely harassing the
Arabs at every opportunity. Howver,
--_-.t
from the diaries of Cal. Richard
Meinenhagen. a high official of the
British Palestine Administration of the
period, it appears that British military
ofdcials invited Arab leaders to plan the
riots and kept their promise to withdraw
British tmopsfrompoliciogduties when
the riots took place. Surely even a
sympathetic listener to Aref’s account
of these events might have asked a few
trenchant questions, if only to introduce
The Seventh Earl, by Grace Irwin.
a slight note of skepticism or ambiguity McClellandSt ;;war,t$l~trate;d,~;
into The Palestinians?
pages,
o-7710-4352-~).
Epp’s ownaccountofthe 192Oevents
in IVhoseLandlsPalestine? shows why
By RICHARD HOWARD
he didn’t. Without even mentioning,
Meinenhagen’s diaries - let alone
VICTORIANS DON’T come any more
tryingtorefutethem-Epppmveysthe
eminent than Anthony Ashley Cooper,
same account as Aref gives as if it were
seventh Earl of Shaftesbury. Over a
the unambiguously simple historicpl
fact that the riots were “spontaneous half-century, to the evident constemation of most of his own and the bitter
actions of citizens and not co-ordinated
$~II; c+ra! political OT milit!ry hatred of much of Britain’s commercial
middle class. hii name was firmly
mtnmuzes Jewsh casualues,
and &cludes oftbese riots and those of attached to scorching inquiries and
the following year that “Zionism was resulting legislation that banned what
amounted to sordid slave labour by
found to be thecauseoftbeoutbreak.”
Trenchant questions about the Arab women and children in mines, brought
story are not pan of Epp’s mental some regulation and humanity to the
equipment, becaw the Arab story is care of the insane, limited the working
day to the then-genemus tigum of 10
Epp’sown. InEpp’shandstheinteriew
technique becomes a neat way of hours, helped educate and then house
masking this fact, of allowing a cam- those who bad generally been regarded
as the irremediably, bestially poor.
fully selective narrative to emerge with
Ragged Schools. Model Lodging
the smmp of his own supposed fairmindedness upon it. When Palestinians Houses, the Sanitary Commission in the
describe Zionism as imperialist and Crimea, the Society for the Improvement of the Labouting Classes . . . the
expansionist, Epp need only refrain
from asking whether Israel did not after list goes on, the accomplishments
all accept an independen! Palestinian daunting, theii tenor izrePmachable.
state in 1947. When Palestinians speak The chimney-sweeps, costermongem
of their homeland, he need only refrain a n d miliners. pickpockets-not-byfmm asking whether economic im- choice, and countless others whose
provements wrought in the land by Jews wretchedness he ventilated and whose
since 1917 did not so increase Arab basic welfare he Promoted had cause to
immigration that by 1946 more than rememberLordShaftesbmy.Theentire
70% of the Arab population of Palestine ~subsequent process of social reform,
had moved there from elsewhere in the
Arab world. And there are plenty of debt.
With all this freely and joyfully
othei exampples.
admitted, one may surely go on to point
These are not settled issues. They are
part of the messy material that must be out that this self-same Shaftesbury was
supremely the Tory aristocrat. Six earls.
dealt with iftbe Arab-or the Isneli“story” is to be told as something other hadn’t done their stuff for nothing. The
than a Tolkein-like fairy tale about the contemporary agitation for impmvestruggle belrveen the forces of darkness ments in political democracy, the widening of the real circle of power. found
and light. A real cause of hope is the
degree to which Israeli Jews, with tbeii tbii earl quite naturally in opposition.
ancesnal penchant for breast-beating His’own labours to correct the balance
self-criticism, have begun to insist on of forces in society were frequently
mom those of the medievalist than the
tellingthestoryofthe Ambinsomething
modernist. Nor was his eminence allike its full human dimension. When
stand. But the most revealiqg link
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WANTED!
iKe2crch for Nazis in
Howard B/urn
The shocking truth of how for
thilty years. Nazi war criminals have been able to reconstruct their lives as free men
to the complete knowledge
and cooperation of a corrupt
and inactive U.S. Federal Immigration Service. “A true
chiller . . . It may make you
want to scream in rage . . ”
-Joseph Heller
a95
POWER ON ICE
Denis potvin, with Stan Fischler
The personable young All Star
defenseman of the lvew York
Islandem probes the inner
workings of hockey, revealing
surprising and convoverrial
insights relating to the spoh
$11.75
THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
~OPIP~SCRIPTION
Dr. James W. Long
A comprehensive guide.to
drug use for a ‘pill-popping’
society. this book offem valuable Information on how to
use drugs (and the combina.
tiom of drugs) with the
greatest benefit and least personal risk.
$17.75, $7.00 Iwperl
THE PASSION OF CHRIST
According to St. Matthew William Kurelek
In this magnificent volume of
art and religion, the artist
uniquely illustrates a most
comprehensive account of
Christ’s life as a history of
actual eve”ts.
160 wlour plates

$3500
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Should nopipelineevermaterialize
up the Mackenzie Valley, the profound issues of human rights ralsed
by the pipeline protest will remain.
These papers. selected in the main
fmm presentations made to the
Berger Inquiry by Dene and by
spectallsts In avarlety of fields. reflectthe Dene natlon’s continuing
struggleto become aself-determining people. Essential reading for all
concerned wlth Canada’s future
as a compassionate democracy.
8.12.50 cloth, $4.95 paper

of
C%uuadiaw Biography
Dst&%Ra~

vkhll~uag ox 1
General editor:
Francess 0. Ha/penny
Directew adjoint: Jean Hamelin
The ninth volume of the DCB
Includes many figures of great
importance in our history, such as
Sam Cunard. Thomas C. Haliburton, W. L Mackenzie, and John
Strachan. Together with Volume X
it is a major contribution to our
knowledge of the myriad threads
of development ine nineteenth
century Canada. 825.00
Also available: Volume I (lOOO1700). Volume II (1701-1740).
~Jolume10(1741-1770). Volume
X(1871-1880). $2O.OOeach.
~nic~=*More~s~~dr~*~~~~
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together solitary; the age of Victoria
produced an army of admirable persons
workbtg to mitigate the barbaric excesses of the strong against the weak.
These thoughts are hazarded, not as a
cheap shot at our hero, but to dispel a
little of the hagiographicsi mist that
pervades Grace Irwin’s “dramatized
biography.” That Shaftesbmy is to be
our model of the man of principle under
attack we may well accept; we may lind
more difficulty in entertaining, as basic
to the author’s argument in 1976, the
severeassertion that “it is fashionableto
pillory as ‘bigot anyone who has strong
convictions on morcl or religious issces.“It might befairertosaythatsuch
individuals are. as always, met with a
kind of fidgety, embarrassed awe.
At all events, this reviewer is inclined
to admh Shaftesbury more, not less,
becacse he was a man of his own time
who made memorably fine use of the
prejudicesin whichhewasmirpdas well
as of the principles in which he was
instructed. Miss Irwin’s careful msearch and considerable belletristic
skills have not, as in a “dramatized.
biography” they surely ought to do,
given us the marvellous frailty of a
human being. 0

The Past and Future Land: A n
Account of the Berger Inquiry into
the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline, by
Martin O’Malley. Peter Martin Associates, illustrated, 271 pages, $15
cloth (ISBNO-88778 149-7) and%8.95
oacer(ISBN O-88778 137-31.
By J. R. WINTER
rtie aaaoaa tnqolaY was set up in
1974 to examine “the social, envimnmental and economic impact of a
natural gas pipeline up the Mackenzie
Valley.” From Aklavik to Fort Smith,
from Whitehorse to Rae Lakes, the
judge and his staff have miss-crossed
the Northwest Territories, hearing evidence fmm all who wished to testify. In
addition, they havevisitedoursouthem
cities, from Vancouver to Charlottetown;
Sometime in I977 a report will be
issued, and it would be difficult to overestimate the importance to Canada of
what happens next. This book, which ls
really an editedversion of the pmceedings, provides an invaluable background for those who do not have the
time, or the opportqnity, to read those
thousands of pages of testimony.
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The proposed pipeline is. of course,
only one aspect of a much grcapx
problem. How many of us realize that
for all our seeming bhterness at having
beencolonized, wesouthemCanadiacs
are rated as unwanted colonizers by the
Indian, Inuit, and Metis peoples of the
Far North? Are we aware that in 1975
they declared themselves to be a separate nation, seeking “independence
and self-determination within the comttry of Canada”?
These native peoples, who for
environmental reasons are almost unanimous in their opposition to the
pipeline, arc making the issue of land
settlement their first line of defence.
According to Leroy Little Bear, director of the Centre for North American
Studies at theuniversity oflethbridge,
the treaties by which the vast northern
territories were surrendered are
meaningless. Why? Because they depen&d for correct interpretation on
acceptance of the British property system, which embodies the concept of
individual ownership of land. By contrast, the “wholistic” approach of
Indian thought envisages the land as
belonging to o/l the people, including
past and future generations. Thus no
individual, or gmup of individuals, was
empowered tc cede title to Indian
lands.
The witnesses quoted by O’Malley
make their points very effectively on
the questions of land settlement and the
environment. But his book is sadly
deficient in presenting the other side.
With so much at stake, it is inconceivable that the pipeline companies (who
incidentally represent us. the consuming public) did not present a more
pfiable case than the one revealed
Ii20 years the whole world will be
facing a crippling energy shortage unless new alternatives are developed. Oil
and natural gas will be particularly
affected, and it would be entirely
logical rf some form of rationing were
to be started immediately. If a country
such BS Canada, for whatever reason,
chooses not to develop its own resomce.s, it will cot receive much sympathy fmm the world community when
It seeks increasing supplies of imported
energy.
Perhaps our most realistic solution
will prove to be a combination of
respect for the environment, avoidance
of waste, and acceptance of a simpler
way of life. The arguments presented
for both sides at the Berger Inquiry
should help us all to find that
solution. 0
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EDUCATION

Amid all the rhetoric, where are we
heading in education? One sure gauge is to look
at the textbooks
produced by Ron Waldie
of this country, from lcindegarten playrooms to gmduatrxtudent cubbyholes, have become a
source of growing concern and mdunting political rhetoric
in the past 18 months. Faced by ever-increasing costs, more
militant teaching staffs, mammoth bureaucracies, and what
is generally seed to be a deficient product, the taxpayers
[who also often double as concerned arents) are beginning
to demand some documented pm o! that the expensive,
trendy. usually imported theoretical innovations in educational programming that have swept tbii country during the
past decade are. in fact, working. There is mounting
evidence that they are not. Last month, for example,
Ontario received the results of a study commissioned by
both the Ministry of Education and the Mini&y of
Colleges and Universities. It revealed that after spending all
the money and time required m develop and implement new
programs, the province has pmduced secondary-school
gmduater who are no better prepan?d for post-secondary
studies than they were 10 years ago. In’fact, mechanical
skills in math. science, and grammar are marginally lower.
Given that proficiency evaluations are relative (perhaps
students were as badly prepared 10 years ago), thii study’s
findings, when combined with the widely publicized results
of tests of grammatical skills on freshmen at UBC and
Queen’s, would suggest that the problems are very serious
indeed.
Another aspect of Canadian education that is of equal
concern is the lack of attention paid to Canadian studies.
Mel Hurtig’s survey of secondary-school students’ knowledge of basic Canadian facts in early 1975 revealed not that
there were gaps in Canadian studies in our school systems
but that there were no Canadian studies in our school
systems. Similarly, the report of the Symons Commission
on Canedian Studies in OUT Universities and Colleges
revealed how grossly irresponsible our post-secondary institutions have been to the community that finances them, to
whom they are si~pposedly Fesponsible and whom they
supposedly serve.
Given that the problems now are widely recognized and
well-documented, what has been and is being done about
it? The predictable and growing “back m basics” movement has b-e the standard popular and political response. While this movement has an undeniable appeal, it
can. if given mo much power. become a bludgeon that will
destroy far more than it corrects. Most simplistic panaceas
are based on incomplete and often distorted information.
One useful gauge for getting a clearer sense of what is
going on is the materials that are being pmduced for the
classmmns and libraries of our schools. Not only does it
THE CLASSROOMS

measure the industry response to the problem. it also gives
some&se of where education seems tobe headed.
This supplement undertakes a survey of a bmad range of
educational books, mainly for secondary schools, published
in recent months. We were curious m see if there has been
any response to the mounting pressures for change, espe
cially in the area of Canadian studies.
Educational publishing in Canada has fallen on hard
times. The combined effects of a decentralized curriculum
(which has fragmented the market), different budgeting
procedures (which lump funds for library auisitions into
a general suppy budget, thus forcing resource books to
compete with hght bulbs and toilet paper For the budget
dollar!, and an alarming series of foreign acquisitions of
Canadian educational publishers have resulted in a disturbingly low number of Canadian publishers producing textbooks. This supplement reflects that fact. We note with
concem that the vast majority of the textbooks reviewed aie
the products of foreign-owned subsidiaries. A far healthier
balance between foreign and Canadian companies is not just
a polite ‘*desirable goal “; it is ao absolute necessity. We
will support any practical, responsible, and tough action to
achieve that goal.
We BIT even more concemed that those resource materials that are being produced by Canadian publishers about
Canadian life are not finding their way into the school
libraries. A study commissioned by >be Toronto Board of
Education, released last fall; surveyed the holdings of
Canadian materials that were approved. listed, and annotated by .the Ontario Department of Education. Of the
1,357 titles listed, the average library collection has 238 on
its shelves. The worst has 77 and the besr had a mere 447.
This, in the home city of Canada’s publishing industry!
Thus, this supplement confronts two complex and related
problems. We hope that this critical evaluation of new
educational books will help Canadians - especially teachers, students, and librarians - gain a clearer sense of what
is available and where Canadian education is going.
The survey is not exhaustive. Exigencies of space requbed us m focus primarily on the materials produced for
secondary schools. Within this category. however, we have
tried m be as broad as possible and thii supplement coves
everything from typing m geography. The general response
of our reviewers has been positive, Thii tone, combined
with the impmssive variety and number of new resource
materials we received, make us feel somewhat optimistic.
Even though them are serious problems, thll particular
gauge suggests that things might not be as disastmus as they
have been painted. 0
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Planning Curriculum Change: A
Model end e Case Study. by K. A. Leidtrood vt ul.. Onttio Institute for Studies in
Education. 127 pa8es. $6.30 paper (lSBN
0.77.u 0130-3).
Demand for Pa&Time Learning itt
Ontorio, by Ignacy Waniewicz. Ontetio
Institute fur Studies in Education. 216
~8~s. $9 paper (ISBN 07714-0125-7).
BY ROBERT STAMP
wto DECIDES? Who makes the basic decisions an brhrlfofthe leameres to what will
be offcrrd on the eduntional platter. when.
hov:. and where it will be offered. and why
it will beoffered?Forafew yearsdurktgdte
late 1960s and early 1970s. the opportunity
to decide these issues was given to - ot in
some cases seized by -those involved in
education et the gross-roots level. Teachers.
parents. and students had a brief taote of
participatoty democtacy. Decentotlization
of decision-making was the order of the
day. T&n tog&r: there two books help
record that eshilvatmg period of patticipation. For educators caught up in the rapid
swing of the pendulum back to centralized
decision-making- the pattern that appears
strongest in the late 1970s - these two
books may read as historical period pieces
nther than as contemporary affairs.
PIorudnS Curriculum Chawe nxords
and analyzes the process involved in the
devrlopment. implementerion. and eveluation of a new mathematics progmm fat
kinderguten thmugh Gnde IO classes in
Onwdo’s Peterhomugh County - one of
the country’s most popular test markets 8x
new products. The project war initiated by
local school administmtors in response to
concerns about student performance in
bx.ic skills. From 1972 to 1974. a teem of
tewrchrrs and cuniculum expens from the
Trznt Valley Centre of the Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education worked with
county rupetintendents,, principals, and
teachers to develop and rmplement the new
pptlttl.
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curriculum than
in e mad slam ede to
prove to the “be cr-to-the-basics” aParmists
that Someddng is being done. The new
formula msy please the critics. but will it
result in improved learning in the classm o m ?

’

The one am of education that so fat hns
escaped the centnlizing clutches of ptwincinl politicbms and bureaucrats is that of
adult, ot continuing or part-time education.
As Waniewicz portrays it in Demand for
Pan-7381~ Leorni~ in Ontario. the field is
a rich pot-poerti of diiity. Universities,
school boards, community colleges,
businesses. community agencies. and
neighbourhood study groups ete all involved. Patterns nnge fmm the university
credit course to the’ self-directed adult
embarkiig on his 01 her own learning
pmgmm. Without exception, the most
successful programs have been not those
dictated by a centml authority but those
based limtly on local and individual needs
and desires.
As director of planning and development
for the Ontario Educational Cnmmunications A u t h o r i t y . Waniewiu sou t to
meawe future demand in this h & ly mnovative area. Scientific sampling techniques and carefully structured interviews
produced a wealth of information on the
number of Par-time leanterr (some 30 pu
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cent of all Ontario adults, with e further 18
pet cent deserlbed es “would-be learners””
tf conditions were more favourable). their
chamcteristics. when, whet and why they
learn. preferred methods of learning, and
obsta&s to peaicipation.
His conclusions - not surprising in view
of his position with OECA - “point once
again to the greet role that media-bawd
educational systems could play in meeting
the learning needs of the Ontario population.” Specifieelly. Wadewiczsug8ests “a
cenain type of tele-university” (one thinks
immediately of the Open University in
Britain orAthaba.%kka University in Albetta).
“that is. B higher education institution
designed specifically to meet the needs of
people living in tmas where universities are
not easily accessible.” One cannot quarrel
with the concept. Equality of educational
opportunity has been a basic social and
economic goal fat the pest eentwy. Just
keep your titt8nSerS CrOSsed lhat it WilI.“ot
snuff out the creativity and letutter-initiated
p,‘ogte”, proposals that have elways been a”
element of pan-time learning.
It is e pity that these books will likely be
read only by the small group of experts in
the fields of curriculum design and adult
education in Canada. If our professional
educators could write for that mythical
cteetere. “the intelliient general reader.”
there mi8ht he asvongerchaneeofretaining
local community involvement in basic decisions about eductaional programs. But that
might be too idealistic a dream as we em
pushed relentlessly towaxIs centralized
de&or;;laking in the latter half of the
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A Guide to Urban Studies. edited by
\Villiam Andrew. Prentice-Hall, 293
pages (ISBN O-13-939280-7).
Try This on for Sk!, by A. Harvey.
M. Micheud, and V. Lefetwe.. Copp
Clark, 340 pages (ISBN O-7730- 2754-S).
In Ptwsult of Justice. by FEderic E.
Jarman, Wiley Publishers, 286 pages
(ISBN O-471- 02384-l).

By I975 the team could document a high
degree of classroom implementation.
teacher and student acceptattce. and imBy EDGAR 2. FRI&DKNBERG
proved p u p i l mastery df mathematical
stwtt IMCE for this review is Ibhited. I
skills. Honesty pwents the teats From
ascribing this swcess either to their sop
shell devote most of it to In Pursuif o/
poredly superior product or to highJustice. It is the only one of the three
pressu~d snlesmanship. Succw tested on textbooks here reviewed that seems to me
the involvement ofclassmom teachers in all
to raise serious problems - problems,
phxs of the project. “Educetio~l n
moreover, that go to the heart of what a
wrchanddevelopment areeffective.” they
textbook is and should be. The fint two
conclude. only “when the netwe of the
textbooks seem to me unexceptional. Inproblem and of dte solution arz deliberated
deed, at their respective levels, they ere
about by practitioner and rseercher toadmirable.
Urban Srudirr is a conventionally degether.”
signed bet attmctive and clearly written
If Leithwood and his colleagues are
correct in their assessteettt - and it Is
study of the urban epvimnment as e dedifficult to refute them-then obviously no
veloping ecosystem; it also has good map
one is paying attention in govemtnent
end charts. Its most importnnt defect and B very importem one - is that it
circles front St. Soho’s to Victoria. Every
ignores the fact that the urban envimnment
provincial department of education in Canis also a political system, which ls a serious
ada now ir centnliring ctttticultmt qnd
20 Books in Canada, March. 1977

though familiar copout. No student would
learn from it that the city is moulded by an
interplay of economic and political interests; and that its miseries are stable
because they are c@nuously pmfitable to
powerful pasons and social groups.
I ton also suspicious of the book’s
Canadianness, which would not concern
me one way or another except that it
pruents itself as an e&r Kanadianiwh
work. But the affiliations of the contributing authors are nowhere indicated; nor is
the source of four excerpts fmm favourablc
reviews cited in the accompanying
bmchure. And the Canadian examples
seem to have been intmduced into a largely
pre-existent text. though they include a
handsome map and accompanying aerial
photograph of Halifax, and e picture of the
CN tower. F’mfessor Andrew. the series
editor, is identified as a member of the U
of T faculty. so there is et least P Canadian

connections
Trv This on for Size! made me reioice.
as fe<v introduciory s&ondary-schooi textbooks in home economics (these authors
call it family studies). which do not loom
large in my libmry, ever have. Its authors
have managed to eliminate as completely
as humanly possible in dealing with this
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A unique reference publication . . .

/-“‘!

!SS~;ge (pn every home and office refe!ence
. . . m every resource centre and IWary
. . . and in mamy classrooms too.
The most up-to-date, useful rsfsrence book on Canada avail-

able anywhere. Even the new Quebec government is included.
Now. telephone numbers included with the over 5,000 Assooiafions and Societies. listed by sub]ect and indexedby name.
Hundreds of subjects about Canada are treated accurately and
wncisely - its People, governments. astronomy, universities
and colleges, labour unions, taxation, finance, religion . . . and
much, much more.
No other reference book about Canada has The Corpus

Almanac’s broad range of facts and features. or a more
complete Table of Contents and Index.
No wonder The Corpus Almanac of Canada is now widely
accepted as the most oomplete and up-to-date general reference book available about Canada. There’s no other publication
quite like itl
ISBN O-919217-09-6
960 pages
A&able at betIer bookStores acroSS CmSdS
cxxwus Pu5LnsHERs 151 Bloor St. West, Toronto, M5S lS4
Replerem#n* NLyol DSB calp.. “.&A. and FoIulLw lilnna q OokL Enoll”d

LAGOUR RELATIONS AND COLLECTWE BARGAINING IN CANADA
by Gerald Phillips
Designed for w”ws on Canadian labour-manngemenl relaS”ns and
callectiw bage,n,ng. This lead ouppliea detailsar Canadian mlsmnces.
names and IdentiSca”“n “1 ogan~tlono along with charts. WJas and
~“rnnl stalistii. as well M the glossary. These features wi0 be mosl
valuable u, timso wb” am kachlng hlmductory lab”“r mlalions.

A q ISLIOGRAPHY OF CANADIAN LEOAL UATERIALSI
“NE GIS”OGGAFHIE DES DOOUMENTATlON JURIDI‘WE
CANADIENNE
by Gail DyW,a
This p”blicatiDn “I Canadian legal maWlab Is designed rpslllally for
non-law Wades. The present System c4 bibllographlo contm! mMWs ol
a maza “1 pvblisheh cata,“g”ea book rwlms and an occasIonal
mpicaI bibllogmphy.
Thii bibllqlraphy W prow “se,“, and hGp tilh a wrkable ayslem f”r
tha blbliigmphlc mtim! of legal mrJwials. This bibliography is a
blllngual pmdudion.
MANAGERIAL FINANCE IN A CANADIAN SEITING. 2nd EdItIon
by Peter Lurzllg and Bernhard Schwab
SL”TERWORTHS has take” the “p,,“,, UI publish lhe 2nd edai”” ol Ihn
save publlcallon. Tlw 2nd edlllon will “pdae tistlng matwialq tie
loplcs “I Matin and lmeign exchange risk will be glen added
emphasis in vadoua sctiins ol vie IOR A nw chapkr on pOrnOliD
theory and Ihe capita, asset pricing modal will ba inlmduced to pmvide
an lntmduomry exposilion to thk new area of Finawe.
CDmmenls on the key chapten 01 Lbe revised edition: ‘Text Is excsllenl
and l’m s”re ildll ba used a8 a reference l"r yearn.”
Ban” Sch”“l ‘or Advancad Management

BtJlTEi3WOFlTHS
.
2265MlDLAND AVENUE’
SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA
Ml P 4Sl
&“.w* 3-w L..“L.a I” Fp”~.i~ I

topic. the middle-class bias for which
home cconnmics is usually so pondemus a
whiclu. They recognize that clothing is
wlectcd for tony reasons. including comhm and erratic perronal taste: and their
diwwion of ib role in image-manegement
i\ UP-frnnt and empiric& with no exhortatinnr in favor of good-taste or making o
gnnd imprcwion. The practical suggestions
UT“ c”“cretc: the C;madian orientation is
gcouinc. Thi, book may he a minor kmdmxl..
When I tint rcanned In Pursrdr of Justic I thought it might he another. Having
rud it. I wll think so. but not on a mad I
li1.c to we this country travel down. It is
quite litcmlly ” textbook example of authwilxiun bias denied but hardly convealcd by an explicit and strident
lihcr.diw. r\presred es vulg”rI as possiblc. “The iwes presented to tirIS book.”
hlr Jarman ate* in his introduction. “ore
capitol punishment, orgaahized crime,
riron reform. euthanasia (mercy kilrtog). d r u g s . guns. law enforcement.
comen’s tights. end abortion. Both sides
of the ;~rg”ment* are discussed. This balancud praeotati”” should enable the reader
tin dcha. dircurr and offer constructive
commcnt~ 0” m;ljor issues confronting
Cn$ia” so&et! .‘. This is immedirtely
folhwcd h: an cighi-stage diagram of an
“ldcal Crclc to Resolve a” Issue in Canadian So&y” - any issue - in which
“Eurcmbtr” are bored off from “En$z;cocd Public Opinion” by P dotted
My first impression of this book woo
favoumhle for three remonr. First. it is at
Iazt about brues of current concern end
not another civic*-text treatment of the
.tr”ct”r.z of government. Second. the way
in x\hich “both sides of the ergoments we
dircuwd” - notably. hy incorporating
into the bookr the tests of statements publirhcd clrcahcrc end expressing opposing
p”Gtionr - does at leasbplace into its
readc:r* hands some moterbds expressing
view criticill of comnt social practice that
Can.tdiu” hi.gh-xhool students would have
trouble getting hold of in soy other way.
Third. the graphi- are excellent: the tables
contain ureful information well-selected
for itr rclcvance to the text: it is easy to
dirtinyukh the quoted materials from the
tnt. All o f nhich makes In Pwsuit oJ
Jrrrrix more effective and appealing. and
probaN) more damaging to the cause of
juax.
And in no sivkd way. Laying aside the
pmn defects of libenlism ac Jarmen here
cnncche~ it (the assumption that rll
impart.mt irrucs are bilaterally symmetrical: the reiterated insistence that irrut\ l hould he considered “rationally “art cm~rhrn~lly.” as if the emotions did
“ot inlam” the intellect on soy crucial
w”~:uml. there i. the fact th;lt In Pursuit of
Jwrrr~r new conriders the Cenodien systurn of jmtice rls such. and cenainly not as
the inaoment of wcial power and conwdint. Thcrc is nothing to suggest that law
is idLa?logiLxl in character and. above all.
“a~ ;ma?\ri~ of the principle of legitimacy
itwli. Thcrc is no section devoted to the
coon\ at all. There is a subsection on the
CmJian Bill of Rights - in the chapter
urn “Capital Punirhment.” with four other
22 Books in Canada. Maroh. wi7

brief references to it in other parts of the
text.
But even if one were to judge this book
solely on its own terms, it fails to meet
them. The chapten devoted to euthonesia.
women’s rights. ahonion. nod gun control
lend themselves bat to Jarman’s bilateral
treatment. And I would like to he able to
approve ofhis treatment of prison reform in
that chapter, because il seems to toe biased
in the right direction: that is. toward imprisoning fewer people for shorter terms
and treating them better. and it presents
useful data on Canada’s extraordinary
over-use. by Western European standards.
of imprisonment as a sanction. But this is
one area in which P bilateral approach just
does not work. “There ore generally two
schools of thought on the subject of prison
reform.” Jarmen writes. “One group
was to make penalties harsher for people
who break the low. so that these punishments will serve as a deterrent to fulure
Iew-breakers.. . The other school of
thought claims that criminals n’eed assistance to restructure and rebuild their lives.
which had never bee” productiveor satisfying.” There is! however. a third szhool that
would maintat” that efforts et prison teform, though to be endorsed on humane
grounds, cannot reach the heart of the
problem. which is that the stigmatization of
B” individual by imprisooment is a politic+
act that reflects his powerkss”ess to sonety and his inability to defend himself since richer and better educated people
genetally escape incarcention for the same
or comparable acts.

Yet P little laler Jsrma” notes that
“Studier made by Professor Alan Grant
of Osgoode @cl Law School, about corn
plaints made against the Toronto Police
Force over D th&-year period. show that
of 1488 complaints made, 304 were
prove” to he either pertly or totally valid.
Of the officers involved in these cases.
five were subjected to a formal disciplinary trial. eight’resigned, and the rest
were disciplined in various ways by the
police dephrtment.”
Over-emphasis? Over-reporting? It
hardly secros so. especially in the light of
the report of last summeras judicial enquiry into the actions of the Toronto
police. which is not mentioned in this
book and was perhaps published to” late to
be cited in it. In my case, Jannan draws a
quite different conclusion: “Some officers
do take advantage of their position but they
are only a small minority. The vast majority obey departmental regulations and the
law. and do their best to perform a difficult
and demonding job.” No evidence is cited
in support ofthis generalization: hut eve” if
it is we, it is totally irre.levant to the issue
of law enforcement. which reqobzs that
those charged with law enforcement nfrain
from abusing their victims who are denied
the legal right eve” to resisl. It seems odd,
to”. that Jarman would cite such n quantitative criterion. since he nowhere suggests
that the reason abortion is a seriw wcisl
issue is that I large proportion of expectant
mothers choose it: or that most owners of
handguns shoot people with them. That
isn’t the point:

. .

three miles at34 m.p.h., andthen IWU miles at 28
m.p.h.. and tell me how long ir rakes?”
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Begionnl Patterns: Disparities and
Development !Four volumes plus LL
kxher’r guide) and Hllorlcd Palterns:
‘The Ftouts OF Dhwsity (tbrcc volumes),
Themes I and 2 in the New Canadian
Geography Pmjwt series. general editor
Jnhn Wolfunh. McClelland & Stewart.
By FRANK BARRET

THIS PPJXXT shows what can be done when
qujified authors and D. good publisher join
k~~xcs. The lirst two themes in the series
“Regional Patterns: Disparities and
Dzvclopmcnt” and “Historical Pattems:
The Root?. OF Diversity” now are available.
The third theme. “Urban Patterns.” Will
folhw. The overall project was Funded by
rhc Canada Studies Foundation and the
Cxudian Arwciation of Geographers. Although drrigned For geography students.
the nature of the three works will be of
intcrat to students of Canadian studies in
bcncral. The series is a visually stimulating
keel OF book% with numemus Full-page
photographs. informative and readable

maps, and pertinent, concise tables OF
information.
The second theme, “Hismrical Pmterns,” is the more recently released and
conststs OF three books: The EMy F u r
Tmde by Heidenreich and Ray; Two
Sociedes: Life in Mid-Nineremrh Cenltw
Quebec by -Harris; and Pohr Lonce ii~
Tnmsirion: The Tron#ormorion of a NewfouodloodOurpor# by Mannion. It is doubtful whether better authors could have been
obtained For these specilic titles. Bach one is
recognized For lib work in this partictdar
&Id. ThereFon, both students and teachers
using this set ofbooks will be working with
the 6est.
The Early fur Tmdes contains two
sections: a descriotion of the Fur trade in
Humnia and W&m Canada; and a second
part comaining supporting documents of the
earlier description. Thus students have the
rare opportunity oFreadingprigi?ql sources
;p,n$!t they can Form thetr opmmns first
In a period when Quebec means RenC
Levesque and separatism m most students.
Cole Harris’s book pmvides a .Fascinating
view oFQuebec IO0 years ago. Ofparticular
interest is his pmtmyal of the upper class OF
both socletiep and how isolated the Engliih
community was even back then. A charming aspect of this volume is Harris’s use of
pinfings and sketches m portray life in the
mid-1800s.
Mannion’s book on a NewFoundland
outport captutu the intimacy and isolation
of life in Atlantic Canada’s coastal inlets.

The distinguishing Feature oftbls book is its
description of the Familial society network.
Patterns of m&age and the spread of
settlement weave an intricate design avex
several generations. This original study
highliihts the tremendous impact of modernization on the culture and the economy ofa
hrhing outport.
The first theme. “Regi+ Patterns.” was
published in 1975. It contains three books
parallel in Fmmat to the historinl theme:
Pockets of Poverty: A Study of the Limestone Plains OfSouthern Ontario by Langman: Regjonof Developmem in Northeasf
N.w Brunswick by Krueger and Koegler:
and Social Ckooge in the Alberta Foothills
by Sheehan. There are also a Teacher’s
Guide by the general editor, John Wolforth,
and a more detailed, less pictorial work.
with the same tille as the theme, on the
Regional Patterns: Disporiries and
Devefopmenr by Kmeger, Irving. and Vlncent. This latter book is a sowe book for
teachers and senior students rather than a
general text.
Langman’s Poverty Pockets reminds us
that an hour or two’s drive tium Ontario’s
urban core are the twnnants of some of our
pwrest agricultural -. Langman’s book
is the least demanding of the series and
would be a good starting point For students.
Several thousand miles away from the
Onbuio limeslone, in an am.8 west of
Edmonton, Alta., is another depressed aea
PabiciaSheehsn examines the impact ofthe
and Rural Development Act
this area in her book Social

SPRING ‘77
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$i&im=tbook hdo books
will be distributed by
LR & #l!ssociates

q&l 8~ Labour: P a r t n e r s ?
TWO VIEWS
by VICTOR LEVANT
The company unionisation df the trade union
movement, racketeering, kiss-me contracts.
class collaboration - all are exposed in this
important and timely new book.
225 pp.
512.95 c.
55.95p.

B o x 3 0 2
AgincourS; Ontario
MlS 3B9

TWO CLASSES
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(416) 497-3312
PUBLE$HEN@
60x 6613, Stn. ‘A’, Toronto M5W 1X6
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Cbarlw in the Alberta Foorhills. Sheehan’s

book is the most socially oriented one in dte
reties. Her study ma typifies those areas
rhcre shifts in the economic base have great
impact on the people.
Krueger and Koegler’s book Regional
Dewlopmau in Northaw New Rrun.wick

focuses on one of Canada’s longest continuing depressed erees. A special feature of
this book is a simulation of development
potterns in order to mvide the reeder with
some perspective oP problems of regional
planning before the actual situation is
&scrlb;d.
Gxetell. the New Canadian Geogmphy
PmiLzr is illl anDIver to the crv for Canadian
m&cd written by lmowled~eeble writers.
It gives anyone interested in Cmmdien
studies e divune set of materhIs to work
v3h. The format and visual content of the
books are good enough that they might
pmvide inexpensive but interestinggiAs for
the coffee-teble. 0

The Canadians series, general editors
Rohm Read and Roderick Stewart, Fitzhcnty Er Whiteside. $2.50 papet ($1.95 to
.schools.
By LINDA GRAYSON
REWRT of the Nstional History Project
in 1965 rwealed serious. though not entirely
unanticipated weeknesses in the teaching of
Camvdien history. social studies. and civics,
both PI the elementary- and secondaryschool levelsin all IOpmvinces. Textbooks.
in pyticular. received a good deal of critical
assessment. The conception of Canada
prwnted in the French Roman Catholic
schools of Quebec. for example. ws found
to bc “completely different from the rest of
the country. Successive generations of
young English- and Ftatch-speeking Canadims raised on such diametrically opposed
viev/sofourhbtory.esehofwhichcrratesan
entirely different value system, cannot fully
understand each olher or the caontty in
which -they live. Nowhere is Arnold
ToynbeeX diitum that “history books not
only tell history, they makeit’monttpppsrent
than in Canada.”
Within English Canada, the inability of
students to identify with their pest is related.
THE

mac&ds [l&i over-emphasize pm&cial
concems and inadvertently neglect legitimate nation4 ioterests to the point where
schools actudly reinforce “unwenanted, as
distinct fmm natural and desirable. region4
feelings.”
In port. this pmblem results from the
nature of the BNA Act itself, which clearly
As i conrwuenee. eech mwin& has dc
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eye to the long-term national implications of
such decisions. The plea of the N&m?.l
History Project, in this regard, was not for r
uniform curriculum geared to the illusive
goal of national unity. Rather. e case wes
made for the creation of national understendingthmughthedevelopmentofcoutses
and materials that would tetlect the values
and interests of bnh major linguistic gmups
es well as the various regions.
In some respects, the series The Canadians meets this need. In other mpects it
MIS short. The series consists of brief (60 to
70 pages) biographical sketches of ptominent men and women in politics, the
scienca! the atts. business. and spmts. It
wes dstgned without tegerd to II spcci#c
geogmphical or linguistic market within
Canada. At present, some 30 titles ere ailable in Bngliih, IO in Ftench, and plans call
for the eventual publication of all volumes
in both o%cial languages. Another 50 titles
are at various stages of production and new
titles are being considend all the time.
‘IltewiesattemptstoreRectthecbetacte~
of Canadien society by examining tigures
who ere identified with e perticular region or
ethnic group es well es those of national
significance. Inthisregard,however. it is not
entinly successful. Maritime figures are
under-represented. Where are W. S. Fieldiu, Bliss Carmtm. and Charles G.D.
we serious questions r&rding the choices.
Maurice Richard is included, but Maurice
Duplessis is not. The glaring absence of
Wilfrid Leotier’s name. I atn told. was a
typographical etmr. And why is it that not
oneFrenchCansdi~n artist isincluded?Thi
is e telling question when one considers that
plans ere already under way to publish I
volume on strong-men Louis Cyr.
In the smne vein, objections mi ht be
taisedaboulthecwerageofWestem kures.
Politicians such as Bible Bill Aberhatt.
T. D. Pettulo and T. A. Crerer ate not to be
found. Nor M atiist William Ku&k or
authorsw. 0. Mitchell, Margaret Laurence.
and Sinclair Ross.
The series. tbenl fells short of achieving
belanceinitsselecttonofsubjects.However,
end this is important. the series is a
continuing one. One hopes imbalances will
be -ted es The Canadians evolves.
Dcspile this general weakness, eech volume is attmctively put together with 8
generous sprinkling of photogmphs. In
genetal the style employed by the various
authors has been lively and the analysis
informative. One perticularly annoying feelure. however, is the penchant for asking
trivial questions in the margins oftbe text. In
the Nellie McClung book, for example. the
teedais asked toexplain the meeningofthe
cornmeL: “That man can do P lot of
washing in a very few suds.” With all the
important issues raised by McClung’s 80
rlvities and dealt with in this biography, why
should discussion focus on something so
utterly inconsequential. Similarly. in the
volume on Mtuian Hilliard. the student is
asked: “Wltat do you think of Marian’s
stetentent: ‘These years of learning are too
impotmntmbeovemhelmed bypession’.“?
Not all the books suffer From thll flea.
Gnnatstein’s analysis of W.L.M. King and
Waite’s coverage of J. A. Ma&meld are
among the notable exceptions.

This raises yet ano:her concern with the
series. The biographies es a gmup are not
designed for any particular level of study.
Some volumes are tnermt fat UK et the
junior-high level while others areclearly Tar
senior students. The leek of e teacher’s
manualmekesitdifticuIt forthosewho wish

:

is ap~mp;iate for their class level. This
defect, however, is already in the pmces of
being remedied. A comprehensive man1al
that includes e scope and se uence chart as
wellastheusoelsuggestions 9, rpto~ectsand
.
discussions will be available by the end of
June.

ThecentmIquesrionconcemittgtheseries
still remains unanswemd. How useful will
the books be in a classroom situation? All
indications point to e positive answer. The
lively writing style, the attempt of each
authortomake hisorhersubjectcomealive.
the carefttl editing, the inclusion of interesting photographs and illusrrations, as well as
the helpful suggestions for further reading.
should make The Canadiatu a valuable
teechingsid. Perhapsitwill helptodispelthe
ntytb that there is little of interest or
inspintion in Canada’s past. And maybe.
just maybe. when Mel Hunig does his next
cmsscounoysuwey ofhigh-schoolstude,
he will tindthet there a% moreowareofthei
histoiy.Thecomment”Neverheardofthem
. . . they must be Canadian.” may even fall
into disuse. Cl
1
I
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Educational Drama for Six-ToTwelve-Year-Olds, by Grace Laymen. ’
Methuen, 92 pages USBNO-45% 917204).
Myth and Metmittg. by James G. Head
and Linda MaeLea. Methuen. 251 pages
(1SBN0-45.9- 9100&7).
By ANNE ROCHE
a u3wi *s our society persists in trying to
give everyone en academic education, the
textbook will be a necessary evil. The
overburdened teacher, striving to pass on hi
set chunk of human knowledge to large
numbers of children unequal in intelligence
end background must turn to the textbaok’s
narrow but comforting order. Usually he is
sure he could write a better one, and
usually, these days. he does. But though
there is a wider choice of Canadian textbooks than ever before,, though they’re
handsomer and mote expensive. textbooks
haven’t changed.
Evejschool system is confessional, that
is. committed to tnnsmitting its society’s
official world view. An incteasing number
of people are beginning to talize that the
“publii” schools we all pay for ere as
medal as any Catholic or Jewish parochial
school. Thev mach the relieion of secular

.’

Fmm ktndergarten to college METf-fUEN kfers an exciting range of educational books,
innovative h concept and deft&h in content. Take a look at just a sample of our
latest Canadian titles!

INTRODUCXION TO
CRIMINAL LAW
c. m*er
i%z%

?i:::“9; Fib

.i

A general inlmdutiion. !hrooSh ,a,. an 1
eaws 10 criminal law m Canada. This
book will be of ose u) Itodeou of law.
sock, work, police science and wcfoloSy.
April
CDPj

g4;AD&N POLITICAL FACTS
C. Campbell
4% 92430 x
S4.50 e pb
458 92660 4
$9.95 he’
A mllcslio? of basic tabular data coverin&g n,~;~~~~as of Canadmn

CANADIAN CASES IN PUBLIC
ADRIINISTRATIQN

K. KeomP@Kl”
$4.95 e pa
450912301
The tint ccmprehersive collection o f
Conadion case studies in public admini*
,m,ion. Will complemeo, any ,eX,. on
,be odminislntive ayJ,em but Is SPClolly
imended for or wi,h the lhird edilion
o f P U B L I C ADDUNISTRA~ON IN
CANADA.
Ill”“~IJ
CDN

MANAGING CANADA’S
RENEWABLE RBSQURCBS
R. Kruecer ad B. MItchelI
A well-inlepmted mllec,ion of commitrioncd and previoorly-published papers
focusing on the social. elbieal and policy
peix*ec,iver of resooice managmen,.
CDN
Morcb

MINORITY CANADIANS:
Xthnic Groups

A brief. gcncn, immduction UI relecled
indi6eenour and immigrant minorily
SroYPS.

CDN

MSr

FROM OUR SCHOOL DIVISION:

KANATk
An Antholozy of Canadian

Children’s Ltire

EdRed by &tory Robfo and Gleny, Stow
XANATA is a splendid amholo8y. Ihe
releetions are l i v e l y . Ihoughtful, truly
represenwiw of ,he best io Canadian
writin for children. The illunntions and
pholograpbs comp,cmen, the material excellemly. I’d like u) see this book in every
clemerdrrv schod in Lb land.”
--Marga& L.a”,mce.
256 poser
lllUS,~kd
458 013~0 0
$6.95 e pb
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KIDS LIKE US
Mu,&C r,,, wa, Renders.
Bewrfw Allinsoo and Batin O’KeSy
A C e&liy new series of Czmodizm &Idren’s b o o k s rha, describe de liwl
explon,ions of four rerl immignn, chlIdren in Cmada.Soi,nble for mad&s in
lan6oage MS history or stial studlea in
Gndu 5 and 6.
CLICK: Wherein Garv. Rebecca. Shrmn
and Selwyn ,dk 10 ,he onngu,mg. defy
the min. march in Lhe pande. beat the
drum and click Ihe shutler. 4 Cofour.
FLASHBACK: In which Rebecca: Sharon.
Selwyn and Gary ,ame the wddemea
hamat the crops, build the railroad.
dance the charlcaon and give hligoucl a
J dimpse of his new coomry. 1 Coloor.
TRIPS: In which Shamn, Gary. R&cm
and Selwyn wile leuers, sail boats, Sy
kiks, burl b r o n c o s and daoce w i t h
dn8oor. 4 Colour.
WALLPAP= Wherein Sham& Selwyn.
Gary and Rebecu write ,he copy. mee,
Lhe dudlioe, roll ,be press and bong ,be

ser’oj4 books
DI 45* 91130 4

BIJTURESCAPES
Eylomlfonr in Fact and

17.30 net pb

Teacher’s Manual

Sc,ence Fiction
Robed Tooddns
A dynmic onlbolo
of essays, short
skxies and pams ,Yo, will exn,e dirculrioo, rludy nod crcalive w i l i n g i n
even relieent atodcar. New releases am
pmjeckd viroally lhmu8h illosba,ioos
and cadooos lhol pmbc Lhc qoeslions of
viLIl coneem.
176 pa8u
March. 19,l
45s 97.140 8
$4.90 me, pb

M 458 92360 5

11.25 oe, fkn‘)

books I& w& or phone for your
copy oP our uurdo8ue loday. Sad your
reques, 10:
Pmmo,ion Departmen,. hfahoen Publications. 2330 hlidland Ave.. A incaart.
Ontario MIS lP7 (416) 291-84 4I
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A useful and good looking pati compliexercise are provided! the tone is stmightments to Methuen. Just’remembu, keep
forward. discipline ismsistcd upon. showthese and all textbooks o”t of the handsof
ing off forbidden. Educational drama hasn’t
yet won full acceptance as more than B frill,
and much bf what takes place tit present ir
just fooling around. but Grace Layman
claims it can be much more than that.
The second text. Myth and Afeaning
(first ublished in 1974 as Man and hfytb)
is difk ult to review briefly. It’s att ambitioos book, formidable in scope, and i0
subject matter is prdvocative. On its simp
lest level. .it is a well-organized accoont of
some of the world’s chief mythologies.
Then. using Northrop Frye’s system (Linda
MaeLea was his student) one is led to relate
themes in prcvnt writing to their original
The Language Tree: An English
“archerypal” sources; The difficulty arises
Handbook for Senior Students, by Anne
when the teacher makes the inevitable
Thompson. The Book Society of Cpnada
attempt to inipose a framework of meaning
Ltd.. 207 pages (ISBN O-7725-5017-4).
on the myths provided. out of conviction, or
A First Thesaurus: The Wordsimply for convcnienco.. It is in this soti of
Hunter’s Companion. by James Green.
situation that you get your textbook contraThe Book Society of Canada Ltd. (ISBN
vcrsy. The authors avoid any study of the
07725-5024-7X
Edm-ational Druma For Sk-To-TwelveBible and ludaeoChristian “mythology.”
)iin;Olds is easy to review. and I should
But sunly no one can study comparative
By BARBARA BONDAR
thinl,. easy to teach From. I would have
mythology without having to deal with lhe
vxlcomcd it in the grim days when I was
Bible’s relationship to the whole body of
ANNE THOMPSON’ S book is a muddled
teaching. The book is a manual for teachers
myth? Head and MacLea beg the question
young thing. First, it is not a handbook.
rho v. ould like to use drama not to a subject
by listing P choice of hatoes - those of
Second, it is not a M)UIIC text. It suffers
in itrrlfbut PS a teaching tool. to enliven and
Freud. Jung and Campbell. They refuse to
from both lack of definition and purpose. It
help students master the set curriculum. It is
recognize that many users of their book will
does not know what it is. As a handbook.
designed for the large class and the stn~believe. more or less literally. in the disome of The Lnnguoge Tree’s features may
torcd classmom situation, and will be inost
vinely revealed truth of many of the myths,
be useful to senior students. The book
useful to teachers with little experience in
and that many others. converts of lmmanuel
thi< fairly new field. The first section.
Velikovsky and other catastmphists. accept contains cursory infotttntion about nouns,
pronouns. adjcctivc. adverbs. connectives,
“Dcvclapment of Self.” is concerned with
them as cccumtc records of historic and
and ~ntencc elements.
wing n’he the child abeody has - his
scientific fact. Ncitherofthcse explanations
This is not a teaching fool because no’
ordinarv sense experiences. firs1 thmugh
is acceptable in the liberal canon. hence
topic is tteated comprehensively. The few
rimplc imitative in-desk exercises, then in
theiromission. Oneaccepts that, but it does
excrciscs included after each subtopic arc
pair, and groups. aiming not PI mimicry but
seem rather craven to omit God and Vclneither enough to (each something new nor
at awkcning him to his environment. That
ikovsky from P list of authorilics dtat
m rctcach. They may serve the sludcttt
begun. the class moves on to dramatic
includes the Atlantis buff James Mawr.
reader with review material to work
situations involving others. improvisation.
Myth and Meaning is ncverthcless a rich
thmogh. Surprisingly. the erarise material
role-playing and non-verbal comand interesting book. I haven’t done it
is similar to that found in the traditional
justice. It’s foruse. I feel, only by an erudite
munication. Only then does it begin to
grammar books of an earlier generation. By
and rcspeetful teacher with D smtdl mature
apprcuch curriculum content through
‘itself, this anachronism is unfitting for so
chxxtaization and dntmtization. Lots of Grade 13 clzlss.
young a copyright. The reachers of senior
students expect and deserve better support
than this mol prc&lcs.
Perhaps anachronistic material may be
excused in a handbook where. properly,
exe&es havcnoplace. There is no cxcusc,
ho-r, for the imprecision antI oc~sional
errb; m The Language Tree s sccttons on
-c~;llitctianism. the cvolutionxy ptoccss.
cnviionmentalirm. They are exclusivist and
intolcnnt of hercry. and as confident as any
mirriona~ of their duty to impose their
hiihcr vision on the infidel. It was in that
rclligioua confidence that we carried out that
~hamclul act, the kidnapof the Doukhobor
children into a prison school where we
could teach them our world view.
01 course a great many people other than
Doul;hobors don’t adhere to the official
rcligbm. which is why. whenever parcnts
arr allowed to read their children’s tcxtbool;.. you get a tcxtbook co”t-y.
Having recognized thii limitation on the
form. all one should ask of a textbook
wittcn for the public system is that it should
cow its territory competently. as simply
and mtr.&vely and with as little bias as it
can. One can cxpcct and forgive the neceswar) blvldnessandtheinnocentaitingofthe
I;rtev liberal theological whims.
Of the two textbooks Ibarn Methoen
under consideration here. Grace Layman’s

“Escure me. but do you have The Gulag Archipelago
in the scratch’n’smell editim?”
I
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H&e one findsverbs in a classic paradigm
--every person and number neatly repeated
across the page as if Engliih were Lain ot
French. languages in which time and tcnsc
markers ate well-defined and myriad and
knee a chart is useful. A critical look at
sucha paradigm in English shows that in the
plural. for aample., the only part that
changes is the SobJect and not the verb. It is
this rcpctition of likcnesscs that cncoumges
the non-standard English user m overgcnemlizc. In such an array of verbiage.
such a speaker overlooks the only. but
critical, difference of the third singular verb
form and k nortotes the “he come krc”
syndrome.
The verb problem is heightened by the
author’s confusion of tense and time. There
arc two tenses in English - present and
past. All other indicattons of time arc made
inEnglishbycontextand/ortheuseofafnn

.:

medals and vvying combinations OF present
and aa tenses. A time line. rather than a
pnrs: g.~gm. would have presented the difference bctwvcm tense and time simply and
rff~xtivel>.
There are other misuses of terminology.
Occasionally, then occurs a term that b
slmostcortect but whose meaning is unclear
or unfinished. For example: “The possessire forms of personal pronouns are infircted.” Such e stetement probably inspiw hilarity on the pert of M English
teacher. Whet about the student who wishes
il meaning for i&wed? Try to find the
first instance of such P word in The
Lmgrwpr Tree. The Index is alphabetically
ermnged by its 23 topics. I&wed is only
li*ted under the heading of nouns.
It oas also a shock to find. in 1976,
structural tree-markings that have been
outdated since 1954. Such markings. or
diegnmmings are invalid. uninsightfol, inilcaible. and are little different Corn
centuries-old parsing delineations. More
insightful. if diagnmming was necessary to
,how the Qexibiiity of the three English
s~uctunl phrates, would be the trees of
tmnrfomutionalists or the functional levels
of Firthians or the networks of
str~tificxionalists.
Thubibliognphycontains five entries. OF
thw five. the latest copyright year is 1966.
This kind of support is negligent. It is just
not good enough.
The Larrguog~~ Tree exemplifies the type
of text that ctwates the stuffy, unpleasant.
and contredictory aura that too often sw-

rounds the study of English in schools. The
Language Tree cannot be recommended for
students. Other readers may use it et their
own risk.
A First Thesaurus is a” intriguing tool.
There are only 210 entries. so researching
desired information is relatively uncomplicated. That may strike you es a paltry
number when you consider the
kiidergartetter’s !O,OOOWL@ voe~bulery.
;Ghzmay be Judged settable m a first
There ‘&e e number of conrtructs or
famres that we simile to the real thing.
Thissimilarity isneeessaty iftheauthoristo
provide II tool For youngsters that Fecilitetes
their use of Roget. The divisions. For some
unexplained teeso”, ere by p?~ of speech,
nther than by idea. This divrston presumes
the reader’s Familiarity with nouns. adjectiva, verba. adverbs: and other words. The
age group For whxh this book seems
intended does not think in ternn OF parts of
speech. The index contains all entries in
alphebetical o&r with the appropriate
seetion number and occasiond ennotation.
However, because the main entry sections
etx by part of speech, IheR can be virtually
no crosr-referencing of terms.
There ere also e number OF dissimilarities. Missing is the plurality of
sections availeble es well as the plurality of
synonyms within those sections. An advanwgctothe First' sreaderis theauthor’sbdef
“definition” of each included syynonym
within section entries. Where Roget ptw
somes dictionary knowledge of terms used.

Parr

one

Green does not: he provides it. Or rather. he
seems to provide it. The definitions used are
actlrally vsbte judgments on the terms
within the Fm&work of the main mtry. For
example, within the entry animal. the word
vermin is explained es “small, unpleasant
animals which hum crops OT prey on
game.” The inclusion ofthe valuejudgment
“unpleasant” is an intetference unless the
trader is guided to undetsttmd that the
author’s value is escribed to most explanalions. Technically. the majority ofincluded.
definitions advance either en aF6rmetive or
pejorative connotation of the words used
within each of the 210 entries. This inclosion may be OF d&able value in e first
thesaurus.
Unfonunately some definitions ate not
cartied fat enough. For exalnpk. a &be is
more the” “a round object.” A saddlebag
ismorethan”abagcarriedacmssahorseor
et the beck of a bicycle.” A dicrionmy may
be “8 collection of words in alphabetical
order, with their meanings” but so is a
glossety - e term not included. Whw
gIoss is included it reads “‘e superliciel
luster or brightness” without en included
reference to intetptetetion. Therefore. although the inclusion of some form of
definition may be helpful to the beginning
thesaurus-user. theexclusion ofother meanings may be just es unhelpful in the long run
es en absence of any definition.
Another mismatch is noticeable. Although the main 210 entries seem geared to
young vocabularies, some of the synonyms
For them seem academic and more adult

tnrreduction
1 Studying cities
2 Ducription ofn ciw
3 Where cities are locared

GRAD,E 3
SB60A& S~‘RnD,o~S Ii&a
Parr Two

I
Part Three

Peeplo and rhc City
4
5
6
7

Living in the cirv
Werking in the city
How cities are governed
How ciriu chinge

Visiting *me Cities
6 Via&a: a city on an island
9 Vanceuver: a wesc.ceast pen city
10 Edmonton: I city of the noah
1 I Calgary: the foothills cirv
12 Regina: a city of the plains
13 Sarkamen: hub city et the prairies
14 Winnipeg: a tmnsperudon cenmz
15 Thompson: a mining cirv
16 Terenro: an industrial giant
1 7 Ornwa: OYI na.rien’s capital
16 Monrrcal: a port cty
19 Halifax: a ciry by the sea
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NELSON
SIGNATUREB: POEMS OF
CAPL4DA
Editors: Jim Head, Don Lain& and
Glen V5ller
Grades 9-13

than necessary. For example, offmy is e
pedantic inclusion underfighr. Most aduirs
I know use the word hey.
There is one other bone to plct. It may
not seem much to the publisher but it
mattersgreatlytoanyeducetoret homeoret
school. There is no covering stetement et
the outset of Le. book to tell of its
field-testing. For what ege or experience
level is the book intended? How is it
tion intoRoget?
If this tool excites you, edd it to your
collection of workables. But place en ebbrevietbd orregulartbesaurus beside it. You
may find that someone wanting lo use e
thesaurus gravitates to the reel thing. Cl
-__

Each of.the three anthologies in
this series offers more than 30
Canadian poems selected for their
poetic value and classroom succes
Each volume is an excellent mini-

._..._._._

1

Foreign Ownereblp; The Lnw and the
police; Don’t Teach That!; Rights of
Youlh; Native Survival; Ctiels in Quebec:
On SMke!; The Right lo Live or Die;
Jssues in Cultural Diversity; and Women
in Cenadlan Soctety. all in the Canadian
Critical Issues series, general edilor John
Eisenbet , available through the Onterio
Institute !u r Studtes
.
m
. Educetion.
By MORRIS WOLFE
sm cuNFm.5 to a conflict of inlerest. My
wife works for the Ontario Insthute for
Studies in Education (OISE). the originator
of all and the publisher of some of these
books. OISE. in other words, plays no smell
putt in helping me suppon my wiling habit.
Despite that, I must report that I have elove-hute relation with OISE. No institution
that hires so many people who write so
badly (my wife excepted. of course) is
deserving of unqualified affection - even if
that institution supports my writing bebk.
After all. e guy’s got to huve some
standards. Oisese, which m many of these
people write. alas, seems to be an offshoot
of the linguistic bmnch of English that
Ernest Gowers calls “sociologese.”
Sociology, says Gowers. “is u new science
concerning itself not with esoteric mauers
outside the comprehension of the laymun.
es the older sciences do. but with the
ordinary affairs of ordinary people. This
seems to engender in those who write about
LET

ing a range of poetic styi& by
contemporary poets and early
poets. both men and women. the
well-known and the lesser known.
The poems are grouped by poetic
style or theme in 5 or 6 units of
about 6 sections each. They are

arranged generally in order of
difficulty and are presented one
par page in large. clear type in an
unclunered format. Portraits and
signatures of many of the poets
add a personal touch. Teachers
editions (24 page handbooks in
student toxls) explain in detail the
arrangement of the poems and
include practical teaching notes
plus biographies of the poets. Each
boo!; is 72 pages, softcover.
Te:rtz $1.95 net
Teaoher’s Edition: 82.95 net
Thomas Nelson i% SONS
[Canada) Limited
51 Curlew Drive
Don Mills, Ontario
M3A 2Rl
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it B feeline that the In& of nnv abstruseness
But there M some thing!

done by 01%
line coIlection of material celled the
Women’s Kit, for instance. And there’s the
excellent group of little books, known es the
Canadian Crhlcal Issue series. The purpose
of the series is to stimulate thought and
discussion about controversial issues in
contempumry Cenrdlln society; the subjects cover a wide nnge. from American
business takeovers to the implications of the

be used profitably by en individual (I ten
vouch for tbet), or would work extremely
well if used by e class or discussion group.
Eech book brlefl describes e se& of
thematically relateJ problems end poses
incisive questions about each problem. That
sounds eesy. But anyone who’s teught will
recognize quickly the smt of work and the
quality of mind that hew gone into the
pantion of these superb little books.
r
tudents growing up cutting their wisdom
teeth on books such es these will be far
better informed citizens of this country than
I know I wes when I came out of high school
or university.
NariveSurvival. forexample, (published
in 1973) oullines the Jumes Bay project end
the reaction of the Cree Indians to the
pmposal. We’re then ark& “Can any
group ‘own’ e vest end unspoiled terrhory
like the James Bay region in the same way
that aperson ‘owns’ a private house7”Thll
marenal is followed by e brief statement of
the separatist position, and we’re ask&
“How are the situations involving the native
people and the separatists simder end/or
dissimilar?” “Do you believe that both
these groups have the right to be completely
self-governing, hence *masters of their own
home’?” “Do you think the majority. even
when represented by en elected government. has the right to make decisions that
will change the life style of a minority?”
"Do you believeaminoritycandemandthet
e government change its plans because the
govemmenl’s plans would change minority
religious pmctices. runl way of life, or
leilguage?”
A simile pattern is followed in each of
the other llooks. The discussion of abortion
in Women in Canadian Society (1976) is
remarkably thorough and Fair. You might
try out this question over coffee some time:
“Should e doctor who is opposed to abortion on morel und religious grounds bs
ullowed to setve on abortion committeesl”
At a lime of increasing n&l tension in
Toronto end elsewhere. many teachers
would find yet another book in the series,
Issues in Culruml Diversity (1976). an
invaluable aid to discussion. The Rig/u to
Live und Die (1973) deals with some of the
same questions that were raised by the
recent Gary Gilmore affair: “Should everyone hew the right to commit suicide if he or
she wishes?” The chapter on the Saskatchewen medical strike in On SIrike! (1973)
asks agein: “Should doctors be forbidden m
strike?” The book tilled Rights OJ Ywrh
(1972) contains sn essey by Edgar Z.
Friedenberg followed by the question: “Do
you agree or disagree . . that schools
condition students to accept social injustice
and discrimination?”
Two of the IO books in the series could
use some updating. Crisis in Quebec (1973)
asks a lot of the right questions: “When
critics suggest that the physical separation
of the Maritimes from the rest of Canada
would lead to the disimegretion of the
nation. LCvesque points to the sinration of
Alaska end the United Stetes. He also fires
the example of the successful separation of
Norway and Sweden in 1995. How ere these
situations similar? How are they diNerent?”
But e lot more questions come to mind now
that what seemed academic in 1973 has
become e real possibility. Although
Foreign Ownership (1972) is only live
years old. its examples already feel too

.:

remote to be es useful as they might be. But
it wouldn’t take much work to update either
of these books - indeed. to keep ell the
books updeted.
No teceher seriously interested in the
lively discussion of ccnent Canadian affairs
should miss teking P look at this series. No
.sebocl atanylevelshocldbe withwtatleasr
one complete set; mcst of the questions
raised can be adapted for younger children.
The Ccnedian critical issces/seties seems to
me the best thing OISE has done. Except
maybe for helping support my writing
habit. 0

Inflatiott: R’s Ycur Bag. by Bernhard
A. Frlschke. Simon & Pierre, 184 pages.
59.95 cloth (ISBN O-88924- 050-7) and
$6.95 paper (ISBNO-88924.051-5).
ByR.1.K. DAVIDSON
IWLATION IS your bag. not because there
are weys of making money cut of it. or
bemuse you should as a responsible citizen
try to lteve your government stop it, bet
bzeaose continuing inflation is inevitableend you are in the beg. However unattraet’~e the future for the Western eapitalist countries. according to Dr. Frischke, the next 25 yeas promise e full quota
of Melthuian misery for the resccree-poor
countries of the Third World. What the
West needs for its best survival is stmng end
~otbcritetive governmen!; liberal capitalism
is obsolete since it has gtven freedom to all
end pmduced undisciplined cheos.
Though this cppeem to be its genenl
nusscge. the book is intended to help end
the strage lack of **a short. ecu&e ecmpadicm of meaningful eeotmmic +tcwlfdr:’ to the extent. of ,~ncetthatmg on
m attcn and presenting cl1 the elewnts
neeesscry to understand its development.”
Unfortunately. the (hesb that tbts latest
outbreek ofalmost pandemic inflation meld
b.: related to the growth of Eum-banking is
note?;cmined;adeseriptioncfihescopeand
methods of lhis new form of intemetioncl
banking. to e large extent ootside any
government’s contml except perhaps that of
Saudi Arabia. wocld have been mere to the
point than tbr survey of clessieel econot+s
that occupies the first half of the book.
Intloion thus is not seen as e strictly
monetcry phenomenon - a point of view
that may be ergcable, but not by omitting
consideration of the laws. institutions, amd
mechctdsms of modem credit.
In c survey of this ecmpass - which yet
cttempa same diszcssicn of the main ideas
o f 19th- end ZOdwentuty theory, same
episodes of economic history, en eeecont of
ecmxtt conditions, and explecations of dte
pmblems foreseen by such es the Club of
Rome-it may be inevitebletbetthereededer
v:ill have the tmptession of being on a bus
tow thmugh a ku8e foggy elty; one sees

many of the sites one should, but they are
mcntenttxy outlines. dim end unrelated,
sketched egalnst e grey sky. To students,
perhaps in Grades IO or I I. the back might
offer an cnderstendina. vecce but better
,

es an en& being hirly readable and
quick-mcving. it might hold their intenxt.
No particular attention is paid to the Canadian situation, however, and the bibliography is tether idiosyncratic and offers little
guidance es to whete more eculd suitably be
found by e student audienee. There is little
by WY o f deteiled anzdvsis or o f an
tigumein coherently camiedthmugh. and it
may be that those who hoped to find some
easy logical underpinnings for on increased
understanding of inflation eould Emain
eonfused but et e slightly hieher level.
The teeson for this mi ay be to a certain
ambivalence thaI, Dr. Ftisehke I& with me.
at any rote about the mles of the cacitalist
systein and the stete. Bemuse of their
involvement. inflation seems to bee kind of
social disease; the eapiteliit system is besed
on greed. and “economic rationality”
seems little more than pragmatic wed;
governments ere weak and benefit hum the
inflation they et least permit and, at most,
eecse. Eeoncmic pragmatism will fctre cur
governments 10 adopt “life-boat ethics”
tcward the poor fountties (thet is. let them
drown in misery while we continue to be,
presumably. greedy andrich). However. we
need strong and authcritetive gcvemntem to
dc this and keep our emnomic system licm
losing itli equilibrium and collapsing; but
ee@lism ls emeking up sn,yhcw. I would
thmk tlut the message impbed in this kind
of thinking should be l&en with some salt.
There ere other ntionalities not based on
whet meny did and do ecnsider e sin.
Charles Taylor’s article in Beyond Industrial Growth (edited by Abraham Rotstein)
dealing with the evcidrnee in the future of
stete acthotitaietdsm, would .be such a
healthy dose of salt; for the idea of more
public discQline for the sake of private
greed mightJust be interpreted as a ground
for scnte kind of incipient fcscism. 0
,
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Les Ensembles. by Monlque Nemni end
Genevibve Quillard. Prentice-Hall. 350
pages (ISBN &13- 532978-7).
Explorers, publish&by CoppClark. 205
pages (ISBNO-7730-1619-S).
Jciedevlvre. by Anthony Molliee. Copp
Clark, 218 peges (ISBN O-7730- X41-5).
By CECILE &OUllER

P~O~A&THE mcstcompleteofthesethtw
books is L-s ENNssMcs by Moniqee Nemni
end Geneviwe Quillard. Intended for more
advanced students. the aim is to study the
Ienguage and to discuss ideas in e Canadian
cootext. It is organized eccording to underMarch, 1877, EoDlts in Canada 29
,
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I>ing themes rather than pseudo-scientific
progwrions. It speaks about religion.
Camtdinn women. the family, and animals.
Each theme is considered as an “ensemble”
to which lineuistic and culmml activities ate
wlatcd. Lit&y texts we included from
which wz cut study phonetics, syntax. and
rtylr%. The authors provide a list of books
that have some relation to the theme. as well
a songs and films. Then ars onl and
whten exercises on gtammer. phonetics,
tmn~lation. and style. This book provides
good topics for discussion and can unprwe
the studcrds’ knowledge of the language and
ability to express their own thoughts and
fwlinps. Unfortunately it depicts D. French
religious life that belongs w the 19th
century and a French Canadian woman who
no longer exists in Quebec. This can, of
cww. beoffset by thestudy ofcontemporsty French C;madian literature.
On the other hand. Erplorers is mainly a
book of exercises for the lab. II is not so
advanced. It has a Canadian context, speaks
fmnl.lv about the Canadian martyrs. and
uonwi’n, interesting topics such as the
popuku festivals ofQuebec. Conversation Is
tught sometimes with the use of pictures.
Tbir baok is full of useful expressiotts and
might be useful for tourists. since it tells one
ho\? to take a bus or ask for a taxi or use a
bilingul lift in a Montreal hotel.
As farJoi,ic dr riwe. thh is an anthology
of &rirs qu;htioir prepared for students of
French. Each exce t tiom a poem. novel,
or play is fnllwed‘g y a hst of vocabulary.
quc&rs. topics for att essay, and so forth.
--

The D am

The author is clearly experienced in teaching French. He is also well versed in Quebec
literstttre. He has chosen 19 authors who do
not usually appear together in anthologies
andintroduces them witha few bioeraohical
notes that give us some idea of iheir M
G&ire. He also includes a bibliography of
their works that is very useful to a beginner.
Anthony Mollica is a good anthologist.
He knows how to choose texts that can make

possibly after seeing Mr.
Berton’s sales timues. am-ees. So do I. As a
matteroffact. gi;enthe&rentexplosionof
popular history in this country Piem. the
Digest! and I a-e pmbably among the
majorrty of reading Canadians. But
Reader’s Digest’s recenlly published anthology, Great Canadian Adventures.
heralds the arrival of something new in
Canadian popular historiognphy - condensed history.
This doesaot mean that the period of
union govemtmnt has been shortened from
its 26 yearr to am even 20. nor that Sir John
A. is referred to PO Mac,, but mtber that the
entrles tue simple, cotxtse. and lacking in
analysis or interpretation. Considering the
obvtous limitations of condensed history,
this book is interesting and valuable. Of the
48 “adventures” that arz included in the
volume only one is an original piece, that
written by theeditots. The remaining47are
either excerpted, reprinted. adapted. or
edited from pwious publications. Thespan
of time covered is imposing. from **some
1000 yean ago” to this decade. and the
tales chosen are varied. representative. and
engaging. The essenttal strrngth of this
book. however. lies in its sources.
The editors have managed to blend personal accounts, 19th~century historiognphy, and material from a host of
20th~century writers. The primary accounts
include the following dispamte items: the
memoirs of a young soldier at an outpost
fort immediately txfttter the British conquest
of 1763: dispatches hum a young catties
tmvelling fmm Canada to New York during
the Revolutionary War; a pamphlet written
by a man soon after he and his family had
made the Atlantic crossing from Britain in
1817: the reminiscences of a Canadian spy
who infiltrated the U.S. Fenian movement;
the memoirs of a self-appraised “gmat
detective”: and Sam Steele’s own descrip
tion of our Wild West. Adventures also
offers a brief introduction to two important
Canadian writers, Susanna Moodie and
Stephen Lxaccck. which could pmvide a
stepping stone for readers who M unacquainted with their work. There we also
two entries adapted from the writings of
Francis Parkman. theeminent 19th~century
historian who seems to be unustly sliding
into obscurity. The 20th~century selections
range fmm pieces published early in the
century to wntributions by some of today’s
most prominent wlters (there are multiple
entries from both Benon and Farley
Mowat). Unfonunately. when the style of
writing that appears in the book is considered. its major short-coming becomes
obvious.
In the foreword the reader is warned:
“For greater clarity and readability, we
have amended some of the original texts. by
’ reaminging and abridging the material. and
by modit+g the syntax. punctuation.
phraseology and spelling.” Thus we am
presented with 48 elongated instalments of
“My most unforgetable chamcter” fmm
Canods. Now I have enjoyed “unforgettable chancteti” in my dentist’s office or at
grandmother’s on a boring Sunday afternoon. But 48 in succession! I fear that the
publishers have either undwstimated the
sophistication of the average reader in 1977
or aimed the book ot a restrictively small
market of btilliant pn-sfhoolers. bright
Reader’s Dig&w.

humour mtd imge$. And we find-in his
book all the pieces for completing the
puzzle of the home quebecens;& 0

Great Canadian Adventures. Reader’s

Died Association. illustrated, 736 pages.

$19.95 cloth (ISBN O-88850-051-3).
By CHARLES DOUGALL

AS PitaRE BERrclN never t&es of lelling “I.
and selling us, Canada not only has a
distinctive past but also a fascinating ow.
3

off Paperbacks

Penguin Books offers a &de range of titles which include The
Feiicon fffstory of Canada, Nuclear Power and The People’s
Land: Eskhnos and Whites in the Eastern Arctic. Many new
titles are available by .authors such as: Alvarez, Assagioli,
Entner. Davies, de Bono, Eysenck. Joyce, Lawrence, Lowen.
Maslow. Miller, Ornstein. Piaget. Richler and Steinbeck.
Eefore you choose course books see the Penguin Book List
for your subject area.
Cinema and Thestre Arts
Classics
Economics. Business and Management
Education
Engltsh: Literature and Linguistics

Geography
Political Science and HIstory
Psychology
Religion and Philosophy
Sociology and Anthropology
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public-schoolers. and dim high-school stttdent& The Iuter two groups, despite 150
pallid illmtretions and photogrephs that will
probably remind them of thetr dull textbooks. will undoubtedly find this book
indirpensible at history-project time.
Regxdkrs of its deli&w&s. Great Canadian Advcnmres does deserve a place in
evety public school library es e useful
rcwarch tool for the young. •I

Informatics: An Intmductirm to Data
Recessing. by John Welsh end Dianne M.
Gaffi. Pitman Publishing (Copp Clark).
2S6 pages lISBN O-273- 04209-9).
Mathemetlcs Alive 1, by Ronald Petersen. Mettin Clenman. Reynold Clarke, and
W.W. Bates. 4lS pages (ISBN 077302453-0) and Methematlcs Alive 2, by
Ronald Peterson, John Carter. John Cluke.
Irma Grant. end Btttce Perter. 450 pegeger
IISBN O-7730- 24558-l). CoppCluk.
II& Me~hematlcr 2. by H. A. Elliott.
Mershall P. Bye, Alfrrd P. Iietwell. and
Alfred Neufeld. I-I&. Rinehart&Winston.
354 pega USBN O-03- 9213749).

The Canadians is a series of biographies of men and women,
selected from every major period of Canadian history. Unlike
the narrow political focus of many traditional biographical
series, The Canadians branches out into economics, arts,
science, religion, education and sports.
The programme for The Canadians is one of the most ambitious undertaken in Canadian publishing histofy. Already
thirty titles have been published, and many more are in the
process of being written by various authors across Canada.
Each of these 64-page books is a self-contained unit, profusely
illustrated and with stimulating questions for the reader. They
can also be grouped together to provide a comprehensive view
of Canadian history through the lives of those who made it.
To most young people, and to many of their elders, famous Canadians are no more than stone statues or photographs
in text-books - dull and lifeless people. The Canadians is an
attetipt to demonstrate the contrary, and discover the great
many fascinating men and women who have helped to make
Canada what it is today.
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By DDUG FOBBa
~lra.atx. A few of the Y-tew mathematics”
high-school textbooks ere becoming pertitdly readable. inletwing. and of pmctical
velue. Most textbooks in mathematics en?
pear. Soon after the Russians launched a
satellite. we panicked in North America and
attempted m modernize mathematics by
advacbtg into the 20th century overnight.
First attempts at new texts were terrible for
texhers and students. Even now that we
have bed enough lime to improve the texts,
rutprloingly few et-e good. These four.
however. deserve a review.
Informarics (silly title far data procersingl is excellent In particular Unit D of
this text. which deals wkb living in the age
of compuws. should be read. enjoyed, and
found useful by all of us. This unit gives
interesting views on computer history; pmctical esemples of current computer use in
crime, ecology, medicine. and business:
implicetianr in employment. privacy and
statderdization: and cwrettt cemputer op
portunities. After reading Unit D. you
should be motivated into other units on how
a computer works. how to use computers
efficiently. how to select il computer for
pxticulv positions. how to make elementary duo processing decisions, and how to
pwgmm. Only this last unit really requires
eccess te a computer. All units are asentially independent. This text should be
found useful in all high schools.
We might expect Marhetorics Alive I
and Marhemarics Aliw 2 to be similar.
They are not. The authors wet-s different
teams with only Paterson in cnmmon. Both
teams used split pges se that about one
third of nmst pag& is reserved for special
comments. pictures. sketches. end purzles.

Fr&rick Banting
Alexander Graham Belt
Willtam Beray
Norman Beihune
Emily Cau
Samuel Clmlrd
JMU Douglas
Timothy Eaton
Cestmir Gzewki
Marion Hilliud
Joseph How
Paul Kane
TbomuKeefer
Yackenzte Kiig
John A. Mardonald

Al6xander Mackenzie
AlIan Napier MaeNab
Nellie bfcClung
Sam McLauSbtin
William Hamilton Merriitt
Bmlly Murphy
Poundmaker
LOUir Rlel
Egert0n Ryenon
Laura secerd
aiffprd Sifcon
Elirabetb Slmcoe
Goldwin Smitb
David Thompron
William Van Hurno

For further informaHon write or call:
The Promotion Manager - Education Division Fitzhenry % Whiteside Limited
150 L&mill Road, Don Mills, Ontario, M3B 2T5
(416) 449-0030
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This is a sideby-side combintxion of a

Irough ananalyeisofpmgmmming.

la. advertising. and the history and
pact 01 radio. this book offers sludente
a opportunity to become involved in all
?ee 01 language study - lietening.
tding. speaking and witing. A varkd
d flexible formal provides students with
>incantivetoacatepm9mmmceand
verlisemente and to%eeess all co?
micalions skills.
ailable March

B

3.95

LONGh!AN CANADA LIMITED
55 Barber Greene Road.
Don Mills M3C 1Al

third are fully used. In Alive 2. about two
fifths ere blank, one half erc @ally used.
and only eboul one tenth erc fully used.
Such a westcofpaper. especially in Al&Z!
The quality and refetmtce of these
‘*cxtm” itemsere nlsoquitcdiffetent. Alive
I bee tnotc in the way of variety and
rcfcrcocc and both have some “fillets” of
irrelevant tnatetial, but Alive I is the bcttct
one. Its approach is also much superior. For
example, Alhre I usually tries to have an
explanation. en illustmtlon. or cxcrciscs
and comments. Alive2 stam out this way.
but often becomes juste statement of rides
followed by exercises. The intmduction of
ideas is sometime8 heavy -try “function”
on page 101. The vocabulary is sometimes
heavy - try “tadicand” on your own and
then look at page 60. (“The square of a
radical is its radicend”). And examples ate
not as common ores bitercain es in Alive I
(for example, Alive I shows I?vc tenths es e
wry plump man who reduces greatly to one
halO.
Both tats use a fair number of Canadian
spotts examples end problems. And both
ate much better than whet her been euthotized for British Columbia this year in
Grades 9 cod 10. (Ma~hmuwics for II
Modem World, 80&t I & 2; Bsxtcr.
Newton % Del Grande; Gage).
Even with the above comments, 1 muet
o!iAlive I *s topic% It is en &cllent attempt

to bring mrthemelics alive.
Hait Mathemadcs2 is e packed text and
the content is extensive. The authors try to
cover a lot of topics. In each topic they
pmjects. I would tccammentitbel e student
who finishes the text rczcive e univcteity
course credit. I&es ere introduced so
rapidly that s~udcnts would occd unusual
ability and good conoentration.
Teachers using this text must be able to
decide whet topics to cover, to what extent
to teach them. cod to intctpret msny cares.
The distinction betweeo mess and weight
must be undentood before interpreting the
applying mathematics. For’cxample. on
page 69 there is M intcrcstiog problem of e
studem who attempts to find the prrssure
caused whenhestendso”ooly oneshoe. He
estimates his shoe sole to the ocercst square
ccntimetre (155cmg - three significant
fipurcs) but comes out with an enswer with
five significant tigm-csl The previous chaptcrshould beextended a littlesoes to handle
e probjemlike this accurateI
The book oRen sterte wtt.l! examples and
then developa the mate matbetnalics.
The chapter on geometry (lopology) is e
good illustmtlon. Chcpti 7 op feptors.
roots, and exponents is poor in thts way and
has little momation.
Considering how much is well covered, I
would temmtocod this text fm teachers
with excellent be&grounds and bright
stude.nts. Cl
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PctXlttel
and
Introductory
Typewriting, 90 psgcc (ISBN O-27304213-0); BesIt Applied TypewRing,
109 pages (ISBN O-273-04226-2);
Drilltype 1; and DrIlltype 2. all by James
Miller. Pitman Publishing (Copp Clark).
Drlllbrpe 3, by Pad Moreland. Pitmen
Publishing, 91 pages (ISBN O-27304216-5).
The Pitman Shorterhand DIcUottery
for Students and Tcachcre. Pitman Pub
liahine~
By ANNIZMcINTYRE
AS m NAME implies, lnrroductory and
Persomd T)pewridng was written with the
beginning typist in mind, whether in the
tcacberdircctcd or individualized-learning
situation. Niturally, the basic instruction of
the alpha, numeric, end special chamctcr
kcyboerds arc covered. Peniculerly appealing arc the layout end instructions fat
mastering the mechanics of ccntcring. tebukuion. letter set-up and envelopes because
of the dear-cut. step-by-step muhods used.
Other units of interest that have been
included to round out the text ere composition, Boglllh usage. and care of the typewriter.
Basic Applied ?)pewridng is tailored for
use by lhc second-year student and therefore
contains no keyboard mastery drills but
tatherdwls cxtcnsively with remedial work
in the areas of finger, hand? and individual
lcttcr control. Again. one II struck by the
excellent format chosen by the author to
teach the production mechanics of centcring. tabulation. letter styles and envelopes.
and lhe interoffice memo. Each is designed
for easy comprehension by the student.
Otheroutstending features include I9 pages
of material to improve proofreading *ills;
cxcrciscs on Canadian postal codes (no1
ZIP codes); metric measurements; end en
wtmordinaty amount of hand-written materiel (man than 50 pages) that is nomtelly
missing From typing texts despite the fact
that it makes e such e large pcrccmage of
tbc typist’s workload. Theappendices at the
end provide e quick rcfcrcncc for the basic.
rules of line-end division, use of cepitei
letten. numbers. end so forth.
In Drilhype I we at last have e book
devoted to numbers. numbets. numben. It
will enable us to cope with the cvcrincreesing demand for the fast, eccumtc
tigurc typist to help us satisfy those stalisticians and computes. The book contains a
good review of number and symbol/specialchamcter location drills and then proceeds
to zero in on spccilic functions - threenumber cnmbiiations, mathematical symbols, dew. matic system. finaoclel smtcotcnts, social-insunncc numbers. postelco& drills, es well as interesting numcrlc
information set out in tabulation excrcixs.
All these drills lend thcmsclvcs perfectly to
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xmedial essignment or class perticipetion
drills. However, it is unfottunate that some
of the drills have not been sealed and that
sealed-figure paragraphs ax not included
for use as timed typing material.
In Dri//ope 2. Mr. Miller has made
exellent use of the computer to femzt out
vards for extensive drill on individual
letters. fingers. vowels and letter combinations. pyticulerly appteciated BIT the 18
pages of adjacent-key drills thet we usually
end up trying to make up ourselves!
Dri!/cpe 3 is e collection of speed test
materkd by Paul Morebad. In addition to
eamt-up sentences varying in syllabic intensity From I to 1.2. he has included en
interesting collection of 45 typing tests
bered on such Cenadian authors es Stephen
Leacock and Pauline Johnson as well es
writings about our history and commerce.
These provide some relief fmm the usual
steid speed-test oxuerial. The tests increase
in difficulty from 5.17 to 5.86, one hopes
without the typist’s knowledge.
Compyed to its predecessor, The Piman
Shormhmd Dicdmay For Studtmts and
Teachers is e vest treasurehouse. Not only
does it conwin an edditional lO,OOO-plus

outliner. but it has a separate listing of
outlines of proper names, of world place
names - including all the countries end
their cepitels. the larger cities in Austmlia,
Cenada. theUnitedStates,andBtitain-all
grouped m the beck of the book for easy
reference. In planning for the future, e
section hes also been included on outlines of
cormnon SI units in the metric system. This
edition of the Shotterhand dictionary is
undoubtedly an invaluable tool lot Shorterhand witers - both students and teaehets
elike. q

Mechonlcs. by Christophet Feige. 88
pages llSBN o-03-9221 17-Z); A Universe
to Erplore, by Ralph Ewets end Lye&
Ewers. 92 peges lISBh! O-03-922123-7);
Plmts. by Jan S. Custer. 92 pages (ISBN
0-03-92210-1-0); and Living Systems, by
Dennis Cooke: 92 pages (ISBN O-03922119-9). all m the Searching For Stmctares series. generel editor Donald II. Pike,
Iiolt. Rinehart &Win&t.
MmmneIs of North AttwIce and Bttdongred Attimnls. both in the Animal
EnvironmentStudy RintProgramseriw, by
DoneId A. Cheer, Fitzhemy & Whiteside.
By LIONEL WILLIS
~~~fl~~~lemeSoft~~thecnOvelseries
of paperbeck science teechbtg aids have
recently been publiihed in Toronto. Holt,
Rinehart & Winston’s “Seerching for
Structures” consists of a set of booklets for
teechine the sclentitic method tbmueh
i&&l and netural &ettces. As for Fit&&y
P; Whiteside’s “Animal Environment
Study Ptint Program,” so fear it comprises

only two sets of 13- by I7-inch study
cuds, end accompnying teether’s menw
els, one about Endanpqed Animals, the
other about Mammals of North America.

The purpose is mainly to teach cottservetion. Thor. the second series is more novd

in its purpose, end the first more novel in its
appmech to e traditional pmblem.
Consequently, they cannot be justly
compared in any deteil. The “Animal
Envimnment Study Riot Program” is written by Donald A. chant. the foundet end
chairmen of The Pollution Robe Fottndb
tion. The program is intended for the
elementay-school level, “to pmvide an aid
to teething . . . basic knowledge and understanding of e selection of the fescineting
Noah American animals that inhabit the
natural world amend us.” Obviiusly, the
sttalegy hem is tobegin with thevery young
to inculcate ozspet for living things
their environments. On the other hand, xde
“Searching for Smmurc” booklets were
prepred for the secondary-school level by
verIousspecialllts.undexthegetteml editorshipofDonaldH. Pike, who isCo-ordinalor
of Science for.theBoatd of Educetion of the
Borough of North York. The purpose is to
encoursge high-school students in science
to discipline and refine their natural curlok
ityabout the physical world. It’s to be hoped
they will thus develo the menipulative
skills end wpetlmente P.mventtveness
.
that
will meke all of them intellllem citizens and
some ofthem future scientists.
Students will doubtless enjoy and profit
from following the cmcial experiments and
questions in the various “Seerchbtg for
Sttectute” booklets. The design of each
booklet is eumctlve. The illostmtions an
lentitid, clear and instructive. Many tare
E neeoloorphotogmphs. Colourirpnerelly
usal to advantage in the series. not just to
enheece ik appearance, but es an aid to
understanding. All these immediately visible features ere assets. but far mote important. the quality of writing in all volumes
eppeats equally high, most significantly in
the meny thought-provoking questions end
in the instructions for e.x erlments. The
format and orgenizetion o Pthe volume on
Mechanics seem especially well done.
since they succe.ed in making this rather dry
sod abstmet discipline seem worth exploring. In all booklets the students en? offered
few statements of fan that they are not
immediately given every encoumgetnent to
test and evaluate for themselves. All in all,
the series lodks es if it would stimulate e
more effective education in the sciencea et
the high-school level.
No corresponding hope is encoumged by
examining the “Antmel Envimnment
Study F&t Ptogmm.” The pmblem ls
cateinly not with the thomttghnws of
teseareh and design thet went into planning
it, nor with the clarity. sccuacy. and
penuaslveness ‘of the written texts. The
problem is with the uneven quality of the
final product. The full-colour paintings
repmdoced on some of the cards ere much
better than others. For example, the illttstration of the prairie do town is excellent
because the painter’s e! most photographic
netomliim makes the crowded scene MD
vbtcing. On the other hant$ the illustmtion
of the timber wolf femtly is e failure
because the e&t’s heavily incised cotttouts. inaccurate rendering of textutes. and
etbitrety modelling, while perhaps more

.
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drcomrive. ore totally inoppropriale. The
amduds of clarity and accuracy in the texts
on the reverse sides of the study cards seem
uniformly high. Liltle has been distorted in
ad;lpUng the scientific facts to an elementary
vocabul.ny. The teachiy manuals. however. seem at the very least hanily mmed
out. and need revision. For example. the
test of the mmmal for EnaimgeredAnimals
has IWO rotally confusing errors of omission. nne on page 20, in the first “sugge+
Uon for projects.” which refers twice to the
destruction of “millions of square kilomurerr” of D. something whllh’ls never
mmcd. though the context eventually suggusts that the missing phrase might be “of
nrrunl habilars.” On the very next page.
Ihe reader is referred to a non-exislent
“following ligure.” Such editorial carelerm~ss is lamentable because it may distract the pmspecUve buyer from such excellent vnlues as Dr. Chant’s six eloquent,
f;lerual, andconcise ;msWers to the question
“\Vhy Does il MatIeR” and his bitingly
accumte history of the North Ameiican
conrervmion movement in “Conservation
and Fwecrion.” 0

PlQsicol Seienee: InteraetlonorrvIatlei
and Enurgy. by Roben Heath and Robert
MacNaughton. D.C. Heath. 239 p;rges
(ISBN O-669- 95489.6).
The Notwe of Matter. by David Courneya and Hugh McDonald. D. C. Heath,
442 pdger (ISBN O-669- 00542-S).
Chemistry Today (with labomlory manuali. by R. L. Whirmoo and E. E. Zinck.
Prentice-Hall. 3 8 8 pages ( I S B N
0.l3-129486-51.
Chemistry of Photography. by Ken
Arhcroti and Chemistry of the Car. by
Ken Ashcroft and Joe Hammill, The Book
Society of Canada Ltd.
By JAMES McTAVISII
~oo1is provide textual material designed for a variety of courses in highschool physical science and chemistry.
At the introductory level, Physiml Scicncc: Inwmcdon OJ bfatrer and Energy. is
vq well done. II is not a book of facls. It
provider many experiments. with brief but
odequa amoums of theory and concepts at
appropriate places. The book is written for
sludoms 10 use efticiently. It begins with a
seaion that describes the pmcedums for
criUng a laboratory repon. preparing data
tables. and graphing. Each section includes
swtemems of insmwxional objeclives and
concluder with en excellenlsummory~ glossay. and raiew. The text material IE very
m&ble. Staemems and experimental instrucrions are clear and concise. Tbmugh
the chpcrlments. common properties of
matter are inwnigated leading up to work
84 Books in Canada. Maroh, 1977
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and energy coocepts. The authors have
pmvided the basic information for the
invesUgations as well es conlinuity. Tbe
design is attmcrlve. Drawings dominate
with only a few photographs included. SI
Metric is used thmoghout. The result is a
well-organized and usable intmducmry text
for physical science programs.
The Nature oJ Molter and ChemisWy
T&y. along wkh its laboratory manual.
are designed fm intmducmry counts in
chemisuy. The organization of each ls
diffuent.
The Nanue OJ Matter develops theory
through experlmsnts. The invuUgaUous
and text mate&l are in the same volume.
The theory included is basic. The material is
well-organized and concise. There are
many expaimems and each ls generally
short. Sample problems are included m
illustrate certain concepts. The inclusion of
historical information and biographical
skuehes eohanees the pmsentatioion. In addiUon to a survey of general chemistry mpics,
the book concludes with seclions entdled
“Applicalions of Chemistry,” “Lsbomtory Skills” and “Independent Study Pmjects.”
<hemistry Today consists of a text and a
sepemte laboratory manual. The text immduces each chapter with specific objecfives.
Sample problems. exercises and questions
an included to facilitate understanding. The
bulk of the mathematics is coneenrrated in
three chapters so that lhe book could be used
for a program with less emphasis on this
approach. This adds flexibility. Thii book
does tend to provide mom theory than The
Nawc OJ Matter. It provides a more
extensive tnzabnent in the topics such as
bonding. the periodic table, and theories of
the amm. I believe this is atulbufable m Ihe
philosophy used in preparing a separate
volume for the experiments. Chemisfry
Today concMes with seaions on bllchemistry and environmental chemislry designed to “deal with chemical topics that
are useful, interesling, and mkvant.”
Both The Nature OJ Matter a n d
Chemistry Today are SI Metric. There is the
deliberate w. however. of millimetms of
mercury in the experimental delerminalion
,of the pressure of a gas. This is done “for
obvious masons,” according 10 one of
the authors. Kilopascals is used in
problems. Molarlty IS used for rhe unit of
concentration in each book.
Chemisrry of P h o t o g r a p h y a n d
Chemistry ofthe Car are two modules ulat
am designed to provide enrichment mpics in
chemistry. Eachassumesabasicknowledge
of chemistry.
In Chemistry oJtheCar mples include tbe
chemistry of oil. inside the engine block,
combuslion. and cmmsion. The topics
provide some pm&xl work in organic
chemisuy. Appararus is somerimes shown
qnly in a,diagmm wilhoul a vnilt~ descrlp;u;ezp cnuld provrde some difficulty to
Since these mpics are enrichment, they
could be used for ideas for smdies for
rjetts as well. There wuld be devel?ped
or screncc faux. Often. though. chemicals
or processes described are potenlially
dangerous and require careful supervision
or teacher demonstmrion. The tops cao be
integrated with technical subjects.
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These books represent mal elTons on the
pan of the authors and publishers m incorponle responses 10 the needs expressed by
teachers regarding textbook formal and
orgsnlzation. The result are most encouraging. These books will fill a variety of
needs. The student is the target. These
books are writlen for smdeots. They pmvide
involvement in science. Hurrsy for
pm8mss. cl
--.
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The &Iii Tradition fn Canada.
edited by Stanford Reid, McClelland d
Stewart, 324 pages, $12.95 clotb (ISBN
o-7710-7443-3) and $5.95 paper (ISBN
O-7710-74441).
A Member of a DIsUnguished Family.
The PoUlh Group in Canada. by Henry
Radecki with Benedykr Heydenkorn,
McClelland & Slewart, 240 pages. 512.95
cloth (ISBN O-7710-7255-4) and $5.95
paper (ISBN O-77 10-7256-2).
A Future lo Inherib Portu8uese Commtmlties In Canada, by Once M. Anderson and David Ii&s. McClelland &Stewarf, 202 pages, $12.95 cloth (ISBN O-7710;;;!-;; and 55.95 paper WBN O-7710By C.D. MINNI
TWO THEM=. Canadian identity and the
search for room/ have always interested me
es a cmative wnter. So it WBS with curiosity
that I opened three volumes in McClelland
& Stewart’s new GenemUons series, “A
Hismry of Canada’s Peoples.” I was after
clues, missing pieces m an unfinished
pW.le.
the series is published in association with
the Depanmnt of the Secretary of State. It
has two purposes: to provide the history of
various ethnic groups fmm the viewpoint of
the immigmnts’tbemselves and to desaibe
the internal development of the groups.
Bach volume, moreover, is well illustrated
with I6 pages of black-and-white photographs, and these are sometimes worth the
proverbial thousand words.
TheScottish Tmdifion in Cat&a tries 10
fix the place of the Scm as (I group in the
Canadian mosaic. The edimr accomplishes
lhis by dividing his subject iao topics: the
Scats es fur traders, settlers, missionaries,
soldiers. attlsans. writers. and so fonh. For
greater scope, he assigns each topic m a
different author, including historians,
sociologists, l%erary critics and others. The
project however is loo ambitious. and the
wemmem of topics is sometimes cursory. I
was especially disappointed m see the last
seven dsades skimmed in a single chapter.
A Member of a Distinguished Fandiy
traces the history of Poliih immigration m
Canada from Sifion’s “sheepskin peasants” rkho settled on the FmIrles at the
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The Readers’ Club of Canada
35 Britain Street, Toronto, Ontario MSA lR7

this page are ty’pical bf the offerings of the only Canadian
book club. And you can have any three of them for just
S495 with your trial membership.
The Readers’ Qub is owned and operated by Canadians
to serve the distinctive requireme+ of thoughtful Canadian’readen. Now. with the help of the Secretary of State
and the Canada Council, the Club isable toenmll additional
members.
The Club offers you the carefullychosen best of the
new and important Canadian books. There is no membership fee, and no minimum purchase requimment - you buy
as few or as many books as you pleasa.
Lots to gain . . . and nothing to lose . . . choose your
introductory books today!

Enroll me in the Rerdcn’ Club and mnd me the three books I have 1
indicated by number in the boxed below. I enclose !4.95 (cbeque 1
or m.o.) as payment in full for my introductory chmces Send me
&m&m Rcrrder each month, dcrcribi
forthcoming Selections I
and other important new Cansdka booT L If I wish to receive a 1
Selection, I ncxd do nothing. Other+ 1 wilt give you my fnsiruc- 1
tiona on a form which is always prwrdcd I cm buy as few or as 1
many books thmugh the Club as I plea=. I wilt benefit from the
Club’s Bonus Plan. I will be offered frequent swings on my pw- 1
chaas. And I may resign fmm the Club at any time wllhout penalty. I
MY INTRODUCTORY SELECTIONS:

Il

Na1Ile
Addnu

Pmv. _ Postal Code
City
___---------------------- I
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bcpioning of the century to Polish veterans
of thti Second World \Var: arrival, adjustment. and straggle for cultuml survival. II
no* not an easy struggle. On farms. isola* lion helped: but pxents were illiterate and
could not teach children their language. In
tow%. intermarriage aod prejudice eroded
the gmup’r numbers. Second-genemtion
P&r who made it thmogh high school oAen
anglicized their names and moved away
from concentrations of Polish immigrants.
“Thi. was necessuy since the chances of
opvxd $ociwxonomic mobility often depended on ‘being a member of the Masonic
Order. not being Roman Catholic, and
having ;m ethnic background largely
Anglo-Saxon’.” Succeeding wave$ of
migmotr. however. cun$wn:ly nzplenished
the groop. and gndually the institutions for
the preservation of it$ culture (if not its
lan:uogel evolved: church groups. mutual
nid w&tics. cultunl centers, a vigorous
ethnic pre$$. Often they were paltemed after
the-e in the melting-pot United Stutes.
But can culture survive without langu.~pe? This good question deserved more
attcntion.
In rwerching .4 Fwun 10 Inherit. the
author; visited every Portuguese commuoity in Cansde of over 2,000 people. They
o%r‘ their innview material to enliven the
te’.t v:ith interesting anecdotes in which the
immigrams speak for themselves about
culture shock. IonelineJs. frwtations. and
hop<*. The authors are a history professor
aed a sociolngirf. but the latter has the
grc.ttcr ray on such matters as Purtuguese
c”.tom$ nnd values. the role of the church,
the attitude towards education, and the
formation of social orgenirations. Personully. I found this the most enjoyable of the
three volumcr.
Ewct!y what aspecu of their identity do
the cthmc groupr want to preserve? The
unwcr$ ore vague. “The Scottish intluence. which. although metamorphosed by
the Candisn geographical and social enviwnnxm. wmnins strongly Scottish in
Ra\nur.” or. ” ‘A Polish nature’ which
till wow to the fore in the important
momcnt~ 01 life.” Or. "Porntpcsism .
a con+:. of attitudes. co$tom$. sensibilitic, and values.” Those who ere looking fpr
cluck to the Canadian identity(es I was) wdl
not tind them in these pages.
Hov.wrr. the series is valuable in other
v:+r. It belongs on the supplementary
reading list of Can;ldian history courses.
which ore u$ually weak on social history.
My old Grade 13 text. for example. mentkms immigration only in passing, quoting a
few dtx stetistics and providing none of the
human dnma. It belongs. too. on public
IibraF \bclver.
The series should all, interest anyone
v%mting to leom more of his heritage.
regxdlcrr of his particular ethnic background. For the story of each 8ro”p sunivd. adjustment and integration without
arrimilatinn - tends to iollow ptuallel
liner. I. for instance, am of Italian background. but I recognized quickly -when
reading about Poles or Portuguese or even
Scot!. - the history of my own ethnic
group. The pattern of shared experiences
repcats itself like en arabesque and may
provide $omr of the cement that holds the
v:hole mosaic together. Cl
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John Roes rediscovered tbe island and found

The Polar Voyagers. by Fmnk Ratkyy.
McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 299 pages. $17.95
cloth (ISBN O-07- 082405-3).
By LINDA E MANNING
READINO ABOUT Arctic explorers conjures
up memories of ptiblic-school history lesSON - memorizing dates. recalling the
numbaofvoyages and names qf ships. The
explorers themselves were usually described in terms of what they had eecomplished or failed to accomplish. Their
motivations were often neglected; their
personalities virtually ignored.
Frank Rasky’s The Polar Vo)ugers gives
an exciting new dimension to $o old
school-worn topic. In this. the tirsf of two
volumes. he traces Arctic exploration from
the Vikings to the end of the 18th century.
During his five years of research, the author
delved into explorers’ joumels, read qoaolilies of historieel litentore and menuscripts. visited meseums. and travelled to
many oftheplacea theexplorer$diicovered.
The result is a fascinating study of Arelic
history rediscovered.
Rasky has included many illustrationssome from actual ucplotzr’s journals. others
from books mtd magerines of the period.
Even though m$ny of these drawings were
done by memory 1Ong afler the aetoal
voyages. they have been hooded down to us
es facl and have created long standing
stereotyped nttitode$ about the. Arctic way
of life.
The intmductory chapter describes the
cireumstences and origina.of many of these
Arctic myths. With respect and insight. the
author outlines the ctntoms and life style of
early Eskimo peoples. Most explorers raw
the native people es pert of the hostile
environment - to be exploited and oldmately to be conquered.
Exploitation. man’s common denominator. worked against theexplorers es
much es it did fortbern. Historiansdistorted
their voyages and findings and monarchs
sent them off ill-equipped. promising rewards they would never receive.
Often even their peers and families took
advantage of their absence, misusing their
names and reputations. In spiteoftbis. these
men would sit out again and again. d&n to
the indescribeble’beautv and terror of the
Arctic westes, lured by he improbable hope
of findin Cathay.
John eabol. who landed on Canado’s
northern shores in 1497. wa for 400 years
robbed of his place in history by his son Sebastian. Who had cleverly claimed the feat
a$ hisown. WilliamBaffin. whocamecloser
than any other explorer to finding a Nonh
West Pessae. and who dercribed Baffin
Ialond in g& scientific detail. was discredited and virtually ignored by hi$mrians
of his time. Two hundred year$ later. Sir

all of Bnflin’s scientific observations to be
E-t.
Several of the explnrrs uwe master
exploiters in theirowncouotries. Fmbisher,
a ruthless profiteer and pimte. cotwinced the
English coon that rock found around
Frobisher Bay mnmined gold. Greet queotilies of this rock were brought back to
England and sold before it wag discovered to
be worthless.
Rasky has carefully bared all his desuip
lions on documented fact. He hes &mined
fram inventing dialogue or embellishing
situations. The drama. pthor and comedy
afforded by these individuals’ lives belong
in -Iheir own right to the realm of the
fentestic.
A Norse chmniele. recorded by a scribe
in the 13th century, csptores the impetus for
all later Arctic explorelion. It says that the
sarch fordistant lands is an inherent part of
men’s threefold nature: one part is the spirit
of rivalry and the desire for fame, another is
the desire to gain knowledge &put the
unknown; and the third is insatiable desire
for riches.
In The Polar Voyagers, Fmok Resky
invesrigates the men behind these motivations. The result is fascinating reading. 0

Religion In Canadian Sodety, edited by
Stewort Crysdale and Les Wheatcroft,
Macmillan, 498 peges, $18.95 cloth (ISBN
O-7705 1335-Z) and $11.95 peper (ISBN
O-7705- 1336-O).
By HENRY MacLEOD
CVRIEMT wave of nationalism has
made us conscious of the various
deficieoces in our social sciences. PubIiihers have been quick to capitalize on this
problem by satunting the market with
mtioductory textbooks and books of readings that claim to till the gaps. However, the
trend in these works is to interpret tbe
demand e$ a need to pmvkie examples tivm
Capda rather than as a need to develop
sattsfectory perspectives for the analysis of
Cenadian society. As it has been suggested
by S.D. Clark (in Camzdian So&g in
Historimf Perspccrivc). these books make
available competent “research that was
done inCnnada.” but without probing “that
which is distinctive about a Canadian scciety.” Thus college instructors are able to
SUbstitUte an indigenous study fore fmeign
(usually American) one and to retain external approaches that emphasize our
similitilies to other advanced industrial
societies instead of our differences. Liule is
done 10 achieve a ml Canadian conient.
A new book of teading$+ Religion in
Canadian Sorieg ediled by Stewan Crysdale md,Le$ Wheatcmt?. tends to conforte
THE

to this pattern. Such a tcxf was clearly

needed and it makes a good start towards
overcoming the inadequacies in this area. It
includes four papers, three of which are
new. of exceptional quality.
Two of the sewn essays on our native
population tuc in this category. offcting
much mote than general descrlprionr of
Indian or Eskimo religious bebaviour. Mit~uruShimpopmvides~nexcellcnthistorieal
analysis of the role that Ihe Indian religion
played in their surrender to immigmnt
settlers: whereas T. Rennie Watbutmn
utilizes a power model of society 10 show
the way in which Christianity contributedto
their conqwsc. Tbmugh the use of a
mxm-sociological perspective. both authots demonstrate an appreciation of the
distincdve Canadian factors involved in
their problem. Howcvcr. the other articlea
only describe a religion that happens to be
found here and neglect these fnckxs to such
an extent Ihat a statcmcnf aboul the Micmac
Indians begins. “As is true of most Amctican Indian groups.. . .” An essay on Hutswires is guilty of the same limitation, but
one on Mennonite youth at least strives 10
ovetcome it. One may wish to wetlook this
weakness because of the quaMy of these
papers. especially Balikci’s, but it is
unforgivable in P study of the “new religions” in Montreal b Fredcrlck Bird
and William Rcimer. The ‘iocabon. which is
onlv mentioned once. is itrelevant and the
findings are fartoogenetalconsidering their
methodology.

The one emplrlctd study rhal is notable is
by Hans Mel and it pmvides an exce.llent
and infomwivc study of the various later of churchgoing in Catada. The rest
range fmm good (Bibby B Brinkerhoff.
Kaill. Sevigny) thmughsatisfaetory (Lucas.
Kallan. Morcux, Hillcr, Curdle) m weak
(McDonald, Whitchud)..Althougb a seleetion from Kalbach and McVey pmvidcs a
useful dcscrlption of the population charact&tics, there still remains much potendal
for tbc use of our demographic resources.
There arc also &vo semi-htsmrlcal papers
(Wcsthucs. O’Toole) lhal am good and one
general dewlprion ofreliiion in the 1960s.
In the final exceplional paper, Shcilagh
‘H. Milner and Henry Milna employ a
societal analysis, derived from political
science, in order to discuss the impact of rhe
Caholic Chutch on Quebec polilics. These
four particular papers clearly demonstmtc
the potential for a dislincdve analysis of
religion in Canadian society which this book
unfortunarely fails to achieve.
The immduction by the editors, which is
a corn h&w review of the literatute, is
wcrw r
clming. The major wtidngs from the
sociology of telllion. in general and in
Canada, arc enumerated as brief annotated
sfatemen& in which many important
studies are described in 25 words m less
while others ate just named. It becomes a
tcdlou listing lhar provides a novice n&r
and student with a cure for insomnia nthcr
than withanyappreciationofthesubje*. For
social scientists, tcachen. and srudents ir

THE REWAKD WORTH HAVING, a fairytale by Jay
~Villlamswlthillustrations byMorcorMaye.r.
From the author/illustrator team of Everyone Knows
What A DragonLooksLike, selected by The New York
Times Book Review as one of the best children’s bcalts
of 1976, comes a special new book for spring.
What kind of rervard is truly worth having? As
three s&l&s of the king discover in this charming
tale, it depends on what you value most in life!
For ages 5.8.

THE DOG WRITES ON THE WINDOW WITH HIS
N~EAndOthorPoems,coIloctedbyDavidKherdian,
f&colour illustrations by Nonny Hogro~ian.
Here aro22absolutelydolightfulshortpoemsbywolCknown
poets-about cats, grasshoppers, elephants, birds-sure
to appeal to evay child. Among the poets represented are
William Carla Williams, Theodore Rosthke and Lawrence
Ferlinghetti. Caldecott Medal tinner Nonny Hogmgian’s
gentlyappealingwatercoloursperfectlyeapturethomoodof
each poem.
For ages 5 and up.

fails to provide a suitable wetview of the
field or a satisfactory perspstivc for its
study. The wenriew will probably be sup
plied by an American or British text since
there is nocanadian publication of comparable quality (although Hamld Failding. a
renownedsociologistwhoiscurrcntly tcaching and publishing in Canada. has wtitlen
one for international consumption).
It is a shame that the editors. given their
qualifications, cholwe to present a review
rather than an analysis of religion in Canada
because it leaves the text incomplete and
thereby creates the necessiry (and the opportunity) for another public&m. Tbe inelusion of many valuable historical studies
(Molt, Falardeau, Hughes. Mann, and
Ctysdale himsclfl. along with the above
papets. furnishes a partial analysis; but the
exclusion of a selection from the work of
S.D. Clark. whose importance is evident
hm the citations in the intmduction and in
close to one quartcr of the readings, omits
Ihe wiring of the one saeiologist in Canada
who has offered such an approach. Orherwise,
theedilorr~m~deagoodchoiceof
selections and ha& included awexellent
bibliography. 0
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passed over. Similarly, Mackenzie’s great

Teacher Htmdhook: Resowe Meterials Perleining to lndlan, Intdt, and Otis

Cultures. Y4 pq?s; Teacher Randbook:
Resmtrce Rlatentds - Native Peoples Of

Mcnltobn. 99 pages; and In Search of
Cancdinn Melerials, 205 peger, all Menimcb;l Department of Edueeticn.
After Survival. by Peel Robinson. Peter
Menin Associates.

Cnnndion Fiction: A n Annoleted
Bibliography. edited by Mtogcty Fee and

Ruth Gawker. Peler Martin t\ssociates. 209
paga. $15 cloth (ISBN O-88778. 134-9)
;md 58.95 caper [ISBN O-88778- MO-3)s
Rv RllCHAEL GNAROWSKI

~ctz THOSE OF us in Canedien studies who
have mme thrcugh the literary equivalent of
the Greet Depression -which is to sey the
grim. earl) 1950s when Desmond Pacey’s
Cr~wiw lt’ririrrfi in Cnrmda was histay,

biography. bibliography. and ctilicism
combined - it is alman en eel e@inst
cattur to carp et the growing number of
aids-to-ucdy. of reference lists and guides

to ~werccs thal have been created to help
the interested reader. and to assist the
teechcr. “When.” one asks quendously in
the mid%, of tdl this plenty. “has too much
beccmc too little?’
As a sampling of the offerings cow
eveilablc. I tctn to three items that
blanit&x’s Depeament of Educalion hes
pmduced. The first two are hendbocks of
rcwcrce materiels designed to essisl the
teacher. In this instance the Focus is on il
cidcvetiety of materials, bcth directly and
pcriphenlly concerned with Indian. InuL.
M6tir. and Native cultures. The racge is
truly ear~crdicery. From books to mep.
Fnxa audio and video tepes to kits. motion
pictcra acd peticdicels. A verheble Feast
that l hould suppan the best end mostinf@rnwi sonof teaching. In addition, thetv.
is a fairly consistent attempt et rnnctaticc of
individual emrles. so that the prospective
cw is effcrdcd additional guidacee in the
cukinp of his selections. For someone like
mlbelf. it is all tenibly impressive and
terribly orgecized end somewhat overchclming by vitwe of e dcggednerr of
cvpcrtise Let shoves the ptivete browser
a\ide. Or dues it? One wonders. For exempk. why in the hendbook Nadve Peqdes of
Alurrit&z. in the section “Bibliography on
the Fur Trade in Western Canada.” one
find, wzh sild variance and randomness of
infcmmticn. Samcel Heeme is represented
in the 1934 Champlain Society edition of
the Joum;lls oFHeeme and Tumor -net a
commonly evailable volume - while the
h;lndmmr Hunig reprint of the Jcumey . . .
avlw ,vorthtrn OC@ml (I 97 I ). acd the more
readily accessible Macmillan edition of the
ramc wrl;. ably edited by Richard Glcver
of the University of Manitoba. ye both
38 Eccke in Canada. March. lBi7

vcyllge . . . is cited in the London 1801
edition - a colleetcr’a item reportedly
selling For 5l.OGU in today’s merket whileRoy Deniells’ highly readable story of
Meckenrie in Oxford’s useful end affirdable liltle series on the Fur traders end
explorers is ignored. What seems tc be
lacking in all this is a Fundamental ecnsisteney of understanding and purpOre.
In Search of Canadian Materials, the
third item we are offued, is in some ways
even more disqcieling. I have to confine
myself 10 the sections concerned with
literacre and litemry criticism. and am
driven to a condition of premetttn and
unhealthy gloom. The problem. egein.
seems to be one of a lack of balance. There
is en overweening bias towards
20th~centwy materiel. with another bias
within the bias Fif such e thine were
I

~~~

liant. the sweeping and the wildly imaginative. This harmlessdrcdgecettaioly is. Here
is a useful referonce work with e steady
Focus, on intelligible purpose and e clearly
established set of limits. Fee and Gawker
have set cut and crrated e handy bihliogmphy of Canedian lkticn that shccld be
every man’s companion. One admires the
work’s armngemect. from concept 10 exeection. It has informative notes. a suitable
and entirely e pmpriate list of socrees. and
the gist of 5, e effort. e gwd working
bibliography arranged alphabetically. The
wcrk is munded out by I) “Subject Guide”
and e se&on dcvcted to showstory anIhologis, together with e shot+s&y title
index. What tccre could one want? 0
,

.
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&Kof the last r&~~yeen. Let

illustrate. There is Ins and lots of Mergeret
Atwood ettd MXgYet Laulm~X--“IS IilX
myone else?” they ask in the staffmcm~.
“You’re bloody right!” and those who
ccmpik check lists should know. . and do
know better. The token item by Ralph
Connor or Charles G.D. Roberts does not
ecver the omission of what must be seen es
the Fcundetions of the litentun of this
eccnby. From Iialibwton thmugh John
Richardson. to Lampman and Duncan
Campbell Scotl, to name en obvious Few. In
criticism, the work of the social realists, the
Sutherlecds. Dudeks. Rlrshleys. and Pays
is passed over in B silence which has too
reedily deferred 10 mythcpoeia. In poetry.
Layton tneens the Selected Poems of 1969
e deted work there is no ecllected Smith;
no Reacey. while Pcnly figurer with Norrh
of Summer and the Fifteen Winds
anthology. The problem in all lhis is e kind
of wilf-cl scrap iners-a listing ofodds and
ends: althoug e I am sure that here I am
onFar in my own way. The solution is
simple enough: either we - all of us,
bibliographers of the Msnitcba Depsntnecl
of Education. teachers. graduate students
and academics recognize the osaential elements, the key writers and evems end
ceriodsoFthislibrature,crwe willcontinue

It4 ~*~~*~nxt thb specie1 senion. Bwks in
Canada received a substantial number of

books that have value es supplemental and
libnry-resource metetial. They are listed in
this annotated bibliormchv:

-

litenry s&ation of die mcmect to the
epic of positional survival. And that is cot
whet the serious study of e literature - at
eny level-is about.
I ecme now to Paul Robinson’s AJkr
Survival. It is an argumentative and
opinionated book which tries to convince by
meats of a sort of “recital of rhetorical
anguish.” I wonder if it is cot a eese of loud
and angry preaching to e congregation of
convened essimists. Make nomistake. this
too is inteRded to he a ‘*SOUM book.” and
one tha appears to want to encapsulate
Canadian studies in a hamtgue. In short. a
bock in which one finds much with which
one should sympalhia - if only ccc could
mtst it.
Finally, lest but best. one turns to the still
and sene waters of Marscry Foe’s and Ruth
Cewker’s Canadian Fiction: An Annotated
Bibliopphy. It may well be tb& bibliographers. being harmless drudges. me
gratified by the orderly and the consistent
tccre than they we impressed by the bril-
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EDUCATION CONTRIRUTORS

PRIZE WI%NN%N@ JUVENILE BOOK o

Twenty&x inventive verses take as on a whimsical
tow through the Vegetable Kingdom horn art&
chokes to zucchini. Parents and teachers will find
The Alphavegetabet useful in teaching the alphabet, and older children will enjoy these delightful
pages on their own. 25 original, two-colour line
drawings. (Previously announced as Vegetable
Verses)
SQ.95
BnBO &wa#tzo
~.2.976z%t3..w
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The Eyes of the Gull, by Margaret
Duley. Griffin House, 200 pages,
$4.95 paper (ISBN O-88760- 083-2).
By ANNE HART

i_.~__

lhii of Ihe book, in which eve& take a
mom unexpected turn, is powerfully
written and the gothic ending surprisingly moving.
It istobehopedtharthisreappearance
of Margaret Duley’s fust work will be
followed by republication of her later
and more imuortant novels. Griffin
House deserv& a measure of praise for
rescuingherfmmobscmity,,thoughone
could wish ir had been done with more
care. There is nothing on or within the
covers of The Eyes of the Gull to give a
clue to the author’s backgmun$ the
book’sreal sating,orthefactthat It was
first published more than 40 years ago.
Marearer Dulev deserves a better intmd&on to p&pective readers than
this. 0

HOUSE has recently published
in paperback Tire Eyes of the GUN, an
ouip& fantasy by-a long overlooked
Newfoundland writer, Margaret Duley.
ThrEye@heGfr/l. herfirstnovel,was
originally published in England in 1936
and was followed by three others
published in the United States: Cold
Pastoral in 1939. Highsuqvto Velour in
1941 .andNm~l~on Earth in 1942. All
four received excellent reviews in London and New York when fhey first
appeared, were virtually ignored in
Newfoundland and Canada at the lime
and have since, like their author who
died in 1968, been all bur forgotten. IL is
The Legs of the Lame and Other
good to see one of them back in print.
Margaret Duley was bomin 1894 into Stork, by Hugh Gamer, Borealis
Ihe narrow confines of upper-class Press, 167 pages, $11.95 cloth (ISBN
colonial Sr John’s, a society so Ang- O-91%594-573).
lophile that ir referred to the passenger
Dark Glssses, by Hugh Hood, Obeship that plied fortnightly between ronPress, 143page%$9.95cloth(ISBN
Nelvfoundland and England as “the o-88750-208-3) andS4.95 paper(ISBN
home boar.” For women of her circle, O-88750-309-l).
good works, afternoon teas, and
Government House dinners were the
appoinredmund;itwasnotapalterninto
By SANDRA MARTIN
which Margaret Doley. highly intelligent. sharp-witted and independent,
fitted easily. Some of her conversafion
THE HUGHS. Hood and Gamer, are two
stoppers--“The worst thingforachild of our best-known smry_teIlers and it
is no surprise tbar each has a new
is its morher,” “You’ve never loved
until you’ve loved a policeman” -are collectiononthemarker.TheGamerisa
recalled in St. John’s to this day. It is not curious volume of I4 stories published
surprising that her nwels ate memorabv the small Borealis Press: it is
ble for their strong women and the complete with bilious &ver design and
ambivalence Duley felt towards New- staggering price tag. The Hood is the
foundland. acounhy which, as sheonce
familiar product, al leasf in appearance,
pm if. “the author loves and hates.”
fmm his long-time publisher, Oberon.
Unfortunately, as a reintroduction of Thecoverdesign,obscureyetathactive.
Margaret Duley, Ihe publication of The
complements Ihe title. although 3-D
Eps of the Gull may have been a poor spectacles might be mom appropriate
choice es it is certainly the weakest and
than sun glasses for reading the type.
most conventional of her four novels.
Gamer is a comfottable titer. InvarSet in a harshly depicted Newfoundland iably he tells a story that has bofh a
outpon, an envimnmem not her home begmning and an end and be uses a
gmund, it is thereworkingoftheoldtale
style that, while colourful, is devoid of
of a sensitive village maiden seduced
artificeandpmtentiousness. Often there
and forsaken by a roving wealthy artist is a narrator who speaks with a voice
(in Tithe Eyes of the Gull he comes crackling with hard-earned experience.
He is a regular guy. one who knows the
completewithastockoffine winesanda
manservant). Despite this rathertedious way of the world. He may be soaked in
plor and some embarrassing teenage- cynicism and bitterness. lievertheless he
is full of compassion for his fellow
mmancepmse,thenoveI hasitsredeeming mom&a that promise belter things sufferem. Yearsagohewould havebeen
to come in Duley’s later work. The last in the thick of the story; now he is
40 Books in Canada. March. IS77
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conlent to be a voyeur, watching as
bullies and snobs et what’s coming to
them and the mee& , bespectacled litlIe
guyoverinrhecomeremergesasahem.
Garner’s world, which is almost
exclusively urban. is filled with little
people. Whether bartenders, clerks,
mechanics, pmsritutes, drunks, or murderers. the characters arediminished by
the sordid petth~ess of their lives; they
respond physically, often brutally. As
the author grows oldbr, so do the
characters. precipitating a new series
of dilemmas about aging, unachieved
goals, and loneliness.
The Legs of the Lame adheres to Ihe
ground rules, but with a surfeit of
violence. Nine of the 14 stories in rhe
collection deal with death and six am
about murders.
In “Jacks or &ter. Jokers Wild”
and “The Customer Is Always Right,”
a rormented individual wreaks revenge
on a bully by murdering him, although
in each case ir appears m be an accident.
And in “The Old Man’s Laughrer,” a
dying man foils his grasping children;
instead of the money and land&y have
covetedandsquabbledor, theyaxle!?
with the sound of their father’s sloatine
A variation of the revenge theme
appears in “Wait Until You’re Asked”
and “Station Break.” In these stories
the protagonists beat up officious clerks,
humiliate academic snobs, and defy
tyrannical bosses. The pleasure is
short-lived because theyare sent m jail
or fired. Nevertheless it was worth it.
Another Garner classic is fhecrime of
passion. In theaffecting “The Man with
the Musical Tooth” and the maudlin
“One for rhe Road,” simple counrry
men commit murders that Gamer
clearly feels are excusable, if not
justified. Not surprisingly. an evil and
wanmnwomanprecipita~eseachcrhoe.
The title story is one of the more
interesting ones. A mck promoker,
Gordon Beaton. is abandoned by his
group (named. ironically. “The
Flack”) with barely the price of a beer.
Beaton meets a young faith healer, Clay
Btidge. and talks himself into the job
of business manager and advance man
for the evangelist. AI1 goes well until
Bmrldge loses faith in himself as the
interpreter and spokesman for Jesus
Cbrisr and quits theevangelical circuh.
Garner manipulates our sympathies
unril we feel sorry for Beam”. rhe
parasite who must find a new host.
Beaton responds to his latest misfortune
in typical style by getting drunk.
ThetitleistakenfmmPmverbs:“The
legs of the lame are not straight; so is a
pamble in the mouth of fools.” It’s a
good summadon of the characters and
themes. Unfortudately. the problems
(not 10 mention the solmions) presented
in these stories are as axiomatic as the
scripmx quoted above. The results are
predictable. sometimes trite.
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for the collection. Time atter time, the
If Garner’s stories are satisfying,
author focuses a cold analytical eye on
albeit familiar, Hugh Hood’s fiction is
disunbingandoftenpuzsling. Although
hissubjectsastheyslipinandoutoftheir
pmtective shields. Hood is the grand
he is probably no more intelligent a
experimenter, trying first this character
writer, Hood is much more intellectual
in his approach and concerns. Indeed,
inthatsituationandthen thatsolutionfor
sometimes Hood is academically effete
thispmblemuntileverypemtutation has
in precisely the way that Gamer abhors.
been studied.
In “A Near Miss,” a daughter is
I’mnotcenain Gamerwould like”Dark
finally oldenoughand matureenough to
Glesses;’ the title story in this collection, but I know he would loathe “The
understand her father, but ancrone flash
Hole,” a surrealistic tale about a
of insight her father dies, (“We looked
philosopher who transcends the real
straight at each other and for once, for
worldthroughcontemplating the hole in once,Igotthmugh thescreenofanother
person’s looks to the identity beyond.“)
a doughnut.
In “Dark Glasses” the protagonist
In “The Incendiaries,” Tanse and
tpresum;lbly Hood himselD uses clip-on George Matshland are the perfect rational young couple. They live wondersun glssses like an invisible shield.
Whenever he feels threatened, he gnbs
fully ordered and tranquil.lives until
for his “concealing dark slices of thin
their stillborn first child and the accidentaldeathofakittenshockthemoutof
plastic.” In thinking back on a party,
Hood muses: “1 can remember feeling
their complacency.
irritated that I’d spend the whole night
The compulsions hy which people
control their lives are analyzed in such
taking them off to talk to people I liked,
storiesas “Socks and Boots” (really a
then puttingthem back on toconceal my
still-life in two parts), “The Pitcher,”
eyes from other people.” In one encounterhe isuncertainofthepeople he is
and “An Allegory of Man’s Fate.”
These are absorbing stories. rarely
with and so he flips his sun glasses back
and forth between his thumb and
comfortable, but always provoking.
forefinger in an agony of indecision.
Hood’s characters are secure in a way
Gamer’s are not. The,daily struggle for
Theglassis tinted, soildistorts while
existence is but a dim memory - if it
it conceals. The wearer is pmtected
from the world around him yet prewas ever experienced at all. They have
‘vented fmm participating in it. The
the luxury of the supreme indulgence:
self-contemplation. Many of them
“II:taphoris&mnonpla&Hoodmakes
illpowerful and uses it as a central theme
would gladly switch roles. 0
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Twelve Prairie Poets. edited by
Laurence Ricou, Oberon Press, I98
pages, $6.95 paper (ISBN O-887502940).
Open Country. by Gedrge
Amabile. Turnstone Press (St. John’s
College, University ofManitoba, Winnipeg). 36 pages. $2.95 paper.
In the Guthng Shed, by W.D.
Valgardson. Turnstone Press, 72
{a&s! $3.95 paper (ISBN O-88801The’Lsnds I Am, by Pat Friesen,
Turnstone Press, 42 pages, $2.95
wer.

By STEPHEN SCOBIE
IN CANADIAN

literature, the Amities are
more closely associated with prose
fiction than with poetry. “The Prairie
novel” is a landmark in itself, sticking
up like a false-front building from the
vast, flat land. It s’eemed only appmprlare that an area so dominated by the

.

Canadian Wildflovms
Ferguson
_._
__ and Saunders
8153.95 -. slunnlng perttoll

i-leer! Attack?
Counteratwclr!

Tarence Ra”anagb, MB
. clear. descriptive text
a volume lhal will be treasured 59.95 I’. . the best book of Its
genre . Do yourself a lavour
a lifetime.” Canada Green
and buy it.” Monfreal Garetfe

Wolf . . . Kill!

Nick Pllekel’s

Canoe Canada
$9.95 pb. “. . more
information and sources of
information on trips in this
country lhan any olher book
available.” Globe&Mail

warm w~stuauild R@1GnhOUd

Marlkla Luml
$9.95 “. . debunks the
popular steteotype that wolves
are murderous outlaws
last-moving chronlck .
enterlainlng :’ Ott;,, 8 Ode

ludl.
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sense of space should require for its
literary articulation the extended stroe
tore of the novel rather than the tight
restriction of the lyric poem. And one
might have supposed that Prairie poems
would have been likely to reflect the
same sense of expansiveness.
Nat so, however: at least. not in
Laurence Ricou’s anthology. The very
.&pc of the book (horizontal, not
vertical) seems to conform to the anticipated image: holding it, one sospcc15 that it contains poems with long,
rambling lines. that “lean like the
prairie toward/some meaning sorely
umc horizon filr off.” But in fact, the
poem from which this quotation comes
lDouglas Barbour’s “Visions of my
Gmndfather”) is one of the few in the
collection that does use the long line.
The nujority use short, clipped-breath
lines. which leave vast areas of white
pase surrounding th,e lonely verticals of
prmt.
The choice of poems also does not
reflrct the cliched expectations of endless verses about gophers, wheat. and
correction lines. Ricou in his intmduction frankly admits that the focus of
his selection is on “personal and
human history.” Thus. an obsession
v:ith fathers and grandfathers seems to
grip sczxral authors in the book, an
extension backwards in time if not
sideways in space.
No anthology is ever likely to satisfy
all its readers: that is one of the basic
laws of the genre. And I would be a
strange reviewer indeed if I didn’t have
some complaints about Ricou’s choices
and omissions. Where, for instance, is
the most distinguished of all Canada’s
Prairie-born poets. Dorothy Livesay?
But Ricou’s is a personal rather than
a definitive anthology. He does have his
own view of the forms and values of
Pmiric poetry. and this is reflected not
only in the poems but also in his
excellent introduction. If Ricou’s conception of Prairie poetry turns out to be
unexpectedly narrow in scope, then at
least he argues for this view openly and
cogently. The poems he presents do
seem to bear out his assertions-that,
for instance. the poetry reflects a love
for the prairie quite diiereot from
prose fiction’s view OF the land as
“blrilk and intimidating.”
Tu&e Prairie Poem should be welcomed as the tits1 major collection of
poetry from an area in which interest
and creativity are burgeoning. (Gary
Geddes recently told me that he gave a
seminar on creative writing in Medicine
Hat. and drew a participating audience
of 27.1 It should also be welcomed as
giving representation to several young
pacts whose work has not yet reached
more general anthologies, especially
Dauglils Barbour. Gary Geddes. Andy
Soknaski. and Dale Ziemth.
Fulther evidence of the vitality of
poetry incountry hithertodominated by
42 Books in Canada. March. 1977

the novel comes in the publications of
the Tumstone Press in Winnipeg, a
press dedicated to publishing the poets
of Manitoba. The first three volumes in
their poetry series are all very attrac- ’
lively produced; and make good use of
line drawings to accompany the poems.
George Amabile’s Open Counrry is
clearly the most accomplished of these
three books; his images are precise and
the poems are rhythmically interesting.
His work would, in fact, have fitted in
well with Ricou’s collection; the poem
simply entitled “Prairie” evokes the
landsfape as strongly and as personally
as any of the anthologized poets.
Amabile is a well-established poet in
firm possession of his own voice; the
same cannot fully be said of the other.
two books. W.D. Valgardson is
better-known as a short-story writer.
and hii poems have many of the virtues
of that craft - sharp obs&v&ion and
lellina detail. He is less successful
when-the poems are metaphorical or
surrealist. aerhaos because hii rhvthms
are not i;iteresting enough to &stain
such work.
Pat Friesen’s book is one to which
the condescending adjective “pmmising” should be appIied, if possible.
without condescension. There’is good
material here, but Friesen has not yet
fully found his individual voice.
Nevertheless, all of Tumstone’s books
can he recommended to anyone interested in the surprising poetry of the
no-longer-fictional Prairies. 0
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Canadlana on Your Bookshell:
Collecting Canadian Books, by C. B.
Theberge. J.&l. Dent & Sons, 134
pages,- $4.95
p a p e r (ISBN
I_ q\
0-460-904r~-r,.
By RICHARD LANDON
ARE few excellent books written
on book-collecting. aqd this one has not
added to that list. This is not to say that
C. B. Theherge has written a bad or a
uselessbook:thecombinationofcorrect
technical information. examples of real
interest. and an enthusiasm that is
evocative without being cloying is
difficult machieve. JohnCwerin Taste
and Technique in Book-Collecri~tg ,
cited by Theberge with approval, did
achieve this right combination brilliantly but there are few books really
comparable to Carter’s. Collectors, of
course. seizeon books about books with
glee and ransack them for errors and
omissions: Canadiana collectors will

THERE

find a few of the first (surprisingly few,
actually) and some of the second in this
volume.
The oublisher’s blurb touts this book
as a “&de” that will be found “useful” by beginning book collectors and
by “experienced enthusiasts.” There
amsomeusefuldelinitions includedand
the information about each is generally
correct. although it isratherunfortonate
to find “headpiece” hcrihed as a
“headband” right at the beginning of
the book. If the book is to be really
“useful,” however. why in the name of
John Ross Robertson is there not an
index? “E%perienced enthusiasts”
would, one suspects. find it useful
principally as a provocation that might
help them refine their own thoughts
upon the subject.
C. B. Theberge is cenainly a knowledgable collector of Canadiana, although to judge%ccurately the extent of
his knowledge and understanding one
would havetosee hisowncollection. He
covers the field very generously indeed.
fmm the 17th~centmy Jesuit Relations
to Bulletin XXXIVofthe Aerial Experiment Association, which records the
first successful aemplane flight in the
British Empire (1909). and from Paul
Kane toThoreau MacDonald. Heoffers
some good stories of pioneer printing
and publishing in Canada, ranging from
the familiar tale of lames Evans and his
attempts to establish a press in the
Nonhwest tothelessfamiliarsagaofthe
Hubbard expedition m Labrador.
Theberge does offer some sensible
advice in his chapter called “Choosing
your Collecting Field.” He points out,
uking a collection of the works of Sir
WilfredGrenfell nsanexample, that the
ideal choice ofa collecting field should
be governed by the knowledge of and
interest in the author or subject (yes,
collectors do sometimes read their
books); an interest in rescuing and
preserving artifacts ofthe past: achoice
of field where the amount of money
available to the collector will actually
buy him or her something: and a Lest for
searching out items that are often
difficultto locate. Eventually thecollectorwill haveamsssedalibmryofbooks.
and perhapssomemanuscripts, that will
afford great personal satisfaction and
also. incidentally, provide a research
resource that could beof areat assistance
m scholars.
The orae to collect is said to indicate
an anal-Gentive personality and, some
psychologists suggest. results from im* proper toilet-training. Whatever the
rationale. collectors have contributed
significantly to the preservation of
sources bf our knowledge of world
cultureandtheyoughttobeencouraged.
They will continue to write about their
obsession and other collectors. despite
their carping, will continue to read
them. Perhaps there will even be a few
converts. 0
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Uhe Ormffilatiion Dilenun~a
198 pages, $15.95 cloth (ISBti
0-7720-1060-xl.
Images of Sport in Early Canailel

Thii important publication is the

Thirteenth Annual Review of the
Economic Council of Canada. It

Images du sport dam le Canada
d’autrefois. compiled by Nancy J.
Dunbar, intmductm” by Hugh MacLennan, l4IcGill-Queen’s University
press, 96 pages. $14.95 cloth (ISBN
0-7735-0X6-7) a”d $7.50 paper(lSBN
0-7735-0244-O).
By MARVIN GOODY

mats WAS A time, not so long ago.
whenone had to blushforartandpictur
books produced in Canada. perhaps
1967 marked a watershed in this regard
as well asothers, withthe publicationof
the National Film Board’s splendid
Co~ado: A Year o@je Lund. Although
last yeai’s much-promoted, but ultimately yawn-producing (like a
“cjghbour’s slide-show) Brrween
Frwnds demonstrates that it may be
unwise to trv to rcoeat an outstandins
swcess. we have h’ad other less-tout2
but mistically more satisfying works to
gladdcnourheartsandpleaseoureyesin
that Bicentennial, Olympic, alien-mbrah year.
The two under consideration here
represent respectively ART and art. Both
arc handsomely designed, carefully
produced, and very reasonably priced.
(Indeed I would say that both publishers
drsewe a commendatory citation from
the Anti-Inflation Board.) ART with the
establishment im rimatur (Canada
Grade-A) is foun 8.m A Heriroge of
Canadian Art, which documents the
McRIichael Canadian Collection at
Kleinburg, Ont., just outside Toronto.
(The book is an enlarged end revised
version of an earlier volume, A Vision
of Canada, published in 1973.) Since
its establishment as a public trost with
some 300 works in 1965. this justly
celebrated collection has expanded
threefold, additions being made to Ihe
buildings as necessary to accommodate
new acquisitions, mostly gifts of private
collectors.
A somewhat reverential intmduction
relates how Robert and Signe
McMichael’s small personal collection
developedovertwodecadesintoamajor
Canadian museum. and sketches the
histow of the Group of Seven, whose
paintings form the core of the pnsent

307 pages. J32~12-1979. $5.50

of interest to researchers, administrators and the concerned public,

population, Gross National Product
and personal income. Bilingual. .\
Paperbound. 15 an x 23 an.
797 pages. C-S&201-1975. $9.25
AvaIlable by mail from the Publishing Cenbe. Ottawa I(lA OS%
through our aothorlaed agents M your local bookseller.
.:
Supply and Servl~es
Canada
;;hny Jean-Piene Gqw

~~hnIEa”.Plamt Goyar

Pd”tl”g and Publlahlng
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collection. In recent years, 81s well as
works of a numberofotherestablished
Canadian artists, notably David Milne
and Emily Carr. substantial additions
have been made comprising West Coast
Indian art. Woodland Indian art, and
Eskimo art (the latter two mostly contemporary). The Woodland Indian gallerv is the most recent addition (late
1975). and the workswill bearevelation
in theirrange and sophistication to those
previously unacquainted with these artlSt$.
Paul Dwal has supplied excellent
brief biographies of most of the artists
represented in thecentralcollection, but
the two-page introductions to the three
“native” galleries seem merely perfunctory by contrast. This is a shortcoming that might suggest sn tmconsciouscultural bias. Whywouldareadex
not be as interested. for example, in the
lives of Niviaksiak, Morrisseau, and
Edensb&v, artists of impressive originaIity and power, as in those of Albert
Robinson orRandolph Hewton, who. to
judge by the works illustrated. are of
decidedly lesser creative statun??
In addition to the main body of text
and illustrations. the bookcontainswhat
purports to be a complete illustrated
catalogue of the collection. (I say
“purpotts” because certain items mcntioned in the introduction to the West
Co;lst section are not to be found.)
One rather puzzling aspect of the
design of the volume (credited to A. 1.
Casson. the youngest, and except for
Edwin Holgate. only surviving member
of the Group of Seven) is that there are
more than a dozen pages where one
work is reproduced in eolour and the
remainder in black-and-white. However. with some 70 full-page colour
spreads, few purchasers will feel
cheated in this respect.
Inutges of Sport in Early Canada
demonstrates that art is not just what is
found in galleries, or labelled as such
with a capital A. nor is sport limited to
what takes place in grandiose stadiums
before vast assemblages of sedentary
spectators augmented by uncounted
hordes of even more sedentary TV
viewers. This is a volume of such
variegated&ual richesthat it isdifficult
to sum it up concisely. First of all, the
book is a work of art in itself, and much
credit goes to the photographer, Karen
Coshoff. and the designers, the firm of
Gottschalk and Ash. as well as the
people responsible for the purely technical aspects of the reproduction. all of
whom have done a superlative job.
Secondly, while most of the scenes and
artifacts illustrated here are to be found
in a museum - the MeCord Museum at
McGill University - only a small
proportion falls in the category commonly labelled Att. What we have is a
mixture of newspaper and magazine
illustrations. folk art. mostly aoony44 Books In Canada, March, 1977
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moos, articles of daily use in gk’pes and
recreations (including articles ofdress),
and a number of miscellaneous items
that don’t fit readily into any of these
categories. Most of these items am of
19th~century vintage and relate to sport
construed in a bmad sense (broad
enough to include top-spinning. boardand-card games, corn shocking, street
brawling, country dancing, steamboat
excursions, and merely taking the air).
The nature of the co+tts can
;er$estbeconveyedby ctttng afew

One of a vivid gmup of carved
and painted wooden sculptures hum the
Chitteau de Ramezay. depictin exploits
offamousQuebecstmngmcn.% earsthe
legend: “ ‘MontfetTandon theBridge at
Hull, 1829.’ woodcarving. One nightas
Montferrand crossed the bridge he
encountered a gang of Irish toughs.
known as ‘Shiners.’ Seizing one by the
feet, he flattened him to the ground and
then threw the others into the river.”
q A lithoeraoh showing the ice
palace constructed for the.Montreal
Winter Carnival in 1889: ~*is,ooo
blocks of ice were used to constru&t the
palace measuring 164 feet by I55 feet,
and the main tower reached I IO feet.”
(Clearly theurgetogtandiositypredates
Dnpeau.) This immense castellated
structure, surviving only a single season, appears to have been an architectural wonder surpassing those of
Tallibert - without bankrupting the
municipality.
q Silhouetted Eskimo snowshoes
(one of a number ‘of instances of
effective use of repetition of images)
trackacmssapage-leadingoverleafto
an exquisitely designed and crafted
Algonkian example, ornamented with
crystalline patterns of lacing.
q A copper weathervane, only one of
a stunning sequence of horse images
ranging from the most primitive (and
humorous) to abstract elegance rlvalling the finest representations of
classical antiquity, ineluctably evokes
comoarison with the celebrated hrinPr
_ _
Ho& of Kansu.
One thine that is vividlv communicated in these imagesandca$ionsis that
our pm-space-age antecedents, sans
motorcars and snowmobiles, sans telephones and television, thoroughly enjoyed themselves in their pastimes and
recreations. Ifthey had less leisure, they
perhaps used it better.
This fully bilingual volume may be
oneofthe few good things toresult from
the 1976 Olympics. It was in fact
undertsken to mark the occasion of the
Montreal Games, and although Jean
Drapau might not a rove, as it will
bring no gold to his coP&rs or laurels on
hi head, all concerned with its production a to be congratulated on a fine
contribution toourunderstandingofour
country’s past. 0
q
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The Road Home: Sketches of
Rural Csnada. by Philip Barber, text

by Brian Swarbrick, Pnntice-Hall, 192
pages, $19.95 cloth (ISBN 013781559-x).
Who Has Seen the Wind, by W. 0.
Mitchell, illustrated by William
Kurelek. Macmillan, 303 ages,
$19.95 cloth (ISBN O-7705- 13;P4-7).
Ken Danby. by Paul Dwal. Clarke
Irwin, 192 pages, $27.50 cloth (ISBN
O-7720- 1093-n.

By GAIL DEXTER
TV THE ART of illustmtion has a bad
name, it is because of books like Phili
Barber’s The Rood Home. This utterPy
unnecessary collection of indifferent
drawings rind negligible text about
picturesque prospects on a few country
mads acmss Canada is a criminal waste
of excellent paper. One thinks of all the
artists and subjects that Prentice-Hall
might have reproduced.
William Kurelek. on the other hand,
has perfected the att of book illustration
to his own unique talent. With
Lumberjack, A Prairie ChiMs Winter.
and several other gems to hii credit, he
now is perfectly matched to the famed
1947 novel about a boy growing ttp on
the prairie by W. 0. Mitchell, Whb Has
Seen the Wind. Not surprisingly, this
haslongbeenoneofKurele.k’sfavotuite
books.
For once the full colour and depth of’
Kunlek’s paintings is faithfully repmduced in the eight (not enough!) large
full-page colour plates. That pinched,
slightly smudged quality that marred
some of Kurelek’s earlier repmductions
is gone, and the artist rewards us with
pages suffused with the lyricism of
Mitchell’s poetic descriptions of the

.

llhwarion by Wllfiam KurelcR/mnr Who Has
Seen the Wind.
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prairie, along with 32 chapter-head
dmwings that follow the action of the
book.
Kurelel;‘svisio”, as ever, is particular, and he obviously sees a parallel
between his own search for God as a
child on the “rakie. and the ex”eriences
of Mitch&l’s boy herd. Brian
O’connal. Yetthesrtistneverfo”xshis
ow” interpretation over the euthor’s.
Mitchell’s passionate, deft prose still
carries the book, with Ku&k sitting
wamdy beside him, embellishing the
tale with hi own deeply felt spiritual
interpretation ofwhattheprairiemeans.
Andforthose who balkat,mysticismasa
response to life and death in the Deprfssion. Mitcllell’s realistic perception of
the strengths and Conflicts in a small
south Saskatchewan communit still
makes the book worth rereading. 1,t S an
even more important novel than hiihschool teachers have told us, and it’s
satisfying to have a suifably impressive
edition at last. Like some of Ku&k’s
earliervolumes, itmay wellwinawtis.
The magic-realist artist. Ken Danby,
isjustasmuchathomeinthefarmlandof
southern Ontario as Kurelek is on the
prairie. As Paul Dwal notes in this big
“cw book on him, Danby, too, has bee”
called “an illustrator,” though in a
derogatory sense. Dwal, whoalso won
a design award for his earlier book on
what he calls “high realism,” ably
accounts for some 15 years of highpriced painting, and robustly defends
the artist fium his critics. Danby’s own
statement is included, together with
some excellent technical notes. The
reproductions are eve” more faithful
than Korelek’s.

Thereaospeztivecolhxtioncomi~s
that Danby has improved on his earlier
flat blue skies. and is now capable of
recording a” impressivemngeofeffects
in such difficult and time-consuming
media as egg tempera and a personally
crafted silkscreen process. He is at his
best when he nsponds (slightly) to the
neighboors around the mill outside
Guelph wherehelives, at his worst when
he imitates the camera’s slice-of-life
most self-Fn+oosly. We may prefer
$hemdler m his bar” to the boy on the
Bit somehow it’s all dead. Eve” the
famous goalie “At theCrease” doesn’t
quite come to life. These carefully
crafted pictuns merely enumerate the
icons held *at by Danby’s pakons.
Inadvertently, Dwal’s text can’t helR
recording how Danby’s art-market
orientation is just as co”t&“talist as
any abstract painter. We learn how
mightily he was confirmed in hii choice
of subject and medium by a visit to a
large retrospective exhibition of the
fabulously successful U.S. magic
realist Andrew Wyeth at the AlbrightKnox Art Gallery in Buffalo in 1962. In
the. early 1970s. concentrating on his
6rst two one-ma” shows for New York,
Danby narrows his focus m a tighter,
more deadpan., Manhattan-modish
close-up, and brings in more nx.tmpohtan subjects. such as a store window
dummy and a popcorn machine. Duval
tries’hard to deny it, ,but the only
conelusion that can justly be draw” is
that Danby ‘is another U.S.-derived
artist, obediently filli”gO”tariocontent
into the blanks. It’s the blanks that show
through. 0
by David Helwig

Three more punches to the soft
underbelly of the nuclear family
Eileen McCullough. by Alice Boissonnea”. Simon & Pierre, 192 pages,
$9.95 cloth (ISBN O-88924-052-3).
The Descent of Andrew
McPherson. by Mary Soderstmm,
McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 225 pages,
$9.95 &9BN O-07-082366-9).
The True Sto ’ of Ida Johnson. by
Sham” Riii. The‘tvomen’s Pm.%, 111
$ 3 . 2 5 p a p e r (ISBN
!%%-038-X).
SIGNS OF the timeS.
Two of these novels end with a
young woman making a life for herself
and a baby, alone and without men.
Both women leave their families,

though Alice Boissoneau’s Eileen
McCullough can go back temporarily
once she’s proved she can make it on
her OF”. Both women discover onexpected resources of strength in themselves.
She mi Is mm out saong. that id. Not
~sssr~;~&~&$=&~;;
another frightening d&oyins kinb 0;
srmngtht pushed others aside.
That’s Francine McPherson thinking
about her daughter Alice Marie.
“You’ll come here add bring the
child,” Eilleen McCullough’s father
says to her at the end of her book.
Eileen is pleased with the gesture but
must reject it:

ishop Strachsn School, UpPcr CMad
ollegc, Iiavergal College, NorFolk
our, RidIcy, St. Michael’s . . . .
Qsrastion of Rivi&e is the first
,mprehmsive examination of the
ldcpendent school lo Canada. It
ocmnents the evolution of fifty
:hoob across the country. sketches
nne of the famous (and infamous)
eadma~ters and mistresses, and
%sls the often unconventional
~gin&gs of these Establishmmt
~tabllshments.
my

Old Boy or Girl. any psrent
mki”8 for s school, anybody
rho wants to know more about
bese unique and peculiar institution!
rill want to read this book.
i15.00 260 psggcr
llack and white photographs
tilable in May
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The thud novel goes further. The
Trrte Sto - of Ida Johnson is a clever

feminist ‘Eable anchored in a toughly
observed and accurately reported real
world. Though the lines of reality anti
fantasy are blurred, it appea that Ida
Johnson has set herself free by murdering her husband and children.
Alice Boissonneau’s novel is set in
Toronto during the Second World War.
Eileen McCullough is the adopted oldest daughter of an Irish factory worker
whose wife has recently died. He is a
well-meaning man. but harassed by his
own difficulties and afmid that Eileen
will get herself in some kind of trouble.
and thii makes him harsh and unsympathetic.
The whole neighboorhood is poor,
stunted, oppressed. In tHe earlier sections of the book, when we have three
points of view in much the same
unrelenting style, reading becomes an
effort, especially since the dialogue in
infrequent and. to my ear, ungainly.
Once Eileen has found herself pregnant and has left home, I accepted the
entrapment within her pained sensibility and found that I was involved in her
struegle. To survive, Eileen works as a
maia in a number of well-to-do households. In each case. when’ the place
becomes unbearable, Eileen moves on.
She survives with dignity. Almost at the
end of the book, she meets a good man;
but he fails herand she is IeFt essentially
alone. with only the hope that is the
product of her own endurance.
Mary Soderstmm’s The Descettt of
Aadrw McPherson is a novel of Four
genemtions. beginning with Duncan
McPherson, a Scats immigrant to
Montreal. and ending with Alice Marie
McPherson, who marries a feckless
airman to escape from Green River,
Idaho.
The central character of the novel is
Andrew McPherson who is raised in
Montreal. homesteads in Western
Canada. and ends up with a successful
car dealership in Idaho. The book’s
central irony is Andrew’s inability to
recognize that the behaviour he judges
so harshly and moralistically in Alice
Marie is much like what he remembers
so painfully Fmm his own youth.
The novel shows great skill in the
development of all the twisted currents
of this hmily history. The characters
are sharply defined, and we get inside
each one OF them. Mary Soderstmm
manages the difficult task of moving
equally well inside the sensibilities of
both men and women.
I found the portrait of old sinner
AndEw more interesting than the portrait of young-sinner AliDe Marie, perhaps because there is the perspective of
a lifetime to give the character depth.

__i~i_-__.i._i-__

..__.~._..

Or is it, I find myself asking, because I
am locked into my own male sensibility
and unwilling to allow a Female chara*
tee?” Full-scale moral history. sin and
Sharon Riis’s first novel is a neatly
constmcted attempt to explode the
momI history of one apparently ordinary character, Ida Johnson, a young
waitress in a truck stop in Claresholm,
Alberta. The themes OF will and Freedom, troth and fiction, are Familiar
enough, but the novel has a good Feel
For the texture of working-class life and
an inventive structure.
At the cme of the book is the
Friendship between Ida and Lucy
George, a reserve Indian girl who
appears in Ida’s life as a real or fantastic
presence at important moments. I sos-

.-

.-..

-.
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pect that the influence of Beautiful
Losers lies somewhere behind this
relationship, with Ida and Lucy being
parallel to Cohen’s narrator and F. But
the book is anchored in a mom detailed
documentary reality; a Fable oFFreedom
set in a world of limitations.
Myself, I tend to vacillate between
the thought that Feminism is only the
latest fad of the upper-middle class and
the suspicion that it is the only truly
revolutionary political movement ofthe
past 5Oyears. Either way, it’s clear hat
each OF these books, whether impre
ssionistic personal history, Family
chronicle, or surreal Fable. dramatizes
one of the themes of the decade-the
nature and cost of a woman’s
Freedom. 0

.:

A cornerstone of our poetry
and the boxcars of our literature
IN to YEARS bf reviewing books’ For
numerous periodicals and newspapers I
have learned three things: it’s a thank1essjob:theremuneration would insulta
pauper; and it’s like being on both ends
of the literary S and M game. Why do 1
review rhen? I have asked myself this
question countless times, even in my
sleep. and I have yer to come up with a
satisfactory answer. Perhaps I do ir
because I simply enjoy it. What makes
me do it? My love of books, a certain
orneriness, I guess. At any rate. book
reviewing is to literature what a
speedometer is to an automobile. Now
figure out that incongruous analogy.
I’ve had more than my share ofpoisonpen letters over the years. It’s ao easy
way of making enemies. Maybe I’m
manic, but here I go again.
A Visiting Distance, by Patrick
Anderson (Borealis Press, 149 pages,
$5.95 paper). This volume contains
Anderson’s new, revised. and selected
poems. Although he has lived mostly
abmad, it was in Montreal where he first
exerted his poetic power and editorial
influence. 1, for one, have always
admired the clean lines of hiscraft. His
poems carry no excess baggage, but
move with Ihe grace of an oar swoking
still water. In “A Lady Leaving,” the
opening lines am as vivid as a photogmph:

A Wiring Distance is definitely a

cornerstone of Canadian poetry.
EmergencyMeasures,byJohnBaglow (Sono Nis Press, 4565 Church St.,
Delta. B.C., 74 pages. unpriced,
paper). Baglow’s poetry IS ironic and
revolutionary in a truly political sense.
Not that his poems exhort readers with
hoarse rhetoric, but rather, they employ
the subtle imagery of suggestion and
juxtaposition. His haiku. “Liberation
OF Cambodia,” is a good example:
“spring in Phnom Penh-/themoftops
bloom with thousandsiofrcd and white
flags.” His longer poems Flex a lot of
muscle too.
The Only Country in the World
Called Canada, by Doug Beardsley
(Sesame Press, English Department,
University ofWindsor. 36 pages, $2.50
paper). This collection is somewhat ofa
disappointment. 11 seems that Beardsley
likes to write on the run, and his poems
haveaslapdashstyle that pmperediting
could haveemended. Asit is. thepoems
really say nothing new. They borderon
the pedantic.
The Cowichan, by David Day (Harboor Publishing, Box 119. I Madeira
Park, B.C.. unpaged, unpriced). The
Cowicharr is an unusual work, in that it
presents For the first time in poetic
language the life-style and landscapeof
a logging camp. The poems are often
pmsy, but Day knows whereof he
speaks. His book also contains many
interesting archival photographs.
We Are the Light Turning, by Pier
Giorgio Di Cicco (Thunder City Press,
Birmingham. Alabama. 20 pages.

.
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S2.50 paper). Di Cicco’s poems are
clear and hwe a quife unrelenting
coherence: they ati mostly concerned
with emotions and erperienws thai am
universal hut nrely communicated.
There is often a sense of surprise and
fearful wognition in them. This pam“hlet of 1-l uoems presages. I believe.

+cu work t0 come:

Summer’s Bright Blood, by William Lana IThistledown hSS. 668
East Place. Sjskatoon. Sask.. 39 pages.
S3.00 paperi. There is an earthy
attractiveness in Latta’s 61% book of
poems. a pastoral tone. that remindsme
“fEdwrdThomas. One weakness is his
habitual use of clichh: lhese cxcrescences often disrupt good images.
“Mortu~ty” is u splendid example of
Lana at his best.
Lund@. by Claude Liman (Sesame
press. 75 pages, $3.00 paper). I detect a
Bly-Wrigh! influence in Liman’s
poetw. wlwh is not altogether bad,
conriberin~ Liman is a recent Cmigr6 to
Cuuuda. H% book is a chronicle of this
trunrition. und most of the poems
exhibit a poignant irony. especially “I
.Apologize to Canada for Being an
American.” Lnndirig is worth reading.
Lanterns Searching Night, by Paul
Shuttleworth (Caledonia. Writing
Series. 2001. Central St., Prince
George. B.C.. unpaged. unpriced).
There ux only 18 shorr poems in this
pxuphlet. but they evoke a solid mood
incelebntionofthelittlethings~veoften
take for gnnted. My one compluinl is
the will print. You need a magnifying
glabs to read it. Shuttleworth’s poems
ure honest and direct.
BondingdBone, by W. K. Thomas
(Pordeloup Press. 51 Avon St.. Stratford. Ont.. 64 pages. unpriced) is
handsome in format but archaic in
~“ment.’ The subjects Thomas writes
about ure spiritual love und theology.
Francis Thompson, the English poet,
sdid it all in the late 19thcentury. And so
did William Cowper before him.
Thomas hns a lot of catching up 10 do.
Flight: The Last American Poem,
by Charles Tidler (Pulp Press. Box
J8806. Station Bental. Vancouver,
B.C.. 68 puges, $2.50 paper). As if in
startling contrast with the above.
Tidler’r poems are wildly. thematically. and typographically of his time:
the hellbent-for-chaos present. He
riokdter the formalism of traditional
versewitha BurmaShave idiom packed
between a rolling highway syyntas. The
poems read like neon on a wet night.
The Alders and Others. by Peter
Trower (Harbour Publishing. unpaged,
unpriced) is abeautifully designed book
of poems. Tower writes of his logging
experiences with deep honesty and
rhythm of language. Even the titles of
his poems ure poetic: “A Wild Girl to
Wulk the Weathers With.” I only wish
th3t I had space enough to give his work

fuller treatment. The opening stanza of
“Along. Green Tunnels” excels
Roethke m the elemental processes aud
imagery of nature.
Lexington Hero, by Tom’ Walmsley
(Pulp Pmss, 89 pages, $2.50 paper).
I’ve heard it rumoured in Toronto’s
literaty caf6 society that Doug Featherling is Tom Walmsley. They are about
the same age, and their poetic style is
certainly similar. But don’tquotemeon
it. Whateverthereason forthismistaken
double identitv. Lcrinnton Hero is an
energetic coll&ion ofpoems.
Baffles of Wind and Tide, edited by
Clyde Rose (BEakwater Books. Soi
52. Portugal Cove, Nfld., I38 pages,
unpriced). Anthologies are fast becoming a provincial thing. BaslcJ is a
selection of Newfoundland short
stories. essays, drama. and poems.
Reading this book was an unfore;ettable
experi&ce. I feel saltier now. And now for the litmags, which are
the boxcars for this country’s literature.
Without them where would we be? I
received a copy of Anthol mcently.
Its address is 78. 16th Street, Roxb”?,
Que., and the editors are Robert Morrts”n,GilberrPlaw, andDianeKeating. It
features poetry. essays. and reviews.
The format is nice. but it could do with
more work from outside the province.
and it could include notes on contributors. Aside fmm that. it’s very
lively at $2.
The Capilano Review, edited by
Pierre Coupey and many others (2055
Purcell Way. North Vancouver, B.C.)
is a heavy. &ssy. ambitious tiger of a
ma that contains fiction, poetry, art
wargk. and intelviews.
Grain, edited by Caroline Heath
(Box 1885, Saskatoon, Sask.) has been
around for several years. The poetry it
publishes is always first-rate, but I’m
not overly impressed with the fiction. It
includes photos of the contributors, and
rejection slips are accompanied by
good, constructive criticism. At $1 per
issue it’s a real buy.
Northern Journey now is defunct.
Fraser Sutherland’s moving obit in the
last issue sounds a sad note. This mag
will bemoumed by writerseverywhere.
Anyone interested in ordering back
issues should write to Sutherland at 469
Milton St., Montreal.
Finally. the League of Canadian
Poets has published avery readableand
attractive catalogue of its members.
intended orimarilv as I! reference manual. Copiescan beordered from Arlene
Lamoert. 165 Soadina Ave.. Suite 8.
Tomho..
’
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l-low jolly Jack and ebullient Oscar fronted
for Otiawa on mass-market paperback policy
W.SN’T IT strange that it was Jack
McClelland who announced the latest
move by the federal government in
supporting the development of Canadian publishing? Why he was doing it
wes the question no one thought to raise
at his press conference in late January
when he announced the details of the
deal the Foreign Investment Review
Agency [FIRA) and the federal cabinet
had made to permit Bantam Canada to
be taken over by new foreign owws.
John Roberts. the Secreiary of State
whose mandate includes publishing,
was nowhere to be seen at McClelland’s
press conference. Neither was Jean
Chretien, the minister responsible for
FIRA. On thesurface, theTorontoevent
had little at ail to do with politics. Jack
and genial. gravelly voiced Oscar Dystel.upfromNewYork.weretherenotto
tall; politics but to announce a new
business deal.
And what was the deal?
Jwk and Oscar were getting together
in a joint venture. Jack with 51% and
four seats on the new board ofdirectors.
Oscar with 49% and three seats. The
official name was McClelland &
Stewart-B;mtamLtd., publishing under
theimprint ofSealBooks. Solet’scall it
Seal for short.
Seal is going to publish Canadianauthored books in mass-market format,
starting in April with the Bat volume of
Peter Newman’s The Canadian
Esr~rhlishmem at $2.95. There’ll be one
title a month going out to the 12,000
drug stores and variety stores with
mass-muket paperback racks. Jack’s
people will do the editorial work;
Oscar’s boys will handle promotion and
distribution. Well. actually. there’sa bir
more to it than that. Oscar gets 49% of
the action at Seal und he does the
distribution through Bantam’s Canadian national distributor. Select
Magazine. Oscar’s got 100% of Select,
and he’s keeping it.
Jack started off his press conference
by saying that he was announcing the
formotion of a “new Canadian publishing house.” Ofcoune. that was a bit of
an over-statement: it’s a new
C;m;ldian-American publishing house.
not an independent firm like Jack’s or
the others that got together at the
Association of Canadian Publishers.
And it’s not exactly a full-fledged
publishing house, either. at least not for
now. Seal will put out only Canadianauthored books. It won’t be in there
46 q mBs In Canada, March, 1977

bidding against all the mass-market
paperback giants going for this year’s
equivalent of Jaws and all the other
big-time fotiign-authored books. It
wasn’t clear from what Jack and Oscar
said whether Seal wouldn’t be bidding
for Canadian rights for foreign titles
because it can’t, as one of the conditions
of the deal, or because Jack doesn’t
want to do so for the moment.
One the face of it, that’s what the
press conference was for: to announce
this new Canadian-American joint venture, one version of how the elephant
and the mouse can cohabit.
What was really going on, however,
was that Jack had been given the job by
Ottawaofputtingoutthenewsaboutthe
government’s latest decision on
Canadianizing the book-publishing industry.
Because Bantam Books, a foreignowned cornoration. was aca&red by
new foreig’n owe&, it canie up f&r
review under FIRA. In a similar situation, the federal cabinet apparently told
Simon &Schuster that it would have to
find a Canadian buyer for its Simon &
Schuster-Pocketbooks operation in this
country. S&S got together with Jack
Stoddart of General Publishing and the
result was a 100%Canadian-owned
mass-market publisher and distributor
that has contractual access to the backlist and new titles ofthe former owners.
Instead of taking a similar tough line
with Bantam, Ottawadecided to Permit
Oscar Dystel’s new owners, an Italian
corporation belonging to the Agnelli
family, to keep 100% of Bantam’s
Canadian publishing operation and
Ia of Bantam’s Canadian distribution activities. Bantam is a major
operator in Canada, and it currently
publishes 300 to 350 foreign-authored
titles in this country a year. That’s
certainly big beside the one titlea month
that Seal is starting with.
Thecatch-ifyou’dcallitacatchis that Bantam had to set UD a comoanv
w i t h m a j o r i t y ownerjhip b) a
Canadian-owned publiiher that would
publish Canadian&thored paperbacks
in this country. Bantam Books itself
wouldn’t be permitted to ‘publish
Canadian-authored works here.
So Oscar had little choice but to get
together with Jack or someone like him.
But fmm his point of view. that was
pmbablyaplus, notaminus. Hemakesa
joint-venture deal with Jack. the joint
venture gets first run at mass-market

rights for all Jack’s Canadian best
sellers, and Jack agrees not to take the
normal publisher’s cut on these rights.
This means that for an M&S author, a
$5,000 offer from Seal is as good as a
$10,000 offer from Jack Stoddart if
M&S takes the usual 50% publisher’s
share. Oscar continues putting out his
300 to350foreign titlesa>ear, hekeeps
full control of his distribution company,
and he gets to distribute the Seal lme in
addition.
Jack and his best-seller authors did as
wellas they could, in thecircumstances.
But in this case, the circumstances were
set by Ottawa. If FIRA and the cabinet
had told Oscar to find a Canadian buyer,
he would have had to do so. Jack
pmbably would have been first in line.
And by playing with the terms of the
contract between Tomato and New
York for Bantam’s international titles, a
price for the Canadian subsidiary could
have been set that matched Jack’s
means.
It was a clever move by the boys in
Ottawa to eet Jack to front for them. He
did it &I, and it was convincing
because clearly Jack, McClelland &
Stewart, and M&S’s best-selling authors have something to gain from this
government policy decision. But it was
bad news to anyone who sees the need
forCanadianownershipofmass-market
paperbackpublishersanddishibutorsas
anessentialstep(thoughit’snottheonly
one needed) toward getting Canadian
books onm the racks and oat to the
general public that reads paperbacks.
No wonder John Robarts and Jean
Cbretien stayed away. q
I

.’

AS RECENTLY BS 10 yem ago there
were perhaps only four or five first
novels published by Canadian authors.
This year publishers submitted nearly
40 titles as 1916 entries for The Books
in Canada Award for First Novels.
Given this enormous volume. the judging panel decided on a strict interpretation of “novel” m clear the field
somewhat. That left several strong
contenders in prose fiction and semibiography out of the race. Short-story
collections and “cycles” such as Spit
Delaney’s Island by Jack Hodgins
(Macmillan), Margaret Gi6son
Gilboord’s The Burrerfy W a r d
(Oberon). and Alistair MacLeod’s The
Lmf Salt Gifi of Blood (McClelland &
Stewart) all fell prey to necessity although they all received good reviews

\

in Conado and elsewhere.
Similarly, Naim Kattan’s Forewell
Babylon (McCelland & Stew.10 and
Andreas Schroeder’s Shaking It Rough
(Doubleday). both powerful and wellreceived, Fell to strict definitions of
“first” and “novel.” Lastly, pmduction delays crippled an Anansi Front
runner. David Williams’ The Burning
Wood. which sold briskly once it hit
bookstore shelves last February but
carries a 1975 copyright date.
Here then is the panel’s mther long
shon list of those strictly defined fvst
Canadian novels published in 1976:
Eileen McCullough, by Alice Boissoneau (Simon & Pierre); The Falling
World of Trisrrom Pocket. by David
Kellum (Tree Fmg Press); Middleworeh by Susan Kerslake (Oberon);
The Seventh Hexagram. by Ian
hlclachlan (Macmillan); Coming
Through Slaughter, by Michael Ondaatje (House of Anansi); Small Ceremonies, by Carol Shields (McGrawHill Ryenon); The Descent @Andrew
McPherson, by Mary Soderstrom
(McGraw-Hill Ryerson); A&6 Tom
MacGregor, by Betty Wilson (Macmillanj; and The True SIOIY of Ida
Johmon. by Sharon Riis (Women’s
Press).
TbewinneroFtbe$l ,OOOprizewillbe
announced next month.
in Books

One last point: ~Ys. Gibson lells us in her
review lha, Mtillr Culhberl was Anne of Green
Gables’ mm. This cllor is stitily Ms. Gibson’s
own. and does not appear in our beak. Most
rcadcn. wwllecdn~ Madla and MaUhew’s plan
,ogcttiemselvesmmphm boy lobelp wkhthcb
wrlr. will slill remember dm, comtc and sad
scene when poor bewildered Mallhew yrivco
home Imm ,he win sta,im wi,b m orphan girl
instnd. Ms. Giban is due far a rereading of
somcoftbercclauics wbii she lclls ILK &read
and loved as a child!
Mary Rubio and Glcnyr Slow
Co-edibns of Kmarrr: An ANhofogy

&mmdian Children’s Lilemwe

Univenby of Guelph

SOMEOF....
Sk
In your January issue Terrence

N. Hill slaps
Muriel Lennox’s wrist for rbe misspelling of the
name3 of a couple of raceho+.
Well and gad. such sloppiness wed no, be
condoned.
Howewr. is it asking too much thr tbe smx
standads be applied to you bfc] own miewen
and editon?
Twice;onnin,he,ableofeon,enoandonccin
Morris Wolf& review. you mispellai [sic] M.

lrmeshton’sname.

-

If ,hc misspelling of a ho&s name in a book
rbwtiaownuir~aronforadvrrscwmmentha~
much mcnzgmiolrr~ic] afaultistb*miupcJling
of m aulhm’s name by a reviewer $0, pzxsumably. has a pc-ak wkh said au,h?r s “ame
Zilrxll{ spucd m revelal plnou &l,nely close
Kennelh 1. Scan
Univm$ 0fLethbridge
C,we,ak,ng Depanmcn,
Lethbrid~. Alla.

sir:

. ..OURSLIPS...

In my crtick. ‘Vdrkc in Pmg,zss” (Febnwy) it
should be noted lha, Canadian Fiction

Magazine, no! Canadian Fiction Studies.

KANATA DEFENDED
Sir:
Re: Shirley Gibron’s review of Kanam: An
dndzofofi? qf Canadbm Childrm’r Liremmre
INovember). Ms. Gibwn sakl seveml mmptimentvy ddngs abou, Ihe book. bu, she ended
bcr review wkh lhc damning implieatim lhal
children would no,find itimezrtiy. Igalherlha,
bhe did no, know ,ha,,hemanurrip, for,hc book
was Setd-tested by 10 leaeherr in a variety of
classes in different provinces. Teachers reponed:
“Many of tie selec,ions bmugh, abou, inslant
racdon - grea, ctvs discussims and cra,ivc
f01l0v.wp. ” “The children werevery excited and
&er aading Ihe smrics wanted u) read mwe
about the Canadian cultwe.” We began widfa
mrnurcriptofavaMlOpages.and,heveryliLI,of
Ihe nmmwing ,o 250 pqcs was based on ,be
chitdnm’s responses: Ihc book contains only
selections thal they liked.
ShirlrlGib~alrof~i~t~bnok becauseshe
couldn’, tell wha, age group it was intended fy.
;md she gme it m a I~year-old b o y ior hs
response. Acmally, ,hc book is aimed a,
10.m-12-ye;lr-olds (Gnder 5 thmugb 7). All ,be
rclections we chaned on ,he Fly Readabilily
Scale. and the, they wm again taled in Ule
cb,ssmom by teachers. It is unfortunxe thal Ms.
Gibson h% given people lhe impression lha,
Canadian educ;llors cm no, judge Ihe reading
lew, of mae,tal merely bccmse she heaclf VB~
unable LO. However, unless a perron woks with
children ~gutarly. judgir@ reading levels is
admi,,edly diflicuk. and for this reason we
cOnsidered clwmom wsting wsemirl.

bmugh, out a special issue on Jane Rule: Ihc
Bngtllh tn,,sk,,im of Marie-Clbbe Blats “wd
Un Joualornir. So Jouafonfe apparrd n-s St.
Lo,wmce Bluer. no, Nonnza/Bfuer. Also. aRa
the magazine had ‘gone u) pnss. Tatmbmks
revised lhc ,iUe of Eliwbah Hopkin’s fonhcomingbook farchiklnn. !~ThePainrcdCou~w
(inncad of The Iamoed Cougar.) And Moti
Wolfc’scwedimrofa cotlecdm ofTomn,oshmt
sbxies h D. ht. Daymmd (no, Rnymmd).
,oh” Hofsess
Hamilmn, On,.

. . . ARE SHOWING
sir:
we. wre very plwd 10 ret the review o f

Diplommy md Enrerprire in ,he Februwy irwe
of ilo.& in Cmada. However. I wwld lib UI
pot,,, out ,ha, the price of the book is 515.00 md
nm $10.05 as liswd in your wiew. I would very
muchapprcciaeit ifyou couldprintsomc kindof
mnentm.
Ann Hockey
‘Marketing and Promotion Manager
Univuriqr of Brilish Columbta Rcrs
VJXU,lVer

poet.” Mitlm Awn. as Len Gaspartni’pointcd
out in So& in Canada (December. 1975). is a
damned fine pm, who has maswed a cmf,.
Larimcrhardly mushes on ,hL atall inbii review
or. Ishouldray. sm,emma. Thueuesomeofus
who would like to know whclher Mluhews has
my ,alnl in tie Seld of poedcs. Most of us
alla& know wha, Mr. timer Ulmks.
Mllhael Williamson
King Cry, On,.

OROMOCTO OUTRAGED
sir:
I have Md mush of Hugh Gamer’s tic&m

but Ule
lint piecc u) dtssppoin, me wns his review Of

C&mbo’s Canadian Rqermces Uanusq).
Surly Mr. Gamer did no, look far beyond his

Uppr Canada nole in bii plo, dewlopment.
Scckll~ himself fm one of Ihe sm, mlcs along
wi,h l,m Foley. Roy MacSkimmlng. cabbagetow. and Punkydwdlcr Comers. he gave linle
alteaim la the nalioral pinwe.
“Look i,up in Colombo.” Huh!
May I ask Mr. Gamer. Mr. Colombo. and all
gentle nzaders of Boak.3 in Cona& u) tdenlify ,be
f,,,,w,ing opleand places: Dan Ros.HCansd.a’s
m o s t pm,fic
r
wnw.0. May Agnes Remw
(earned $10.000 annually wriling in ,be dzprcssing 18,Os). H. A. Cody. Lads AnhurCunningham.Dav~~~sR~h;uds.CharlcrLynch.Dr.
Mmgucri,c Michaud. Milton F. Gregg .%‘.C..
Alfred Bailey. Swan Trueman. Aii Fleming
(fqmded world famous Kindness Clubs). Louis
B. M,,yer (of MOM ia). Wake, Adgem. the
Univcmi~ of Monc,coa. CFB Gagelwn (luga,
mililary uaininp base in Ihe Commmweallh~.
Answa: they ax all desendng New Bnmr
wickerr. But don’, look ,hem up in Cnlombo.
They are no, Ihere.
Allow me me p&live pain,: what is in
Cnlombo is good.
HavingrcadOneDamnThing Afierpno~her. I
know how Mr. Gamer reacu to mnctsm. Ba
never fear, Mr. Gamer. l will look forward to a
more bmicac pin. imsginalive chumclcrs. and
pun mmosphcn in your nex, effcut
Miihael 0. NowIan
Ommoao. N.B.

THE TAGS OF WAR
Sir:
Pw jur, read ywr CmWi, No. 19 in Ihe ImuY
issue of Books in Canada.
And I’ve been wondering how in 1920. even in
a Saidour headline. a rcfaence could be made u)
,he Firs, World War. Afle, all. as you% well
aware.. Ihe SNond Wmld War diin’t swn u&i

cbout20 yem later.

Keep up ,hc fair work.
Lamon, ‘lilden
Tomnm

Edi,o?r now The original bead was. of came.
GR~.T WAR FOUGHT BY MUT.+IL~ bul wedecided
,a ,ake hii,mical tiincc f ,he sake Of ClarilY.
Curiously. one does finds
rc eremes lo lhe Firr,
Wor,d Waraselrly as +e 1920s. Our forefa,heherr
wem no opdmis,s afw.r Versailles.

SAVE 20% ON BOOKS
throughourmailorderservice

LORIMRR’S TUB
Sk
In James Lorlmer’s review of Robin Mahews
book of poems Lznguaq, of Fir: &uwy). he
should have rcphrved u Dpem”g rem=+ ID
wad “in the bitchy. ply world of Canadla
p.,ewymdp,,Mkherr’ because he,eatlyskmuds
Ihc &sue with hi polemical tub-lhumpins. Ins,& ofmiewllg ,he bwk as paeby and a, least
giving lip service 10 ,ha, incidental fat,. he m.sor&
to his asual diarlbcs abou, Cmadiin nadmalism
and how out-of-louch most Cmadiin pa% YE
from ,hc “people.” Indeed. eyen Ihe “People’s
March. 19X’. Books in Canada 49
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funding from the
CFDC. Joyce Castor’s best-selling
novel Resurfacing in Sarnia (McUarIan 8: Newspider. 1975) now has been
made inm a full-length feature movie
on block-end-white Super-8. Contestants are asked to provide a review as
it might be written by John Simon,
Judith Crist, Penelope Gilliat, or any
other foreign film critic. Maximum
Ien& 75 words. The winner will
r&e $25 and $25 goes to Keith
Gotebiin of Dollvd des’ Ormeat?,
Que., for this ides. Address: CnnWlt
No. 21, Books in C a n a d a , 3 6 6
Adelaide Street East, Toronto
MSA lN4. The deadline is March 3 I.
WITH GENEROUS

them: Mackenzie King, Trudeau,
LCvesque, Confederatmn, U.S.Canadian relations, and the big
fmeze of 1976-77. The winner is M.
LynchofToronto, who receives%25 for
these succinct bombshells:
0 N.Y. sr*~EsEP~R.vr~ Wll.LlOlN uoNINIo*
0 oR.4PHoI.oGlsr: w.BwiY I.aD 4,rIa
PARALLEL

,

l

*

-Roben W. Baler. New York. N.Y.

t

,

FOtSOWtNG Chladian books have
been received by Books in Canada in
recent weeks. Inclusion in thislit does
not preclude a review or notice in a
future issue:

THE

- Nigel F. Bnchi. Tcmnlo

RESULTS OF CAN\m NO. 19
A N~BER OF recurring names and
themes dominated OUT contest for
fictitioussensational headlines. Among
. * *
0 QUEEN KNIGHTS LE”Eso”E IN COl.o”RP”L
CERE*ONY

-MiihrelO. Nowkm. Ommocto. N.B.

Classified rates: 23 psr line (40 characters to
lhe lins). Daadline: fimtcfthe mDnfh for issue
dated folkwin mcnlh. Address: Socks in
CanadaClaw ,a ed.386AdelaldeSbeetEast.
Toronto M5A IN4 Phone: (416) 3535426.
ALL YOUR READING from India under one
reef. lndla Sock Hwse. P.O. BOX 253.
Station 2. Tcmntc. Ont. M5N 224 tel. (41
?
925.6372. Wholesale. Mail Order 8 Specla
Olders. Send for Calalcgs and free SampIeS.
-Dcmld \Vnrd. Saskaloon

CAUADIAN Short S&y Magazine. Quar-

tedy. Ecx 289. Lethbdd 8. Alberta. Tl J 3Y5.
Subscdplicn $4.00 onB y. UIcsllenl for the
dassmam.
_.___.__....
IitTERESTED in lheatre. painting. film. wdting. publishing. the dance. TV, ay-TV? $5.95
buys me 19%page paperbac R.
, ‘The Arts In
Canada: tcday and tcmcrmw’~. in ahlch 50
Canadians, lnvclvsd and successful in the
arts. anaIm prcgress and prcs ects. Their
mccd: optimistic. Order from ecrkmlnster
Publishin Ltd., 57 Ycrkmlnster Road.
Willowdae.
a O n t . MZPlM4. Ph: (416)
2281874.
MEDIA PROSE a quarterly magazine on
wmmunlcaticnsand massmedialnCanada
S?r year, $5.50 for twc years. 85 Thcmcl, ePk.Dr..#l4O2.Tcmnlc.OnLM4H ILK
OUT-OF-PRIPtTCanafflanabcughtacdscl~.
Catalcgues senl lme on request. Humma
gzcl;l BccIcs. Box 655. Allistcn OnL

-Ron Stokr. Ollawa

. . *

0 DIIFENBAYER RENSES CONMINT

-Chds Redmond. Kilchcner. On,.

.u.,. Fo”R

NOBEL

mlEs

-O&c” Blwk. Tcmnu,

WRITERS’ and poti m&e1 n.Z.vSletler. 3
issues $2.00. Llleline. Cobalt. OnL PChl ICO.
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